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EDITORIAL

in the early days of
1Ttheis back
19th century. There is
Thomas Jefferson, the President,
with some of his advisers. They
all stand around a desk, looking
down at a bit of paper. Jefferson
8hakes his head sadly. "Well, I
thought it was a good idea,'' he
. ays, "but the tape ~ays no.
Therefore tell the French minister that we will not purchase the
Louisiana Territory, after all."
This little scene came unbidden into my mind recently when
I read a news story to the effect that the Department of Defense appropriated $100,000 with
·hich to kick around the possibilities of building a computer
that could Jay dov.--n guidelines
for national and international
policy. A team of s ientistaafter reading up on strategy,
world politics, international finance, and-I quote the team's
leader-"tbat sort of thing,''
programmed a compu er with
30,000 bits of information to enable it to simulate relations
amoo1r the major power blocs under any given set of circumtances. Eventual object: w tell
nation's leaders possible conse-

quences of particular policies.
No doubt the scientists involved are well aware that this is
all experimental, that the machine wiU never be a predictor or
purveyor of foreign policy, but
rather a quick and handy secondguesser of alternative approaches. Nevertheless, it is difficult to
overestimate the yearning of
some men to relieve themselves
of the responsibilities for decisions, to be able to fob off onto
other people-or things-the decision-making function. And,
though it may be heresy to say so
in these pages, I, for one, grow
increasingly dubious of the "theory of probability" approach to
the life and death of our civilization. The strategy of games
reads nicely, and it may be fun
to apply it to poker, or to theoretical war. But when the lives
of billions are at stake, I'd rather
put my trust in the mind of man,
rather than the mind of a probability machine.
The mjnd of man may not be
as quick, nor as knowledgeable,
nor as objective.
But it la powered by a h~rt.

N.L.
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Dear Editor:
As one matures, he begins to
realize that, just because somebody , has said that something is
true, it does not necessarily mean
ihat this fact is true. The purpose of this letter is to point out
why, in my opinion, Otis Adelbert Kline is a better adveniurestory writer than Edgar Rice
Burroughs.
This
undoubtedly
violates
more than a couple taboos, and
of course anyone who says a bad
thing against ERB's writings is
a blackguard and a scoundrel.
Probably Pat Scott will start
screaming about Mervyn Peake,
and Billy Hulan will mumble
something about bow poor L.
Sprague de Camp is, but I will
continue, in the hope that somewhere some fan will not begin
6

twitching in the dust and
screaming bloody murder.
For convenience, let's take an
easily available ERB volume, and
two recently published paperbacks of Kline's. The ERB is
"Three Martian Novels," containing- supposedly-his three
best Mars novels. The Klines' are
"The Outlaws of Mars" and "The
Swordsman of Mars."
After reading all five noveli<four and a half, that is-I couldn't finish the last one in the ERB
book, "Ma8termind of Mars"-1
can make this statement:
For the type of story v.:hich he
writes, Burroughs' style ie. grotesquely misplaced. Using overlarge words and long, complex
sentences, he usually says in one
page what Kline says in a paragraph. In some types of fiction,
this would be all right; but in
adventure stories, the object is to
keep the story and the hero moving at all times. Let us take a
hypothetical situation. Suppose
our hero was cornered in ~he
vaults underneath the deserts of
Mars by some fierce trained
beast. He has a choice between
kiJling the beast or escaping
down a side passage which he
has never been in before. If he
kills the beast it will raise an
alarm and put the guards on the
alert for him. Well, if ERB
wrote it, it would probably come
out something like this"Karter stood watching the

fearsome beast as indecision
burned in his mind. He had two
choices, and now, with death
closing in on him by the second,
he quickly turned them over in
his mind, noting that the beast
was of course waiting for him to
fini~h his decision before jumping.
"He cou ld kill the beast, but
this was of course a bad idea,
since it would raise an alarm, the
beast being trained to hunt for
dangerous-looking persons within the tunnels. Once raised, he
would probably never be able to
get out, and spend the rest of his
life-not long, at that rate-in
the catacombs. Never to see Sejah Doris again! Never . . . "
(500 words later)
" Or, he could leap into the
tunnel at his right, where the
beast could not follow. This
seemed the best bet, so he quickly gathered his muscles and
jumped.
Unfortunately,
his
Earth-muscles responded only
too gladly, and he sailed straight
up, banging bis head on the ceiling. . . . "
But you get the idea. All the
time Burroughs is dissertating
on the possible choices open, or
the current situation, we are
wondering if the action is frozen
into still-life waiting for him to
get through. Kline would probably just say, "Realizing that to
kill the animal meant raising an
(Continue d on page 126 )

7

Men were tortured •.. men were killed ••• and the Earth
Scientists chatted pleasantly with the Tareeg. Were
they traitors or were they waiting for The fee Men?

LEF T HA ND ,
J

ERRY NEWLAND was sitting up on the side of his
bunk, frowning at the floor,
when Troy Gordon came quietly
into the room and stopped at the
entrance to watch him. Not too
good, Troy thought after a moment, studying Newland's loose
mouth, the slow blinking of the
eyes and the slumped immobility
of position. Not too bad eithernot for a man who, in most practical 1·espects, had been dead for
the better part of three years
and come awake again only the
day before.
But the question was whether
8

Newland was going to recover
quickly enough now to be of any
use as an ally.
Troy moved forward a few
steps into the room, stopped
again as Newland raised his
head in a sluggish motion to
stare at him. For a few seconds,
the man's face remained blank.
Then be grinned. A strained, unpleasant-looking grin, but a grin.
Troy waited. Newland cleared
his throat, said, "I .•. I recogized you almost immediately
this time! And . . . I remembered that this same thing had
happened before."

By JAMES H. SCHMITZ
lffu1trated by SCHELLING

IGH THA ND
Troy grinned, too, guardedly.
"My coming into the room this
way?"
Newland nodded.
"It happened yeste)'day," Troy
said. "What's my name?"
"Troy Gordon."
"And yours?"
"Jerry Franklin Newland."
"What do you do 1"
"Do? ... Oh!" Newland drew
a deep breath. "I'm courier pilot
for the . . . for the . . ." He
stopped, looking fast surprised,
then dismayed. Then his face
wrinkled up slowly, like that of a
child about to cry.

"That part's gone again, eh?"
Troy asked, watching him.
"Yes. There's some ... there's
"You are-or you were-courier pilot for the Cassa Expedition," Troy said. He thumped his
heel on the floor. "That's Cassa
One, underneath us. We've been
away from Earth for three years
and eight months." He paused.
"Does that help?"
Newland reflected, frowned.
"Not much. I ..• it seems to be
true when you say it." He pesitated. "We're prisoners, aren't
we?"
9

" Uh-huh." he answered, flatly.
"I had that feeling. And you're
hiding me here?"
"That's right," Troy agreed.
"Why?"
"Because nobody else knows
you're still alive. It's bette1· if
they don't, right now."
Newland shook his head, indicated a sign fastened to the ceiling above the bunk in such a
way that a man lying in the
bunk on bis back would cat.ch
sight of it as soon as he opened
his eyes. "That," he said, "made
sense as soon as I saw it just
now! I remembered having read
it before and what it meant. But
otherwise everything's still badly blurred."
glanced up at the sign.
TROY
It read:
RELAX AND TAKE IT EASY, JERRY! YOU WERE IN A BAD SMASHUP, AND YOU'VE JUST FINISHED A
LONG STRETCH IN THE EMERGENCY TANK OF YOUR SHIP. EVERYTHlNG'S BOUND TO SEEM A
LITTLE FOGGY, BUT YOU'RE GOING
TO BE OKAY. DON'T TRY TO LEAVE
THE ROOM. IT HAS TO BE KEPT
LOCKED, BUT SOMEONE WILL BE
ALONG TO SEE YOU IN TWO OR
THREE HOURS AT THE MOST.

Troy said, "Your memory will
start coming back fast enough.
You've made a good sta1·t." He
sat down, took his cigarette case
from his pocket. "I'll go over
some of the things that have
10

happened with you. That tends
to bring them . . . and other
things . . . back to mind. Care
to smoke?"
"Yes, I'd like to smoke."
Troy tossed the cigarette case
over to the bunk, watched the
pilot reach for and miss it, then
bend forward awkwardly to fumble for it on the :floor. Reflexes
still very bad, he thought. But
when Newland had the case in
his hand, he flicked it open without hesitation, took out a cigarette a.JJd closed the case, then
turned it over and pressed the
button which snapped on the
concealed light. The day before,
he had stared at the case helplessly until Troy showed him
what to do. So his body had begun to recall more of its learned
motion patterns.
Troy said, "I told you the main
parts twice yesterday. Don't let
that worry you . . . you've retained more than most would be
likely to do after a quarter of the
time you spent in the tank. You
weren't in very good shape afterthe smash-up, Jerry!"
Newland said wryly, "I can
imagine that." He drew on the
cigarette, coughed, then tossed
the case back to Troy who caught
it and put it in his pocket.
"Have you got back any recollection at all of what the aliens
that caught us are like?" Troy
asked.
Newland shook his head.
AMAZING STORIES

"Well," Troy said, "they're
downright cute, in a way. More
like big penguins than anything
else. Short little legs. The heads
aren't so cute . . . a hammerhead shark would be the closest
thing there, which is why we call
them Hammerheads - though
not when we think some of them
might be listening.
"They don't belong here any
more than we do. They came
from another system which is a
lot closer than Sol but still a
Jong way off. Now, we aren't the
first Earth people to get to Cassa. There was an Earth survey
ship poking around the system
about twenty years ago, and it
seems that the Hammerheads
also had an expedition here at
the time. They spotted our survey ship but weren't spotted
themselves, and the survey ship
eventually went back to Earth
short two of its men. Those two
were supposed to have got lost in
the deserts on Cassa. Actually,
the Hammerheads picked them
up . .. Jerry?"
The pilot's head was beginning to nod. He straightened now
and took a puff on the cigarette,
grinning embarrassedly. "S'all
right, Troy!" he muttered.
"Seemed to get . . . sort of absent-minded there for a moment."
Which was, Troy knew, one of
the symptoms of the 1·e-awakening period. Newland's mind had

LEFT HAND, RIGHT HAND

been shut away from realit.y fo:r a
long time, wrapped in soothing,
vaguely pleasant dreams while
the emergency tank went about
the business of repairing his
broken body. The habit of unconscious retreat from his surroundings could not be immediately discarded, and particularly
not when the surroundings were
as undesirable as those in which
Newland now found himself. It
would be better, Troy thought,
to skip some of the uglier details
. . . and yet he had to tell the
man enough to make him willing
to cooperate in what would be,
at the very least, a desperately
dangerous undertaking.
said, "You're still only
HEthree-quarters
awake, Jerry.
We have to expect that. But the
closer you listen and the more
information you can absorb, the
faster you'll shake off the cobwebs. And that's important.
These Hammerheads are a tough
breed, and we're in a bad spot."
Newland nodded. "I understand that much. Go ahead."
"Well," Troy said, "whatever
that first Earth survey ship had
to report about the Cassa system
looked good enough so that the
administration put Cassa down
for a major expedition some day.
Twenty years later, we got here
again-the interstellar e plo1·ation carrier Atlas with eight
hundred men on board. I'm one

ll
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of her engineers. And we found
the Tareegs-that's what the
Hammerheads call themselveswaiting for us. Not another
bunch of scienlisls and assistants but a war-party. They'd
learned enough from the two
survey ship men they'd caught
to figure out we'd be coming back
and how to handle us when we
got here.
"Now get straight on a few
things about the Hammerheads,
Jerry. Their weapons systems
are as good or better than ours.

LEFT HAND, RIGHT HAND

In other ways, they're behind
us. They've got a fair interstellar
drive but can't make the same
use of it we do, because they've
still a lot to learn about inertial
shielding. They have a couple of
robot-directed interstellar drones
standing in a hangar a few hundred yards from here which can
hit half the speed of your courier, but no Hammerhead 0r human being could ride 'em up and
live. The two big carriers that
brought them to Cassa One are
dead-slow boats compared to the

13

Atlas. And that's about the best they could ask for-more than
any decent human being would
they have at present.
"Just the same, they're out to think of giving them-from our
get us. War is the best part of present leadership, the senior
living as far as they're con- scientists Dr. Chris Dexter and
cerned, and they're plenty good Dr. Victor Clingman. They're a
at it. So far they've only been couple of lousy traitors, Jerry,
fighting among themselves but and I'm not sure they're even
they're itching for a chance at capable of realizing it. Clinganother race, and now we're it. man's in charge here at the
Capturing an Earth expedition ground base, and he acts as if
in the Cassa System was only he doesn't see anything wrong in
part of the plan to take Earth by helping the Hammerheads."
"Helping the . . . " Vacancy
surprise."
Newland blinked, said slowly, showed for a moment in the pi"How's that? You'd think that lot's expression; be frowned unmight tip their hand. We'll be certainly.
missed, won't we 7"
RY to stay awake, Jerry!
"Sure we'll be missed," Troy
There're just a few other
said. "But when? We were to
stay here eight years ... don't things you should try to get
remember that either, eh? The nailed down in your memory this
Hammerheads will have all the time. The Hammerheads are watime they need to be set for who ter animals. They can waddle
ever comes looking for us event- around on land as long as they
keep themselves moist, but they
ually."
"But would they know that?" don't like it. They've got a reliTroy said bitterly, "They know gion based on a universal strugeverything about Earth that our gle between water and land . Castop brass scientists of the Cassa sa One's nothing but hot desert
Expedition were able to tell and rock and big salt beds, so
them. Pearson and Andrews- it's no good to them. And the
those names mean anything? other two planets in the system
They were the Expedition Chiefs have no oxygen to speak of.
when we were captured. One of
"Now here's the thing that's
the first things the Hammer- hard to swallow. There's a huge
heads did was to have the science lumped-up asteroid swarm in the
staff and other department heads system. The A tla.s stopped for a
look on while they tortured those few days on the way in to look
two men to death. As a result, around in it. Dexter and Clingthey've had all the cooperation man, after we'd been captured,

T
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volunteered the information to
the Hammerheads that a lot of
that stuff was solid H,O and that
if they wanted Cassa One fixed up
the way they'd like it-wet-the
Atlas could ferry enough asteroid ice over here in billion-ton
load:i to turn most of the surface
of the planet into a sea.
"You understand it wasn't
the Hammerheads who had the
idea. They don't have anything
resembling the ship power and
equipment to handle such a job;
it hadn't even occurred to them
that it could be possible. But you
can bet they bought it when it
was handed to them. It will give
them a base a third of the way
between their own system and
Sol. That's what's been going on
since we landed and were
grabbed off . . . almost three
years ago now.
"And these last week there've
been, for the first time since we
got here, a few clouds in the sky.
It means the boys on the Atlas
have as many of those mountains
of ice riding on orbit as are needed, and they've started shoving
them down into the atmosphere
to break up and melt. So we . . .
Jerry, wake up!"
Troy Gordon paused, watching
Newland, then shrugged, stood
up and went over to take the butt
of the cigarette from the pilot's
slack fingers. Newland had slid
back into catatonic immobility;
he offered no resistance as Troy
LEFT HAND, RIGHT HAND

swung his legs up on the bunk
and straightened him out on his
back.
How much would he remember
the next time he awoke? Troy
didn't know; he had no medical
experience and was working on
the basis of rememeered scraps
of information about the treatment given men recovering from
an experience such as Newland's.
There were people on the ground
station who could have told him
what to do, but he hadn't dared
ask questions.
It was chiefly a matter of time
now. Or of lack of time. What
would happen when the giant
hauling operation was concluded, when the water which had
been carried in from space came
creeping across the vast desert
plateaus about the station, was
something he didn't know. But
it was almost certain that if his
own plans hadn't been carried
out by that time, they never
would be.

J

ERRY," he addressed the sleeping pilot softly, "if you've
wondered why I'm risking my
neck to bring you back to life and
keep you hidden away from the
Hammer heads and Clingman, it's
because you're the one man I
still can trust in this lousy expeditionary group. It's because you
tried to do something about the
situation on your own. You don't
remember it yet, but when the
15

Hammerheads took over the Atlas you made a break for it in the
courier boat. You tried to get
away and warn Earth. They shot
you down before you could clear
atmosphere; but then they couldn't find the wreck. They thought
it was down in one of the salt
beds and gave up looking for it.
"But I found it in the desert
a couple of months later. You'd
dropped through into the emergency tank and you were still
more or less alive. I smuggled
the tank into the station here as
soon as I'd rigged up a place
where I could keep it. I can use
some help, and you'll be the best
possible man for the job. . . . "
He stopped, surprised to see
that Newland's mouth had begun
to work awkwardly as if he were
trying to speak. Then a few
wor-ds came, slow and slurred,
but indicating that the pilot's
mind had not sunk nearly as far
from full wakefulness as during
his previous relapses.
"Wha ... want me ... do?"
Troy didn't answer. Not yet,
he thought. Not until Newland
was no longer helpless. Because,
in spite of all precautions, he
might be discovered here at any
hour; and if that should happen,
Troy's secret must still be his
own. He could act without Newland's help if necessary.
He waited a f.ew seconds longer, while the pilot's face slowly
smoothed out again into coma16

tose blankness. Then Troy
turned around quietly and left
the room.

* * *

Troy Gordon's personal living
quarters were on the lowest of
the station's three underground
levels, behind the central power
plant and utilities section. Considerable privacy was their only
attraction; and since the arrangement kept Troy, during his
off-duty hours, close to his responsibilities as the station's
maintenance engineer, neither
Dr. Clingman nor the Hammerheads had objected to it. He was a
useful man; and to the useful,
minor privileges could be extended.
Troy had been able to take advantage of that circumstance.
The room in which Newland was
hidden lay behind his own quarters, forming an extension to
them. The entrance to it was concealed, and while a careful search
should have disclosed it, Troyso far as he knew-had as yet
given no one a reason to initiate
such a seareh. The back room
was not part of the station's
original design; he had cut it
secretly out of the rock. With the
equipment at his disposal, it had
been a relatively minor job.
But it involved a very ugly
risk. Discovery would have
meant death, and no easy one.
With the exception of the cooperating chief scientists, the HamAMAZING STORIES

merheads' attitude towards their
captives was largely one of
watchful indifference, so long as
no one got out of line. But they
had taken one measure which insured that, after a short time,
there was very little inclination
left among the pri soners to get
out of line knowingly. At intervals of about a month, whether
or not an overt offense had been
committed, one more member of
Earth's Cassa Expedition was
methodically tortured to death by
the aliens ; and a group of his
f ellows, selected apparently at
r andom, was obliged to witness
t he matter while fastened to a
device which allowed them to experience the victim's sensations
in modified form.
Troy had been included twice
in the observing group. He hadn't known whether it implied a
personal warning or not. In the
Hammerheads' eyes, he was a
useful servant; it might be that
he was also a suspected one. Nevertheless, it had been necessary
to construct the back room. One
day, he was returning through
the desert from one of the outlying automatic stations under his
care when he caught the momentary whisper of a distress signal
in his groundcar's receiver. The
slight sound had put his hair on
end. It was an Earth signal, on an
Earth band; and with the Atlas
off-planet it could have only one
possible source. In seconds, it
LEFT HAN D, RI GHT HAND

wavered out and was lost, but
Troy already had established the
direction.
passed before he had
A WEEK
the opportunity to obtain a
second fix; then, hours later, he
was standing beside the wreck
of the courier ship. It had
plunged into a deep cleft in the
rocks and was now half covered
by sand; it began to seem less of
a miracle that the Hammerhead
fliers had not found it. Troy shut
off the quavering signal projector, discovered next that the
emergency tank had a living occupant, but left Newland where
he was while he hurriedly examined the rest of the ship. The
courier was hopelessly damaged,
but before Troy concluded the
examination, his plan against
the Hammerheads had been born,
at least as a possibility. It took
more than two and a half years
then to convert the possibility into an operatio1, which seemed at
last to have something better
than a fighting chance to succeed. For, of course, Troy had
told no one of the discovery. A
few words might have gained
him eager helpers, but might also
have reached a man paralyzed
by the fear of torture to the extent that he would reveal herything to safeguard himself.
Troy left his rooms, locking
the outer door behind him. Moving thirty feet down the narrow
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steel-floored passage behind the
power plant, he entered one of
the tool rooms, again closing and
locking the door as he went
through. It nad been a much
more difficult and lengthy undertaking to drill a tunnel from
the station's lowest level up to
the force-screened Hammerhead
hangar outside than to carve an
additional room out of the rock,
but it had been completed
months before. The tunnel's hidden station entrance was beneath
the tool room floor, the other
opening out of the polished rock
base of the hangar twenty feet
from ene: of the interstellar
drones. The most careful human
scrutiny would hardly have read
any significance there into the
hairline crack which formed an
frregulat oval on the rock; and
since Troy hadn't been found
out, he could assume that the
Hammerheads' powers of observation we.re no more acute.
It had been night in the surrounding desert for some hours
by now, but the hangar was
brightly lit-a very unusual occurrence at such a time. Troy
paused, momentarily disconcerted, studying the scene in the
hangar through the vision screen
installed in the tunnel just below
the exit. If the Hammerheadsthere were only Hammerheadspresent-were initiating some
major. new activity in the next
day or two, his plans might be,
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ff not ruined, at least very dangerously delayed. He counted
over a hundred of the creatures,
mostly assembled near the far
end of the hangar in three orderly groups. A few officers stood
together, somewhat closer to him.
Troy chewed his lip anxiously,
the moisture-conserving suits
they wore for outside duty on
Cassa One, which concealed the
twe sets of swim flippers along
their sides and left the top pair
of upper limbs . . . short, sturdy brown arms with hands larger
than human hands, quite as capable and rather unpleasantly
human in appearance . . . free
for use. The transparent, inverted-triangle helmets were clamped
down. As he looked on, one of
their big atmospheric personnel
carriers came gliding into sight
behind the immobile ranks.
There were commands, and the
Tareegs turned and filed into
the vehicle, moving with the rapid, awkward little waddle which
was their method of progress on
land. A minute or two later, the
loaded carrier moved out of the
hangar, and the lights in the vast
structure slowly faded away.
HERE were they going?
WThey
were carrying the usual weapons, but tnis was not
some dryland drill. Troy could
not remember seeing so large a
group leave the station before.
The uneasy conviction returned
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that the move must be connected
with the fact that clouds had
begun to show in Cassa One's
skies, that the mile-thick boulders of ice which had been
brought across space already
were falling through the atmosphere of the dessicated world.
One or two more undisturbed
days, Troy thought. ln that time
it would become clear whether
Newland was going to recover
sufficiently to be able to play a
pa'I't in his plans. Only two sections of the shattered courier
ship, the inertial shielding and
the autonav, had been needed to
transform the Hammerheads' interstellar drone twenty feet from
the tunnel exit into a spaceship
which men could ride and direct.
Both those sections had been repairable, and everything else
Troy had been able to steal or
build in the station. Month after
month passed as he brought it
all together in the tunnel, familiarized himself with every necessary detail of the drones mechanisms and fitted in the new
installations . . . first in theory,
then in actual fact. A part of almost every night was spent in
the darkened hangar, assembling, checking and testing one
section or another, then disassembling everything and taking
it back down into the tunnel before the moment came when the
Tareeg watch-beams would sweep
again through the hangar.
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The beam-search was repeated
each three hours and twentyseven minutes throughout the
night. Within that period of
time, Troy would have to car-ry
out a final complete assembly,
let the drone roar iJ1to life and
send it flashing up through the
force-screen and intQ space.
By now, he knew he could do
it. And if he had calculated the
drone's capacity correctly, he
would then be less than six
months from Earth. The Hammerheads had nothing they could
send after him.
But once in space, he needed
Newland's experience. Everything else would be on board to
get them to Earth, but without a
trained pilot the probability of
arriving only on autonav was
something Troy couldn't calculate. With a great deal of luck, he
thought, it still should be possible. Newlancl's skills, on the other
hand, would give them something considerably better than
an even chance.
But Newland would have to be
recovered first. He was still under the ministrations of the
emergency tank, embedded now
in the wall of the back room beyond the bunk. The tank had to
stay there; no amount of planning had shown a way it could
be fitted into the drone besides
everything else; there simply
was no room teft for it. And what
Troy had learned made it clear
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that if he lifted into space with
Newland before the pilot's behavior was very nearly normal,
he would have a half-dead zombie
on his hands before the trip was
well begun.
That had been his reason for
waiting. But the question was
now whether he mightn't already
have waited a little too long . . . .
checked his watch. Take
TaROY
chance and begin the final
installation at once? It would be
an hour before the search-beams
came baek. The interior of the
ships was inspected at irregular
periods; he hadn't been able to
establish any pattern for that.
But to leave his equipment in
place in the drone for one day, or
two at the most, might not be
stretching his luck too far. Then,
if Newland shaped up, there
would be that much less delay in
leaving, that much less time to
spend in the Tareeg hangar finishing the job at the end. And
no one could tell what new developments the next few days
might bring, or how much time
they would find that they had
left....
He twisted the direction dials
on the vision screen, swinging it
slowly once more about the darkened hangar. Then he unlocked
and shifted the exit switch, and
the irregularly carved section of
rock above him moved on its lifting rods out of the hangar floor.
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Troy swung up and out behind
it, got to his feet and started over
to the drone.
There was a thin, burring
noise close to his ear.
Troy stopped in mid-stride, his
face tight and wary. The noise
meant that his room communicator was being called. Probably
some minor technical emergency
on the station, but . . . He
counted off twenty seconds, then
turned on the relay mike under
his coat collar. Trying to make
his voice thick with drowsiness,
he said, "Gordon speaking. Who's
it?"
"Reese," a carefu lly uninflected voice told him from the speaker. "Dr. Clingman wants you to
come up to his office immediately,
Gordon."
Troy felt a sudden sharp prickling of fear.
"At this time of night?" he
demanded petulantly. "It's the
middle of my sleep period !
What's gone wrong now?"
"I wouldn't know," Reese said.
"Our senior scientist"-he made
the two words sound like a worn,
habitual curse-"didn't go into
details."
'i':·

*

·)r

Dr. Victor Clingman was a
large, untidy man inclined to
plumpness, with stringy blond
hair and protuberant pale eyes.
His office adjoined that of the
Tareeg Station commandant-a
Low Dsala, in Hammerhead
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terms- and it was permeated
from t here with a slightly salty,
vaguely perfumed moistness.
Rank had its privileges; only the
Low Dsala enjoyed t he luxury of
keeping his station work quarters damp enough to make the
wearing of a suit unnecessary.
The other Hammerheads waddled
about the cold, dry halls completely
cover ed,
breathing
through humidifiers, and were
only occasionally permit ted, and
t hen after much ceremony, to enter an area in t heir section called
the Water Room and linger there
for several hour s.
Troy came int o Clingman's office with bis tool kit through the
double door s designed to prevent
moistur e from escaping, shivering slightly as the sudden clamminess touched his skin. Clingman, engaged as usual in pecking out somet hing on a writer,
shirt sleeves rolled up on his
plump arms, ranked piles of
notes on the table beside him,
tu rned a pale, unhealthy-looking
face t owards the door.
"Mister Gordon," he said mildly, dr~gging the "mister" out a
lit tle as was his habit. He nodded
at the wall to Troy's left. "Our
recording mechanisms became
inoperative again . . . and just
as I was in the process of noting
down some very interesting fresh
clues as to the probable origin of
the Tareeg coup system. Will you
try to a~end to it?"
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"Right away," Troy said, his
vague fears dispelled. Clingman's recorders were a standard
problem; the repair parts for
such items were on the Atlas
which had not come down into
atmosphere for almost a year.
There probably bad been no reason to feel apprehensive about a
night call to the office. It had
happened on such occasions before.
went to work, glancing over
HEfrom
time to time at the senior scientist who was frowning
down pensively at the writer.
Before the Hammerheads executed his predecessors, Dr. Victor
Olingman had been head of the
Biology Department on the Cass
Expedition, and his interest in
the subject had not changed,
though it was now centered exclusively on the life habits of
their captors. The Tareegs did
not seem to object to his preoccupation with them. Possibly it
amused them; though Clingman
had told Troy once, rather complacently, that his research already had proved to be of some
usefulness to the Tareegs in answering certain ques1iions they
had had about themselves. That
might also be true. On several
occasions, at any rate, Troy had
found either the Low Dse)a or
another Hammerhead officer in
Clingman's office, answering the
scientist's questions in high21

pitched, reedy voices which al- ing very objectionable in such an
ways had the suggestion of a act.
Troy was, as it happened, less
whistle in them. All of them apparently had been taught human certain than some of the others
speech, though they rarely chose that Clingman and the men like
Dr. Chris Dexter, who had been
to use it.
Clingman cleared his throat, directing the ice-hauling operaasked without turning his head, tions of the Atlas, had come to a
"Did I tell you, Gordon, that the deliberate, cold-blooded agreeTareegs' known history goes ment among themselves to save
back to considerably less than a their own skins by offering to
thousand years, by human time help the Hammerheads against
reckoning?"
mankind. It was perhaps more
"Yes, you did, doctor," Troy likely that they had acted in unsaid. It had become almost im- thinking panic, following the
possible for him to do work for gruesome executions the HamClingman-and Clingman invar- merheads had forced them to witiably called on him personally ness. That would be more forgivwhen he had some mechanical able, if only slightly so. It was
chore on h&nd-without listen- difficult to be sure about Clinging to a lengthy, rambling dis- man in any way. He might be
course on the scientist's latest unpardonably guilty in his own
discoveries about the Tareegs. It mind and still no less frightened
was an indication, he thought, than before-for who knew, aftthat Clingman had grown in- er all, what the Tareegs ultimatecreasingly hungry for },11man ly int~nded with their prisoners?
companionship of any kind. He On the other hand, he might accould hardly fail to know that the tually have buried all such conmajority of the stat.ion's human siderations beneath the abcomponent was aware he had sorbed, objective interest he aporiginated the suggestion made peared to take in them.
by the leading c,cientific group to
the Hammerheads concerning the
ROY had paid no more attenpossibility 9f turning Cassa One
tion than he could help at first
into a Tareeg water world, and to Clingman's scholarly monothat hP. w&s generally despised logues on his favorite theme. His
for it. Troy's noncommittal atti- own thoughts avoided the Hamtude might have led him to be- merheads as far as possible. But
lieve that Troy either had not as his personal plans began to
been informed of the fact or hap- develop and the chance that he
pened to be a m&n who saw noth- might reach Earth grew into

T
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something more than a wildly
improbable hope, he realized that
the more he learned about t he
new enemy, the more valuable an
eventual report would be. Thereafter he listened carefully, memorizing all of Clingman's speculations, and gradually developed
some degree of detached interest
of his own in the creatures. They
had a curious history, short
though it was, a history of merciless strife on twin water worlds
of the same system in which any
records GJf a common background
had been long lost or destroyed.
Then had come the shock of mutual discovery and renewed battling, now on an interplanetary
scale, which ended in a truce of
carefully guarded equality between the rival worlds.
"That situation, it seems possible," Clingman had said once,
"may have led to the legend of
the lost home-world of the Tareegs." It was a cautious reference to the obvious fact that
neither Tareeg planet would have
been willing to admit that it
might be no more than an ancient colon:, of its twin. A remote
and glorious ancestral world
which had brought both colonies
forth as equals was a much more
acceptable theory. "And yet,"
Clingman went on, "the legend
might well be based in fact. And
it may be that we, with our skills,
will enable the Tareegs to rediscover that world...•"
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It sounded, Troy had thought,
with something like amused disgust, as if the scientific brass
had prudently worked out a new
scheme to preserve itself after
the Cassa One operation closed
out.
"There also, of course," Clingman continued, bHnking his pale
eyes reflectively at Troy, "we
have the origin of the parallel
legend of the Terr'ible Enemy.
What except the conquest of the
home-world by a monstrous foe
could have caused it to forget its
colonies? In that light, it becomes a little easier to understand the . . . ah, well . . . the
cautious distrust the Tareegs have shewn towards the
first intelligent species they encountered in interstellar space."
And that sounded like an attempted apology-not so much
for the Tareegs and their manner
of expressing cautious distrust
as for Dr. Victor Clingman's collaboration with them. But Troy
said nothing. By then he was
very eager to hear more.
He did. Almost week by week,
something new was added to the
Hammerhead data filed away in
his mind . Much of it might be
unimportant detail, but Earth's
strategists could decide that for
themselves. The Tareeg coup system Clingman was mulling over
again tonight had been of significance at least to the prisoners; for it probably was the rea23

son the majority of them were
still alive. The two High Dsalas
who, each representing one of
the twin worlds, were in joint
command of the Tareeg forces
here would have gained great
honor merely by returning to
their system at once with the
captured Earth expedition. But
to have stayed instead, silently to
have assumed personal responsibility for the creation of a new
world fit for Tareeg use-that assured them honor and power beyond belief when the giant task
was over and the announcement
wentout. . . .
awareness that Clingman
THE
was ~peaking again broke into
Troy's thoughts.
"Almost everytl1i'»g they do,"
the scientist observed musingly,
"is filled with profound ceremonial meaning. It was a long while
before we really understood that.
You've heard, I suppose, that
cloud formations have appeared
on this side of the planet?"
Troy was about to answer,
then checked himself, frowning
down at the cleanly severed end
of the lead he had been tracing.
Severed? What. . . .
"Gordon?"
"Uh . . . why, yes, I've seen
them myself, doctor." Troy's
mind began to race. The lead had
been deliberately cut, no question
of that. But why? He mjght have
spent another hour checking
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over the recording equipment before discovering it"It means, of course," he
heard Clingman saying, "that
the dry sea basins of Cassa One
gradually are filling with water.
Now, we know the vital importance to the Tareegs of being
able to immerse themselves in the
-to them-sacred fluid, and how
severely they have been rationed
in that respect here. One might
have thought that, from the
High Dsalas down, all of them
would have plunged eagerly into
the first bodies of water to appear on the planet. But, no . . .
so great a thing must not be approached in that manner! A day
was set, months in advance,
when it could be calculated that
the water level would reach a
certain point. At that hour, every Tareeg who can be spared
from essential duty will be standing at the shore of the new sea.
And together . . ."
Abruptly, the meaning of
Clingman's words faded out of
Troy's mind.
The sudden nighttime summons to Clingman's offi.ce--had
it been no accident after all?
Had he done something in the
past few hours to arouse suspicion, and was he being detained
here now while his rooms were
searched? Troy felt sweat start
out on his face. Should he say
anythh1g? He hesitated, then
reached quietly into the tool kit.
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" . . . and only then"-Clingman's voice returned suddenly to
his consciousness-"will the
word be prepared to go back, and
the messenger ships filled with
the sacred water so that it can
be blended at the same moment
with the twin worlds' oceans, to
show that Cassa One has become
jointly a part of each . . . "
Messenger ships-ihe interstelfar drones, of course. And the
big troop of Hammerheads
which had been taken from the
station in the personnel carrier
less than an hour ago . . . His
hands trembling a little, Troy
quickly closed the recorder,
111icked up the tool kit.
Clingman checked himself.
"Oh . . . you've :finished, Gordon?" He sounded startled.
Troy managed to work a grin
on his face. "Yes, doctor. Just a
broken lead. And now, if you'll
excblse me. . .." He started to
turn away.
"Ah, one moment!" Clingman
said sharply. "There was , . . I
. . . now where. . . " He gazed
about the table, pushing fretfully at the piles of notes. "Oh, yes!
Dr. Rojas .•. Room 72 Youwere on your way up here when
he attempted to reach you. SomeMling that needed . . . well, I
forget now what he said. Would
you mind going over there immediately?"
"Not at all." Troy's heart was
pounding. If there had been any
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doubt he was being deliberately
delayed, it would have vanished
now. Dr. Rojas, of course, would
have something waiting that
"needed" Troy's attention before
he got to Room 72. A call from
Clingman would arrange for it.
But if they were suspicious of
him, why hadn't he been placed
under arrest? They don't want
to scare me off, Troy thougllt.
They're not -sure, and if I'm up
to something they don't want to
scare me off before they know
just what it is.
swung
HE'D
hall, mind

around to the
reaching ahead
through the next few minutes,
outlining quickly the immediate
steps he would have to takeand so he was almost past the
Hammerhead before he saw it.
The door to the Low Dsala's offices had opened quietly, and the
Low Dsala stood there five feet
away, the horizo»tally stalked
eyes fixed ~n Troy.
Troy startee. involuntarily, Ne
might be very close to death now.
To approach a Hammerhead ...
let alone the station's ranking
officer . . . unbidden within a
dozen steps was a dangerous
thing for a prisoner to do. The
Dsala's left hand "hung beside
the ornament-encrusted bolt-gun
all the officers carried-and those
broad torturers' hands could
move with flashing speed. But
the creature remained immobile.
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Troy averted his eyes from it,
keeping his face expressionless,
walked on with carefully unhurried steps, conscious of the Dsala's stare following him.
It was one of the comparatively few times he had seen a Hammerhead without its suit. If one
knew nothing about them, they
would have looked almost comieal-tbere was a decided resemblance to the , penguins, the
clown-birds of Earth, in the rotund, muscular bodies and the
double set of swimming flippers.
The odd head with its thick protruding eyelobes and the small,
constantly moving crimson triangle of the mouth were less funny, as were the dark, humanshaped hands. Troy felt a chill
on his back when he heard the
Dsala break into sudden speech
behind him: a high, quick gabble
in its own language. Was it expressing anger? Drawing the
door quietly shut, he heard
Clingman begin to reply in the
s-ame tongue.

* * *

REESE looked briefly up from
the intercom desk as Troy
stopped before it. "Finished with
Clingman?" he asked.
"Uh-hub," Troy said. "Any
other little jobs waiting before I
can get back to sleep?"
"Not so far," Reese told him
s-0urly. "Pleasant dreams/' He
returned his attention to the panels before him.
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So Dr. ~ojas, as had seemeq
almost certain, had put in no eaIJ
for him. But if he didn't show up
at Room 72, how long befo:r.e
they began to wonder where he
was? Perhaps four or five minutes •.••
Troy stepped out of the elevator on the maintenance level forty seconds after leaving Reese,
went quickly on into the engine
room. One Hammerhead guard
stood watching him from the
far end. As a rule, three of them
were stationed here. They were
accustomed to Troy's appearances, and he had been careful to
establish as irregular a pattern
as was practicable in attending
to routine chores, so that in an
emergency his motions would
draw a minimum of attention.
Ignoring the guard now, he carried out a desultory inspection of
a set of wall controls, paused
four times to remove four minor
sections of machinery and drop
them into his tool kit, and was
leaving the big room again a
minute and a half later.
Out in the passage, he reopened the kit, quickly snapped
three of the small steel parts together. The carrying of firearms
naturally was not a privilege the
Tareegs extended to human beings; but the newly assembled
device was a quite functional
gun. Troy thumbed three dozen
hand-made shells out of the
fourth piece removed from the
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control equipment loaded the
gun and shoved it into his pocket.
The door to his quarters was
locked, and there were no immediate signs inside that an inspec..
tion might have been carried out
during his absence. Troy moved
over to the rarely used intercom
view-screen, changed some settings behind it, and switched it
on. The hidden back room appeared in the screen, and-in
spite of his near-certainty about
Clingman's purpose in detaining
him-Troy felt his face whiten
·
slowly with shock.
Jerry Newland was no longer
lying on his bunk, was nowhere
in the room. A gaping opening in
the wall behind the bunk showed
where t he emergency tank Troy
had brought in from the crashed
courier ship had been installed.
So they not only had the pilot in
their hands-they already were
aware of his identity and of the
condition he was in.
Troy felt a surge of physical
sickness. Left to himself, Newland would have died in the desert without regaining consciousness as the tank's independent
power source began to fail. Troy
had saved him from that; but
very probably it was the Tareeg
death the pilot faced now. Troy
switched off the screen, started
back to the door, fighting down
his nausea. Self-blame was a
luxury for which he had no time,
He couldn't help. Newland, and
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there was not an instant to lose.
Within a few hours, he could still
be in space and take his chances
alone at getting the waruing to
Earth.
But first the search for him
must be directed away from the
Tareeg hangar. And that, very
fortunately, was an action for
which he had long been thoroughly prepared. • • ,
HE Hammerhead guard at
Tthe
station's ground-level exit
also had been reduced to one soldier. And here the appearance of
engineer's
maintenance
the
groundcar on its way to one of
the automatic installations out
in the desert was as familiar an
occurrence as Troy's irregular
inspection visits in the engine
room. The guard watched him
roll past without moving and
without indication of interest.
Troy glanced at his watch as the
exit closed behind him. Not quite
six minutes since he'd left Clingman's office . . . they should already have begun to check on
his whereabouts, and thQ fact
that he alone of all the humans
at the station had access to a
groundcar would then be one of
the first things to come to their
minds.
He slowed the car near a tiny
inspection door in the outer wall
of the station. cut its lights-,
jumped out and watched it roll
on, picking up speed as it
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s~erved away to the east and
rushed down into the dark desert. Months before he had installed the automatic guidance
devices which would keep the car
hurrying steadily eastwards
now, changing direction only to
avoid impassable obstacles. It
migiit be that, at a time of such
ill1:_portance to the Tareegs, they
would not attempt to follow the
car. If a flier did discover it from
the air, the vehicle would be destroyed . . . and it was rigged
to disintegrate with sufficient vi•
olence tbe11 to conceal the fact
th.at it had larked a driver.
ROY opened the inspection
Tdoor,
then stopped for a moment, staring back at the Tareeg
hangar beyond the station. Light
had been glowing through its
screens again when he came out;
now the hazy translucence of the
screens was drawing sideways
and up from the great entrance
rectangle. Another of the big
personnel carriers nosed slowly
out, moved up into the air and
vanished against the night sky.
If it was loaded as close to capacity as the one he had watched
from inside the tunnel, almost
two thirds of the Hammerhead
force at the station had gone by
now to attend the rites at Cassa
One's new sea.
He waited while the force
screen restored itself over the entrance. · Immediately afterwards,
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the lights in the hangar turned
dim and :£aded away. Troy
climbed in through the inspection door1 locked it and started
back down to the maintenance
level.
With a little luck, he thought,
he might even be able to work
undisturbed now inside the interstellar drone he had selected
for his escape. He would have to
be back in the tunnel when the
search-beams
came
through
again . . . he suspected they
might be quite sensitive (:lnough
to detect the presence of a living
being inside one of the ships. But
the Hammerheads themselves
might not show up again until
he was prepared to leave. And
then it wouldn't matter. If tney
did appear-well, he would get
some warning from the fad that
the hangar lights would begin to
come on first. Not very much
warning, but it might be enough.
The passage leading past his
quarters was empty and quiet.
Troy remained behind a corner
for a minute or two listening. If
Dr. Rojas had reported his failure to arrive at Room 72, the
Tareegs must also have learned
by now that he had left the station, and the last place they
would think of hunting for him
was here. But somebody-Hammerhead or human stoogemight be in his rooms, making
a second and more thorough investigation there.
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VERYTHING remained still.
Troy came quietly out into
the passage, went down it to the
tool room next to his quarters,
opened the door, taking the gun
from his pocket, and slipped inside. With the door locked, he
stood still a moment, then turned
on the lights.
A glance around showed that
nobody was lurking for him here.
He darkened the ·room again,
crossed it, removed the floor section over the tunnel entrance
and slipped down into the tunnel. Working by touch, he pulled
the floor section back across the
opening, snapped it into place
and started up the familiar narrow passage he had cut through
the desert rock.
He couldn't have said exactly
what warned him. It might have
been the tiny click of a blacklight beam going on. But he
knew suddenly that something
alive and breathing stood farther
up the passage waiting for him,'
and the gun came quickly from
his pocket again.
His forehead was struck with
almost paralyzing force. Stungun . . . they wanted him alive.
Troy found himself on his knees,
dizzy and sick, while a voice
yelled at him.
Human, he
thought, with · a blaze of hatred
beyond anything he'd ever felt
for the Tareegs. Traitor human!
The gun, still somehow in his
hand, snarled its answer.

E
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Then the stungun found him
again, in three quick, hammering
blows, and consciousness was
gone.

* * *

There came presently an extended period of foggy, groping
thoughts interspersed with sleep
and vivid nightmares. After a
time, Troy was aware that he
was in a section of the sick bay
on the Atkts, and that the great
carrier was in interstellar flight.
So the operation on Cassa One
was over.
He wondered how long he
had been knocked out. Days perhaps. It was the shrill, rapid-fire
voice of a Tareeg which had first
jolted him back. into partial
awareness. For confused secon~s, Troy thought the creature
was addressing him; then came
the click of a speaker and the
sounds ended, and he realized he
had heard the Tareeg's voice
over the ship's intercom system.
A little later, it occurred to him
that it had been using its own
language and therefore could not
have been speaking to him.
During that first muddled period, Troy knew now and then
that he was still almost completely paralyzed. Gradually, very
gradually, his mind began to
clear and the intervals of sleep
which always ended with teri..!fying nightmares grew shorter.
Simultaneously he found he was
acquiring a limited ability to
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move. And that, too, increased.
It might have been three or
four hours after his first awakening before he began to plan
what he might do. He had made
a number of observations. There
wer e three other men in this section with him. All 8"eemed to be
unconscious. He thought the one
lying in the bed next to his own
was Newland, but the room was
dim and he had been careful to
avoid motions which might have
been observed, so he wasn't certain. There was a single human
attendant in the small room beyond the open doorspace opposite his bed. Troy didn't recall
the man's face. He was in the
uniform of a medical corpsman ;
but whatever else the fellow
might be, he was here primar ily
in the role of a guard because he
had a gun fastened to hi:3 belt.
It classed him as a human being
whose subservience to the Hammerheads was not in question.
Twice, when the man in the bed
at the far end of the room had
begun t o groan and move about,
the guard came in and did something that left the restless one
quiet again. Troy couldn't see
what he used, but the probability
,va that it had been a drug administer ed with a hypodermic
spray.
Getting his hands on the gun,
Troy decided, shouldn't be too
difficu lt if he made no mistakes.
His life was forfeit, and to lie
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and ,vait·until the Tareeg inquisitors were ready for him wasn't
Neither . . •
to his taste.
though somewhat preferable ..•
was personal suicide. A ship,
even as great a ship as the Atlas,
had certain vulnerabilities in interstellar flight-and who knew
them better than one of the
ship's own engineers? The prime
nerve centers were the bridge
and t he sections immediately
surrounding it. It might be, Troy
t hought, it just might be that
the Hammerheads never would
bring their prize in to the twin
wor lds to have its treasures of
t echnological information pried
out of it. And that in itself would
be a major gain for Earth.
turned various possibilities
HEover
in his mind with the
detachment of a man who has
acknowledged the inevitable fact
of his own death. And he felt his
strength fl.owing back into him.
The guard in the other room
presently heard renewed groans
and t he slurred muttering of a
half-conscious man. As he came
in t hrough the doorspace with
t he drug spray he walked into
Tr oy's fist. It didn't quite put
him to sleep, but the spray did
thirty seconds later, and shortly
he was resting, carefully bound
and gagged since Troy didn't
know how long the drug would
r etain its effect , in the back of a
large clothes locker.
A.MAZING STORIES
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The man in the next bed was
Newland. He seemed uninjured
but was unconsciou~, presumably dFugged like the other two.
Troy left the section in the corpsman's uniform, the g~n concealed in his pocket. It was improbable that the guard's authority to carry it extended beyond the sick bay area. In another pocket-it might come in
handy-was the refilled drug
spray.
He was two decks closer to the
· bridge section when it struck
him how deserted the Atlas
seemed. Of course, he had avoided areas where be would be likely
to run into sizable groups of
either men or Tareegs. But he
had seen only six humans so far,
only two of the Hammerheads.
These last had come out of a
cross-passage ahead of him and
vanished into another, two men
following quietly behind, the
high-pitched alien voices continuing to make a thin, complaining
clamor in the otherwise empty
hall seconds after they had disappeared. And the thought came
to Troy: suppose most of the
ship's complement was down in
the sleepers?
It wasn't impossible. The Atlas must still be provisioned for
years to come, but an excellent
way to avoid human mutiny on
the approach to the Hammerhead
worlds would be to put any captives not needed for essential
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duty to sleep. And the Atlas hadn't been built for the convenience
of water-creatures. To control a
human skeleton crew would require a correspondingly small
number of Tareegs. Most of their
force, he thought, very well might
be making the return in their
own vessels.
HE reflection literally stopped
TTroy
in his tracks. Because
that could change everything he'd
had in mind, opened up possibilities he hadn't thought existed
. . . including the one, still remote though it might be, of returning the Atlas to Earth. Perhaps the men now in charge of
the ship would be almost as unwilling to allow that to happen
as the Hammerheads; they had
too much to answer for. But if
the situation he had imagined
did exist, his thoughts raced on
. . . why then . . . .
Troy's mind swam briefly
with a wild premonition of triumph. There were ways in whioh
it might be done! But because of
that, there was also now the sudden need for much more caution
than he had intended to use.
What he needed first was somebody who could tell him exactly
how things stood on boardpreferably somebody in 1. position of authority who could be
persuaded or forced to fall in
then with Troy's subsequent
moves.
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had come to believe that his observations on these deadly enemies some day really could be
compiled into an orderly and valuable addition to human knowledge.
Sane or not, he was a frightened man, the· perfect ']_uarry for
Troy's present purpose. With a
gun on him, he would talk. And
once having assisted Troy to any
degree, he would be too terrified
of Tareeg reprisals to do anything but switch sides again and
go along with Troy, hoping that
thereby the worst-0nce more-could be avoided. The worst for
Victor Clingman. It would be impossible, Troy thought, to trust
Clingman, but he could make
very good use of him in spite of
that.
He came quietly along the passage, his attention as much on
the closed doors about him as on
th_e one which was open. The
guard's gun unfortunately wasn't a noiseless type, but he had
wrapped a small cushion around
its muzzle and across it, which
should muffle reports satisfactorily if it caine to that. Words
became distinguishable.
"It is not a parasite in the ordinary sense," Clingman's tired
voice said. "It is a weapon. It
kills and moves on. A biological
weapon limited to attack one
species: the enemy. It is insidious. There is no warning and no
defense. Unconsciousness and
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HE bridge deck was as quiet
as the others. On the old Atlas, most of this area had been
officers' country, reserved for the
expedition heads and top ship
personnel; and presumably that
arrangement had been changed
only by the addition of Tareeg
commanders and guards. Troy
kept to the maintenance passages, encountered no one but
presently found unused crew
quarters and exchanged the
corpsman uniform there for less
conspicuous shipboard clothes.
This would make a satisfactory
temporary base of operations.
And now to get the information
he wanted . . . .
The voice was coming out of
the only door open on the dim
hall. There were six staterooms
on either _side, and Troy remembered that the room beyond the
open door had been occupied by
Dr. Clingman on the trip out
from Earth. The voice--preoccupied, mfld, a little tired-was unmistakably Dr. Victor Clingman's.
Was he alone? Troy thought
so. He couldn't make out the
words, but it was a monologue,
not a conversation. He had the
impression of Clingman dictating another rambling dissertation on Tareeg ways into a recorder; and the conviction came
to him, not for the first time, that
the man was in some essential
manner no longer sane, that he

death occur painlessly within an
hour after contact, and the victim has not realized he is being
destroyed. The radius of infection moves out indetectably and
with incredible swiftness. And
yet there was a method of containing this agent. Thai knowledge, however, is now lost.
"As an achievement of the
Tareeg genius for warfare, the
weapon seems matched-in some
respects surpassed-only oy the
one used to counteract it. And
in that, obviously, there were serious faults. They . . ."
The man, Troy decided, was
quite close, perhaps twelve feet
to the right side of the door. He
glanced back along the silent
hall, slipped the cover from the
gun-with Clingman, he would
only need to show it-then came
into the· room in two quick
strides, turning to the right and
drawing the door shut behind
him.
HERE was no one in sight.
TThe
voice continued:
". . . desperate, with no titne
to complete essential testing. A
terrible gamble, but one which
inevitably . . ." The meaning
faded from Troy's mind as he
discovered the wall-speaker from
which the words were coming.
His eyes darted across the room
to a comfortable chair drawn up
beside a table, to a familiar picture of untidily arrayed piles of
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notes on the table, a thread of
smoke still rising from a cigarette in the tray among them.
Clingman had been in the room
within minutes, listening to one
of his previous recordings as he
worked. Troy's glance shifted to
a closed door on his right. Bedroom and bath of the suite lay
behind it. Clingman might be
there. He might also . . . Troy
reached back, quietly opened the
door to _the hall again, moved on
and slipped out of sight behind
an ornamental screen on the other side of the speaker.
Clingman could have left his
quarters for some reason. In any
event, it was obvious that he had
intended to return to the room
very shortly. If he brought someone with him, the situation
might be more difficult. But
hardly too difficult to be handled.
Troy worked the improvised
silencer back over the gun muzzle, senses straining to catch
either the opening of the door on
his right or the sound of an approach down the hall.
"So it was possible," he heard
the wall-speaker say, "to reconstruct, in almost every essential
detail, what the concluding situation must have been on the
world where the Tareeg pecies
had its origin. The attacking section was safely screened, presumably by a form of energy
barrier, against the deadly agent
it had 1·elP~sed. The section un-
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der attack had no defense
against an agent so nearly indestructible that it subsequently
survived for over a thousand
year s in its inert, frozen condition without losing effectiveness
in the least-"
Troy thought:
What . . .

tist's - face and head was covered with medical plastic. "Th~
Cassa · system is a long way behind us, Gordon," Clingman said.
"We've been on our way back to
Earth for mor e than two days."
"To Earth," Troy muttered.
"And I . . . "

WHAT HAD 1T SAID?

He stepped out from behind
the screen as the door on his
right opened. Dr. Clingman
stood in the door , mouth open,
eyes bulging in surprise and
alarm at the gun in Troy's hand.
Then his gaze shifted to Troy's
f ace, and his expression slowly
changed.
"Mister Gordon," he murmured, smiling very cautiously,
"you are really the most difficult
man t o keep stopped!"
Troy pointed a shaking finger
at the speaker. "That!" he cried.
"That .. . it said a th ousand
years in the ice!"
Clingman nodded. "Yes." His
eyes returned, still rather warily,
to the gun. "_And I'm rather glad,
you know, you happened to catch
that particular part before I appeared .1'
Troy was staring at him.
"That was t heir lost home world
-the one you've kept talking
about. That great asteroid cloud
here. . . ."
"No, not here." Cli ngman
came forward more confidently
into the room, and Troy saw now
that the left side of the scien34

NGMAN j abbed a stubby
CLIfinger
down on a control
switch at the table, and the wallspeaker went silent. "It will be
easier to tell you directly/' he
said. "You've already grasped
the essential f act-our Tareeg
captors, for the most part, are
dead. They were killed, with some
careful assistance from the men
in charge of this expedition, by
a weapon developed approxi~
mately twelve centuries ago on
their ancest ral world. A world
which still circles today, though
in a rather badly disintegrated
condition, about the Cassa sun
"But let's be seated, if you
will. You gave me a very unpleasant fright just now." Dr.
Clingman touched the side of his
face. "I had an ear shot off recently by a man who didn't wait
to have the situation explained
to him. His aim, fort unately,
was imperfect. And t here is still
a minor war in progress on the
Atlas. Ob, nothing to wor ry
about now-it's almost over. I
heard less than twenty minutes
ago that the last of the Tareeg
AMAZING STORIES

guards on board had surrendered. About fifty of them have
become our prisoners. Then
there is a rather large group of
armed men in spacesuits in one
section of the ship with whom
we have been unable to communicate. They regard us as traitors to the race, Dr. Dexter and
myself in particular. But we have
worked out a system of light signals which should tell them
enough to make them willing to
parley. . . ."
He settled himself carefully
into the big chair, turning a
white, fatigued face back to
Troy. "That," he said, waving
his pudgy hand at the wallspeaker, "is a talk I made up to
explain what actually has happened to the main body of the
mutineers. They comprised a
large majority of the crew and
of the ex1)edition members, of
course, but fortunately we were
able to gas most of them into
unconsciousness almost at once,
so that no further lives have
been lost. We have begun to
arouse them again in small
groups who are told immediately that the space ice we were
bringing in to Cassa One carried a component which bas resulted in the destruction of the
Tareeg force, and who are then
given as much additional information as is needed to answer
their general questions and convince t hem that we are still
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qualified to command the CassaExpedition. I believe that in a
few more days normal conditions
on the ship will have been restored . . . ."
Clingman glanced over at the
smoldering cigarette in the tray,
stubbed it out and lit another.
"We had been aware for some
time of your plan to escape back
to Earth in one of the Tareeg
drones," he said. "It was an audacious and ingenious scheme
which might very well have succeeded. We decided to let you go
ahead with it, since it was by no
means certain until the very last
day that our own plans would
be an unqualified success. On the
other hand, we couldn't let you
leave too early because the Tareegs certainly would have taken
the Atlas to the twin worlds
then without completing the Cassa One operation. And we didn't
care to let you in on our secret,
for reasons I'm sure you understand."
Troy nodded. "If they'd got on
to me, I might have spilled that,
too."
"Exactly," Clingman said.
"There was no question of your
loyalty or determination but the
Tareegs' methods of persuasion
might cause the most stubborn
man to tell more than he should.
So no one who was not ep~ential
to the work was given any information whatever. Dr. Rojas
applied certain medical measures
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which prevented Mr. Newland
from recovering prematurely .••
prematurely from our point of
view, that is. It did not keep you
from completing yeur other
preparations but ensured that
you would not actu ally leave unless we believed the move had
become necessary, as a last resort."
ROY
Tbeen

shook his head. He'd
working against some
thing there had been no way of
knowing ·a bout. "Was t hat Rojas
waiting for me in the t unnel?"
"Yes. At that point, we knew
we would win, and it had become
safe enough to tell you. Unfortunattlf, you believed it was a
trap."
Troy chewed his lip. "On that
home world of the Tareegs when
the two factions were fightingthe losing side did something
which blasted the whole planet
apart?"
"Not exactly," Clingman said.
"The appearance of it is rather
that the home world came apart
in an- almost gentle manner, section separat ing from section.
How t hat could be done is something no one on Eart h had
worked out at the time we left.
The or iginal survey group
brought back samples of the asteroid swarm fo r analysis. A
good deal was learned from
them."
He paused, frowning at his
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cigarette, sa'i d slowly, "The twin
worlds have developed a new sci..
entific Tareeg caste which was
considered- or considered itself
-too valuable t o be r isked on the
interstellar expedition to the
Cassa system. I t hink that was a
very fortunate circumstance for
us. Even before we left Earth,
even when it was believed they
were all dead, what had been deduced of the Tareeg genius for
destruction was more than a little disturbing. The appar ent purpose of that last defensive action
on the home wor ld was to strip
the surface oceans from the hostile sections of t he planet. Obviously, the pr ocess got out of
hand; the ent ir e planet was
broken up instead. But one can't
really doubt that-given more
time-they would have learned
to master the weapon.
"The killing agent developed
by the opposing sidt, evidently
had been very thor oughly mastered. And again we can't say
how they did it. It can be described as a large protein molecule, but its pr operties can be
imagined only as arising out of
a very complex organization,
theoretically impossible at that
level of life. It is confined to water, but its method of dispersion
within that medium is not understood at all. At one instant, it
is here; at the next, it a pparently will have moved t o a point perhaps several hundred miles away.
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It is life which has no existence,
and cannot exist, except as a
weapon. Unlike a parasite,. its
purpose is simply to kill, quickly
and efficiently, and go on at once
to another victim. Having exhausted the store of victims-a
short process, obviously, even in
an area of planetary dimensions
-it dies of something like starvation within days.
"That, of course, was as practical a limitation to those employing it 'as the one that it attacks only Tareegs. They did not
want to be barred indefinitely
from an area which had been
cleansed of their enemies, and
neit her did they want food animals in that area to be de-_
stroyed. They . . ."
His voice· trailed off, and Troy
stirred restlessly. Dr. Clingman
was slumped farther down in his
chair now, and the pale, protruding eyes had begun to blink
drowsily. He seemed about to go
to sleep. Troy said, "If the thing
killed the Tareegs on Cassa One
inside an hour after they'd gone
into the sea, then they couldn't
have had the time to start the interstellar drones back towards
the t win worlds."
Clingman's head turned to
him again. " No," Clingman said.
"Of course not."
"And even," Troy went o:a, "if
they had been able to ship a
couple of loads of infected water
back, it wo uld have been harmLEFT HAND, RIGHT HAND

less long before it reached their
worlds."
nodded. "Quite
CLINGMAN
harmless. As harmless as the
new ocean on Cassa One would be
by this time to Tareegs who entered it." He paused. "We'd
thought, Gordon . . . as you
might be thinking now . . . of
sending the drones back instead
with a load of asteroid ice containing the inert agent. That, of
course, would not have reduced
its effectiveness. Nevertheless,
the scheme wouldn't
have
worked."
"Why not?" Troy asked.
"Because the drones, in the
Tareeg view, were sacred messengers. They could be used only
to announce in a certain prescribed manner that the Tareeg
interstellar expeditionary force
had discovered a water planet
and taken possession of it, again
with the required ceremony, for
the twin worlds. The transmission of lumps of interplanetary
ice would never have fitted that
picture, would, in fact, have been
an immediate warning that
something very much out of order had occurred.
"That Tareeg insistence on exact ritualistic procedure--essentially a defensive measure in
their dealings' with one another
-also happened to delay our own
plans here very badly. Except
for it, we would have been ready
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at least a year ago to flood Cassa
One and entrap our captors."
Troy repeated, stunned, "You
would have been ready . . ."
"Yes, but consider what might
have resulted from that overhasty action. The Cassa system
is much more readily accessible
from the twin worlds than it is
from Earth, and if we made
some mistake with the drones, or
if the Tareegs began to suspectfor any other reason that their
expeditionary force had met with
disaster, they would be certain
to establish themselves at once
in a very strong manner here,
leaving Earth confronted with a
dangerously talented and implacable new enemy. No, we had
to retain the appearance of helplessness until we had acquired
an exact understanding of the
manner in which the water-message must be prepared, and had
discovered some substitute for
the freezing effect on the lethal
agent. That took an extra year.
Troy said carefully, "And during that year, as you knew would
happen, another dozen or so men
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died very slow and painful deaths
on the Tareeg execution benches.
Any one of those men might have
been you or I . . ."
"That is quite true," Clingman said. "But it was something
that could not be avoided. In
that time, we did learn the necessary ritual and we did find a
numbing catalyst which will hold
the protein agent inert until it
loses its effect by being sufficiently diluted again. So now the
drones have been dispatched.
Long before this ship reaches
Earth again, the agent will have
been introduced to the twin
worlds, and except for the specimens we carry on board, the Tareeg species will be extinct. It
may not be a pleasant thing to
have a pair of ghost worlds forever a little on our consciencebut one does not have to fight
uncertain wars with ghosts."
Troy studied him in silence for
some seconds.
"And I thought you were
soft," he said at last. "I thought
you were weak and soft. . . . "
THE END
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Above him were a thousand different-colored moons.
Beside him was the girl. Across the room the dragon

glowered. And outside, not fa r away, was . . .

World Edge
By JACK EGAN
Illustrated by FINLAY

CRANE was lying
HARVEY
flat on his back, though how
he had gotten there he was still
trying to figure out. Above him
he could see the flat pink halfsphere of the sky. Now, that
bothered him. He squinted up at
it for several more minutes before deciding it was the color
that was wrong somehow. Harvey hunched up into a sitting
position, yawned widely, and
gazed around. Thirty yards to his
left a stand of blue and yellow
trees, triangular in shape, effectively blocked the horfaon. In
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front of him a tapered cylinder,
balanced gracefully on its nose,
performed the same function. To
his right ... there was no horizon!
"God damn," said Harvey
Crane.
He crawled the ten feet or so
to the Edge of the World and
looked down. The all-pervading
rosiness swirled below. Harvey
tightened his belt to hold his
stomach in place, inched far back
from the Edge, and stood shakily
up.
It was then that he noticed the
girl.
She stood with hands on hips,
critically appraising the ship.
Aha! The ship! That's w hat it
is, Harvey thought triumphantly.
"I see you tried to land it
again," the girl said dryly.
Again? Harvey wondered, but
said nothing. She walked over to
the ship, lifted the gargantuan
structure by a wingtip, and
scowled back at him.
"Well, don't just stand there
like an idiot. Come give me a
hand."
He was surprised at the ease
with which they handled the
rocket. They soon had it righted,
and the girl stood back and gazed
at it worryingly.
"There," she said. It sounded
final. A look of vague annoyance
crossed her pretty features. She
shook her long, brown hair into
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place, flicked an imaginary speck
of dust off her spotless white
trousers, rolled the sleeves of her
blouse up, and . . . erased the
ship.
"Hey!" shouted Harvey wildly, "You can't do that!" He
stared in dumb amazement at the
fading after-image of the ship.
Beyond it, the long upward slope
of the yellow, grassy hill was
crowned by a huge Castle.
"Don't be silly, Harvey dear.
Come on, it's playtime." He followed her, for some reason, up
the slope to the Palace.
LAYTIME, Harvey learned,
Pconsisted
of a pleasant swim
in the purple waters of the Palace moat, followed by a delicious
feast of some sort of orange fruit
faintly resembling wax-covered
ladybugs. They-he and the girl
and a pet animal with a disturbini tendency to change shape
every three seconds-were seated in a rather large floral garden
( there was a fauna! one somewhere nearby, Harvey learned),
gazing. That fa1 to say, the girl
was gazing at the garden, the
animal at Harvey, and Harvey at
her. It must have been a pleasant
experience all around, for they
started laughing after a few minutes.
"Say," Harvey said, standing.
"I don't have the faintest idea
who I am, where I am, or why,
but ••. who are you?"
AMAZING STORIES
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She bit her lip, and said with
:forced gaiety, "My goodness.
Harvey. Don't you remember?
No, I suppo e you don't. Well,
I'm . . . Dana. Tell me, _ Harvey," she walked o, er to him and
looked into his eyes. "How much
do you remember?"
Harvey
stopped
smiling,
frowned, rubbed a band through
hi black hair. "Not much," he
admitted, staring out the Palace
window. "I keep having the feeling that if I try hard enough
. . . but, I'm not sure I want to
remember," he finished puzzled.
"Now, Harvey," Dana laughed
and put her arms around him.
"You're here now, and that's all
that matters. You've ahvay been
her ." Harvey looked down at her
f ndty.
"Tsk ~k " he pronounced.
" ow you have arou ed my curiosity. ' He ki ed her, felt an imperiou: snap at his pantleg, and
turned to find an amazing likeof a dragon turning a burnn
ing gaze at his exposed calf.
"Hey!' he shouted, and jumped.
"T · othy !., Dan houted, and
the dragon reverted to her pet
arumal. She tu.med back to Har'-'ey. "I'm o sorry, Harvey. Timothy is really very fond of you."
"He has an odd way of showing it, ' Harvey growled.
The pinknes of the oute.r
world suddenly changed t o a
deep aquamarine.
"Oh dear," sighed Dana.
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"Night already, and I haven't
made up the bed. I suppose we
can sleep on the cot tonight," she
aid tentatively.
"We?"
"Oh. I forgot. You just got
here today, didn't you," she said
absently, a little rankled. ·~ell,
you can have the cot tonight,
Harvey. We have so much to do
the re t of our liv86.'
Harvey felt so suddenly overcome with weariness he didn't
think to ask her just what it wa
the.y had so much of. He fallowed
her docilely down a l:11ue-lighted
corridor and out onto a small balcony. A low cot, lined with silk
and complete with canopy, reposed in the exact center of the
porch. He turned to say goodnight to Dana and found her already gone. The little Changeling
sat panting in her place, its
multi-morpbic form vibrating
slightly. Harvey grinned down
at its angry dwarfish stare.
"Jealnus. eh?" he said.
The bathroom was off to t he
right side of the balcony. Harvey
found he needed nothing but a
drink of water- it was purple.
Hi.s chin showed no s.igns of
erupting in its usual forest of
thick, dark hairs. He swore goodnat uredly at this (it had been
his intention to grow a beard ),
put his razor away, and undressed for bed. A pair of loose,
soft pajamas of neutral color lay
across the cot. They fit him.
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HE aqua sky showed t houof vari-shaped blobs
that whirled crazily overhead; he
at fir t mi took them for clouds.
Gradually it became apparent
that they were moon , each a diff rent color. Somehow the glinting gold one seemed familiar to
him. Finally he gave up trying
o chase down a forgotten memory and looked past them to the
tars.
Now, what were stars? Harvey stared at t he powder sprinkled aero s the sky. He must
know what t hey are; he knew
·hat they were called, didn't he?
Or had he just imagined the
name-made it up himself?
"Greeeeeep," the Changeling
aid oftly. Harvey switched his
gaze from the sky to the outtretched form of a bear rug lying on the floor beside the cot .
"Greeeeeep." Hmmm. The Changeling's body was barely vibrating. It must be asleep.
Harvey watched the animal for
several mi nutes. A faint blue
breeze sighed through the parape
of the Palace mounting
above him. Below, in the courtyard, he heard the stealthy rattle of chains.
Ghosta? H is mind rejected the
possibility at once. He had never
believed in them before-why
start now? His mind worked
furiously as the sound halted.
Bridge. Drawbridge. ~e recalled
seeing a drawbridge across the
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moat when Dana had led him
swimming yesterday . . . only,
they had entered throagh a small
door set flush with t he surface of
the water. Someone must be letting the drawbridge down, and
it had to be Dana. Harvey raised
up on his elbow and carefully put
a foot over the edge of the cot.
He crept to the railing of the balcony and looked down eighty feet
of blue emptiness to the yellowness of the hill. Down it, a
' cloaked figijre followed a crooked
path to the Edge of the World.
D ana.

Something sparked an irrational fear in Harvey as the figure grew smaller with distance.
He wrapped his robe about him,
slipped into his flight shoe
( there was something to examine
later. Where had he gotten those
words?), and dodged into a hallway. All roads led to the cour yard, Harvey knew. At least, all
~ at he had covered. He cast an
apprehensive glance over his
shoulder to see if the Changeling
had followed him, then wondered
at bis apprehension. His memory
of existence went back less than
twenty-four hours, and this
bot hered him. He should have
thought more about what the
skip was, rather than where he
was, he thought self-deprecatingly. But Dana had to be going
somewhere, and in this world,
bounded so tightly by Infinity,
there was nothing left to do but
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wonder where the hell she was
going. He halted in the courtyard, located the path to the
drawbridge, a.nd found the drawbridge closed.
Yeep! Harvey thought. Either
Dana was already back, or she
had someone or something here
to draw the bridge up after her
departure. He whirled, saw nothing, and ran back to the garden,
retracing their steps of yesterday to the small door unhinging
out onto the moat. He stripped
down to his trunks and slid out
into the chill purple of the water.

JT became immediately obvious

that swimming was not a
nighttime sport. The water was
extremely cold (Harvey twice
bumped into floating cakes of
ice), and harbored a species of
life that, while seemingly harmless, certainly felt horrible. He
pulled himself out on the far side
and sat chattering for several
minutes, massaging his legs.
Somewhere on that small plain
of grass, dear old Dana was up
to something. And Harvey felt
it imperative that he know wh_at.
He shuddered to his feet and
gaped back at the Castle. In the
crazy lights of the whirling
moons, shadows danced and
played in the deep gouges of balconies and alcoves. The ramparts
themselves stabbed into the night
sky like the many-pointed noses
of rockets on a spacefield.

Srxz,cefieu/,? Rockets? What?
A dim wave of remembrance
washed over Harvey. He clenched
his fists and tried to think. He
tore at the black veil over the
past with mental fingers, and it
resisted. He opened his eyes and
found himself running down the
esplanade toward the spot where
he had regained consciousness
the day before. He slowed -to a
walk, hoping the crazily darting,
heterochromatic ·moons would
hide· his mobile shadow among
the moving shadows of the fixed
plants and rocks.
Near the place where he had
first met her, Dana halted and
looked behind her. Harvey darted into the dubious shelter of a
triangle tree and stopped, waiting breathlessly for her call of
discovery. Nothing happened,
and a few moments later he
chanced a look.
A row of three eyes stared
coldly in his face.
Harvey jerked back, shuddered to fight back a yell, and
ran madly down the hill toward
Dana, but she was no longer in
sight. For one wild second Harvey thought she had disappeared
over the Edge. A look confirmed
the fallacy of the notion. But behind him, the three floating red
eyes stared impassively. Angrily,
he wrenched them from the air
and flung the glowing coals out
into Infinity, and had the satisfaction of watching them dwinAMAZING STORIES

dle into nothing. He had no idea
what they were; all he knew was
he hadn't liked them.
Disappointed at having lost
Dana, he started back up the hill
toward the Castle.

Thud!
picked himself up
HARVEY
off the ground and explored
the night air in front of him
with wary hands. He encountered
solid surface and felt his way
around it, astonished. It was .the
ship ! Dana had done nothing but
render it invisible yesterday! He
located the rocket tubes and the
heavy arches of the landing fins ,
and looked up when he judged he
should be under the airlock. A
sudden, frightful flood of memory poured over him.
My · God ! Earth! The Uni-

verse! Me!
"Har vey?"
Silence. He squatted down under the rocket's firing flange,
hidden from view of the airlock.
"Harvey dear, is that you?" A
light sprang out of the air twenty feet above the ground. Dana
stood in breath-taking silhouette
in a rectangular frame of familiar white. Harvey realized it was
the first time since . . . since
the crash! . . . since the crash
that he had seen white light.
White, the symbol of truth. He
straightened, still under the
flange, and waited while Dana
decided to come down and look
WORLD EDGE .

around. He would soon get the
truth.
"Harvey?"
He tensed as her shapely legs
appeared, carefully feeling for
the rungs of an invisible ladder.
When she reached the ground,
Harvey stepped around the exhaust flange and flung himself
on her. They landed in the yellow
turf, and Harvey found without
surprise he' faced a formidabl~
opponent. Whatever the force
that had enabled her to lift the
ship yesterday proved equally
useful against flesh; but Harvey
found he also possessed new
strength. His eyes fell on the
tiny metal ..::ase strapped to her
waist.
A Matter Disorganizer !
"Harvey! Stop it, Harvey! You

don't know what you're doing!"
she screamed. He laughed harshly and finally succeeded in
wrenching the little metal box
away from her.
"You were going to destroy
the ship," he shouted incredulously. " In God's name, why?"
She stepped back from him,
tears glistening in her eyes. "To
keep .. -. this from happening,"
she panted. She turned and yelled
something at the Cast1e.
In the weird moonlights, a
huge flying monster dragged itself from the topmost pinnacle
and came in a banshee waH toward Harvey. He put down his
fear and aimed the Matter Dis45

organizer carefully. The huge Her shoulders sagged. "Very
yawning mouth gaped out at him well. It isn't a long story. You
as he pulled the actuator. The remember Earth, Harvey? Your
banshee scream stopped abrupt- Earth?"
"I remember.'' ·
ly; the monster vanished. Dana
"You know why you came
fell to her knees sobbing. "You've
killed him! You've killed Timo- here?"
"No."
thy," she cried.
"Look
at your ship, Harvey.
Harvey turned back to the
ridiculous rectangle of white It's old. It is very old. I'm going
radiance suspended in mid-air to tell you something. Something
and adjusted the MD's energy you already know, but won't adspan. The solid metal walls of mit to yourself .. .''
A frightened look appeared in
the rocket reared into the night
Harvey's eyes.
sky.
"Well, go on. ·Tell me," he
"All right, Dana," Harvey said
coldly, turning to the kneeling shouted impatiently, fearfully.
"After your ship left Earth,
woman. "Where am I, and what's
Harvey, it jumped the Light Bargoing on here?"
"I-I suppose I should tell you rier. But you and the others hadnow," she choked out, standing n't counted on the forces inwithout his help. Harvey felt volved; everything but the man
suddenly cold. The night wind was designed to take that jump.
had ceased, and a blue heatless- You never oame out of Overdrive,
ness settled over the yellow field. Harvey. You're still in that ship,
Even the moons lost some of and you'll never wake up!" She
their giddy fervor.
laughed/ cried at Harvey's twist"Go on. I'm listening." He felt ed face.
his voice soften, and rebelled. He
"You're crazy!" he roared
had been subservient for too hoarsely. "You're crazy! I relong in this crazy world, he real- member ! J know where I am, and
ized. He felt something else was how to get back!"
necessary. "I remember now," he
"Take a look around you, Harstated.
vey Crane," Dana laughed at him
hysterically. "Do you think a
ANA sucked in her breath world such as this could ever
and stared at him longingly. really exist?
"Oh Harvey, darling. I've lost
"All this, Harvey," she gesyou so many times already. Must tured at the chunk of land, the
we go through it again?" she Castle, and the moons-"They're
said sadly. Harvey said nothing. just symbols. This island: your

D
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mind; the world edge is the end
of Reality. Out there, the moons
-they are insanity."
"But you wanted me to stay
here. Why did you change your
mind?" He stared at her accusingly.
"If you wish, you can ascribe
motives to my actions," Dana
said tiredly. "But they are your
motives, not mine. Harvey, I'm
just 'real' in your imagination.
In Reality-the only RealityI'm back on Earth, waiting.
Harvey . . . go back. I .wa,nt you
so!"
Harvey stared at her, incredulous. "But you. Who are you?"
he blurted.
She bit her lip and gazed at
him sadly.
"I," she said, her voice tremu!ant, "Am your wife."
memory tore back
HARVEY'S
to a green planet called
Earth . . . forgotten faces,
places. He looked at Dana for the
first time, and in that instant of
full recognition, she began te
dissolve.
"Harvey," she pleaded, "Wake
up. You've got to face Reality before it's too late. Please . . ." she
sobbed into nonexistence.
Harvey wheeled toward the
ship and fl.ed up the ramp. "No I

WORLD EDGE ·

No! This is Reality!" he shouted.
He stared up at the insane island-moons swirling in the sky;
the soft, sourceless aqua of the
air; the incredible bulk of the
Castle on the Edge of Infinity,
and he felt on the brink of Hell.
Something was going to happen.
Harvey's breathing was loud in
the thundering silence.
The Castle suddenly wrenched
from the island and lifted ponderously into the air, an immense
ghastly shadow looming closer.
. . . Harvey screamed.
He spun around, intending to
use the Matter Disorganizer on
the Castle as it swung faster and
faster toward the ship. The MD
slipped from his grasp and sailed
high into the air, toward the
No! No!
Up and up • ••
No! No!
Up and up ..
No!"Please, HMvey .•. you're
tra,pped in your~n yowr imiagination. You've got to face REALITY."
CLANK

It hit the ship.
The Universe dissolved in a
vivid flash of white fire, and still
Harvey could hear Dana's whispered pleading . . .
THI END
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The Last Days
of the Captain
By KATE WILHELM
Illustrated by GAUGHAN

There is much to be learned even under the worst
of circumstances. for example, about men

and women, and love and death.
l (EITH looked up scowling as
I the mayor entered his temporary
office.
"Well?"
he
snapped.
"Captain Winters, there are
problems. Some of the people
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don't wish to leave . . . Their
crops, their homes . . ." Mayor
Stebbins edged into the • room
he~itantly " If you'd talk to
them . . ."
"Mayor Stebbins, don't you
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have any power ·o ver these peo- counter attack. You will be put
ple? Won't they follow you?" aboard a stellar ship at Lanning
and transferred to safety." He
Keith asked sharply.
"How can they adjust so fast, paused and regarded them ·stonCaptain? Only this morning they ily, seeing not individuals but
arose with everything normal, articles to be moved out. Here
and now they are told they have and there audible sobs were
to leave what they've worked for heard, but for the most part they
all their lives. How can I explain were stunned and still.
Briskly he concluded, "Your
it to them?"
Keith's eyes filmed over as he mayor will sit in on a briefing
stared at the little man. Slowly shortly and he will be able to .anhe said, "I'll talk to them. In an swer your questions later. I canhour. And, Mayor, three loads of not stress too strongly how imyour people will leave tonight as portant it is to give the appearTaros sets. You decide which ance of normalcy. We have loones. I'll want the information as cated alien scanners on Taros
and there's another one in orbit
soon as possible."
The meeting was held in the to coincide with the sun's mochurch. Keith studied the un- tions. ·There may be others that
easy, pale faced congregation we have not found. They must
with an emotionless expression. not report any undue activity!"
They bad silenced their buzzing
He strode through the empty
whispers at his approach with street with the sound of the conthe mayor and now waited. As gregation's mass voice raised in
Stebbins stepped forward to in- hymns ringing in his ears. By
troduce him, he took his elbow the time he reached his makeand put him to one side, standing shift office in the mayor's house,
solidly behind the dais himself. a cynical grin had replaced bis
"Ladies and gentlemen," be earlier frown. Sheep !
started, bis voice authoritative
* * *
and bard, "you know who the SEVEN days later he climbed
Amories are and that they have
a hill overlooking the village.
literally burned up three inhab- He sat watching until darkness
ited worlds. The Space Explora- came and one after another of
tion Control has learned that the house lights flicked on. Very
they plan to · attack Kulane in faintly he could make out the
sixteen days, and for that reason figures that appeared now and
the entire population is being again in the streets, and be nodevacuated. Following the evacua- ded his satisfaction. He glanced
tion there will be a surprise once toward the glowing disk of
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a moon that hovered just above
the tops of the mammoth conifers that made up the terrain of
the planet Kulane. Very tiredly
he pushed himself up from the
gro.und and prepared to return to
the village. This last night, and
then he'd leave with the last
truck load of settlers, mission accomplished. He stiffened and pivoted to face the shadowy tree
trunks.
"Who's there?" He had heard
of the giant cats of Kulane and
his tight lips curled as his fingers
became part of his smooth sonic
gun.
"Oh, I didn't know you were
up here. I'm sorry." It was a
woman, her face a pale blank in
the faint light of the moon. She
stopped at the sight of the gun.
"What are you doing in the
woods?" He didn't put the gun
back in his tunic.
"Captain, please . . ." She advanced toward him, her hands
held out so that he could see
they were empty. "I'm Marilyn
Roget. I came up here to wait for
my husband and son . . They'll
come this way. Every night I
come."
Stephan Roget, he remembered, was hunting the cats with
his twelve year old son. He
stared at the woman for a moment and then sheathed his gun.
"You'd better be getting back,"
he said starting down the hill.
"Captain! I've tried to see you,
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but they said you were busy.
Please li.,ten to me!"
"Waiting for your husband?"
he said, but he stopped.
"Captain, I don't care what
you think. You can't j ust go off
and leave them. Stevie is only
twelve. What will happen to
them?"
"There's nothing I can do. We
have to have this village emptied
by tomorrow morning and if
they aren't back by then, we'll
-h ave to leave them." His tone
was remote and again he turned
to start back.
to his side and caught
SHEhis ran
arm. "But .. .'' She let her
hand fall and raised her head
very high. "Of course, you have
to obe~ orders, don't you. But I
don't. I'll stay and wait. We can
get out in one of the flyers." At
the look on his fa ce she rushed
on, "Not flying it. We'll use it as
a ground car. We do it when
there's a high storm."
"And what if they don't get
back in time to make Lanning?"
"I'll hide in the forest until the
battle's over. Until the time
comes to hide, I could stay right
down there and give it a real
look of authenticity. What if
something goes wrong with the
robots. What if the generators
fail? Someone should stay and
make sure everything looks real
right up to the end. I'll do it, and
then hide in the woods later."
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Savagely Keith swung around
to blaze at her, "You fool! There
will be no battle! No fight! The
Amories will bombard Kulane
from out in space and leave it a
seething mass of radioactivity
down to the deepest root of the
tallest tree! We don't intend to
let them suspect that the Control
knows anything of it!"
Marilyn stared at him, incomprehension giving away to horror and fear. "I don't believe
you," she whispered. "I don't believe you ! I DON'T BELEIVE YOU!
She flung herself at him and
beat at his face with hard, tight
fists.
Keith jerked away and slapped
her angrily. "Come on," he said
roughly grasJ}ing her arm and
forcing her ahead of him. Taros
dipped behind a swaying branch
of needles · and left them dark
shadows that stumbled down the
hill.
He held her arm tightly as
they walked among the robots
dressed in the villagers' clothes.
She was weeping quietly now,
making no sound, not even shaking, just steady tears flowing
down her cheeks. Keith muttered
a curse and shouted fgr Sorenson
who was giving last minute instructions to the few remaining
villagers waiting for the setting
of the moon. The atom powered
ground car stood loaded with
supplies for the journey.
"Sorenson, take care of her.
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Put her to bed in th_e mayor's
house. Change in plans. You take
this group and I'll come out tomorrow with her/'
Sorenson looked jrom the wom.
an back to Keith. "But how will
you make it out?" he blurted.
"We'll use a flyer on the
ground. If her husband and son
get back, they'll come with us.
Otherwise, I'll bring her alone."
HEN Taros vanished SorenWson
and the last of the villagers sped out of sight toward
the towering trees. Despite the
cheerful lighting of the houses,
the village had an air of abandonment which deepened as one by
one the house lights blinked out.
In the rear of the mayor's house
Marilyn slept fitfully under sedation, and finally Keith stretched
out on the lounge in his office
and also slept.
He cooked their breakfast
when he heard her moving about,
and by tbe time she appeared, be
was ready to pour the coffee. She
sat down opposite him, her eyes
fastened on the plate before her.
"Better eat," he said. "We
have lots to do today. You'll have
to help get the flyer ready."
"Yes," she aI1Bwered. When be
finished his eggs, she rose and
cleared the table. Her food waa
untouched.
Keith stripped down the craft
as Marilyn made up a list of supplies for the trip. He noticed
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without comment that she prepared enough food for four. Toward noon the flyer was packed
and ready. There was nothing
more to be done until Taros set
that night.
He studied his charts and calculated quickly the times for
traveling during the next eight
nights. It would take every minute of time they had.' He frowned
as he arrived at the figure one
hundred ten miles per hour for
the sixty four and two-thirds
hours when it would be dark and
Taros and its companion scanner
would not be keeping watch.
The afternoon wore on and
Keith put away his charts to
prowl restlessly about the mayor's house. Contemptuously he
fingered the stuff that covered
the old fashioned lounge and
glanced over the outdated books
and ornaments that cluttered the
room. He had been in the Space
Exploration Control since his
eighteenth birthday, seventeen
years earlier. This assignment
had come as a blow to him, baby
sitting a bunch of colonists. Like
most of the Control officers he
had nothing but scorn for the
earthbound dirt grubbers and
their petty, smug lives. By God,
he thought, if someone had come
to him and told him he had to
leave his ship, he'd tell him to go
to hell, and put him there if necessary. But these people had
crossed their hands and had sung
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a few hymns and had moved
without an argument. He shook
his head angrily; their psychology was as alien to him almost
as that of the Amories. It hadn't
been worth the risk of discovery.
He wheeled about as Marilyn entered the room hesitantly. Like
her, he thought, scared to death
of him. Ready to run like a rabbit.
"Captain, you should rest now
if you're going to drive all night.
Lieutenant Sorenson gave me
these capsules . . . If you'd like
one . . ."
Keith's mouth curled in an unpleasant smile and he said coolly,
"Keep them. Just call me at
1030." She turned to leave and
he added icily, "And, Mrs. Roget,
don't leave. I've made all the flyers inoperative and I set the lock
for the one we're to use."
The woman turned sharply.
"I'm not going with you, Captain !" she cried fiercely. "I demand one of the flyers to use to
look for them! What harm can
that do? We use the flyers all
the time, and I'd be going away
fr.om Lanning, not toward it."
"Those scanners aren't to pick
up a single flyer, nothing to make
them look twice."
"I'll walk then," she cried.
"Don't you understand 7 I can't
just leave them here to die! I
can't!"
Keith shrugged and turned
from her taking a paper from the
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desk and handing it to her. "Re~d one hundred thirty. Keith's face
it, Mrs. Roget. It gives specific set in lines of intense concentradirections for your husband to tion as he gazed steadily into the
follow if he returns before take- opening among the trees and
off time. If he does get back and with part of his mind listened to
does follow those instructions, the roar of the jet streams of air.
he'll beat us to Lanning. But After three hours without slowflying is striekly forbidden until ing once, he brought the flyer to
on the very last day; he'll wait a dead stop, braking in quickly
until then for th_e time lock to and smoothly.
be released. Now stop being a
"What's wrong?" Marilyn
child." He pulled off his boots as asked almost disinterestedly.
he spoke and sat on the side of
"Trees are having a hypnotic
the lounge.
effect," he said shortly. They
"You're not lying?" Marilyn were thinner here and he adasked, wanting to believe.
justed the light downward. Mari"Read the instructions," he lyn handed him coffee and he
said brusquely and lay down. He drank it quickly. Five minutes ·
listened to her footsteps as she later they were racing along the
replaced the paper on the desk forest road again.
and left.
They traveled for nine hours
and sixteen minutes that first
HE roads through the forest night, and when dawn brought
were merely wide, cleared the second scanner into play,
thoroughfares between the giant Keith slumped over the wheel of
trees, held as nearly as possible the flyer letting his muscles jerk
to straight lines. Sin.ce the and twitch as they found relaxground cars and trucks actually ation. They ate wordlessly and
never touched the ground except slept encased in air mattresses.
when at rest, the trailing vines
When he awakened, he thought
that covered the forest floor were she had gone. He was alone by
allowed to grow undisturbed. the flyer and the forest was noisy
Skimming eighteen inches above with birds. The plastic mattress
it, it took on the appearance of cover was now too warm as the
smooth, oiled concrete, and would sun advanced across the sky. He
feel just as hard if they should got up and repacked his bed and
hit an obstruction at the speed cover in the flyer and munched
Keith held. Marilyn sat motion- on a biscuit. He didn't hear her
less beside him oblivious to the return until she was nearly up
streak of trees and vines they to the flyer and then he stared.
passed at speeds that often hit She was dressed in a green, two54
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piece knit suit th&-t covered her
entirely from her wrists to her
ankles. She was delicately slender and well formed. He realized
he was staring at her only when
she flushed slightly and turned
away. With a disturbing sensation that he had made a mistake
in not letting her wait for her
husband he jerked his chart
from the fl yer and walked to the
trees to sit down and mark off
one night. Later in the afternoon
he strapped on his sonic gun and
hoped one of the cats would make
an appearance that day.
* * *
HE third night they came
upon the first of a series of
boulders that jutted out into the
clearing. By day, or even by
night, at a reasonable speed, it
would have been simple to avoid
them. As it was he had to cut his
speed in half, and then some
more, to keep the flyer above
them, and out of the trees. Left to
itself it would try to maintain
the eighteen inches he had set,
but in doing so, it would veer upward and meet disaster against
the branches of the trees. Four
hours after starting he called a
halt for coffee.
"How did they find out an
attack was coming?" Marilyn
asked, holding her cup in both
hands to warm them.
Keith leaned, back, grudgingly
grateful to her, and forced his
mind off the boulders he knew

T
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lay ahead of them. He demanded
obedience from his muscles and
nerves, compelling himself to untense. "One of your teachers
from Lanning had a group of
boys on Taros for a holiday and
geology trip and he came across
the scanner. He had enough
sense not to distu r b it and reported it immediately to the Control. From his description they
decided it was probably a heatsensing device and this plan fit.
There were several alternative
plans already drawn up, if the
opportunity ever came to use
them. The fleet was dispatched to
maneuver in this sector for cover
and then ostensibly withdraw
again. When they leave, every
person on Kulane is to be aboard
the ships ready to take off. That
will give us two days or more to
finish setting the trap ; it'll take
them at least that long to gather
in the sector, but this time it will
be different."
"But you said there'd be no
battle," she said quickly, a note
of hope making her voice husky.
"There won't be. They'll think
they've done it again. Hit and
rt~n. But we'll have a fix on them
and follow them to home base."
"I see." Her voice went flat
again. "Kulane will be destroyed
as the other worlds were. Why
didn't you tell them the truth?"
"This was the only way,"
Keith said coldly. "AB it is, this
mass evacuation is a calculated
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risk, and if there had been fo ur
thousand more inhabitants, it
wouldn't have been attempted."
He startea. the motor again, remembering the look on her face
when he set the lock on the two
seater flyer that was fast enough
to get from the village to Lanning in a single night.
In eight and a half hours they
made only five hundred fifty
miles. Keith drank his coffee
quickly and stalked away. He
walked several miles scouting the
road that lay ahead of them and
returned in a vicious mood.
Marilyn avoided his eyes as she
handed him the rest of his breakfast.
"Do you think the others are
having trouble?" she asked after
a long silence.
"It'll be easier for them. Those
trucks, cars, or whatever you call
them, are made for skimming.
The flyer isn't." He didn't · add
that there were also enough men
to drive in shifts.
She nodded gravely a-nd prepared her bed.
He wondered if she slept and
knew she must sometime despite
the growing hollows beneath her
eyes and the darkness of the hollows.
HAT afternoon he unloaded
Tsome
of the foed and r eplaced
it with boulders. Marilyn h elped,
rearranging the remaining food,
straining to help lift t he heavy
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stones into the flyer. "Might do
some good," Keith grunted wiping his face with the back of his
hand.
"Do you think we'll make it to
Lanning in time?" she asked
quietly.
"Not if we have many nights
like last night. Afraid?" He
could feel the sweat trickling
down his back where his tunic
didn't touch and he hunched his
shoulders letting the material
soak it up.
"There's a stream about a
quarter of a mile down there,"
Marilyn said pointing. She was
perspiring and moist and her
hair had begun to curl about her
face where little stray ends
worked loose from the roll high
on her head.
"Are you afraid?" he repeated.
"I don't know," she answered
simply as if she hadn't considered it. "I keep praying Stephan
and Stevie have got the message
and will be there waiting for us.
Perhaps I am afraid." Her eyes
met his and she added, " But not
of dying."
Keith turned sharply snatching his clean uniform from the
flyer. "I'll go wash first and get
dried. We'll freeze when the sun
goes down," he said in t he same
voice he used with his .ser geant.
That night they drove for
eight hours and fifteen minutes
and covered five-hundred twenty
miles.
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"I can't believe one lone flyer
in the sky would be disastrous,"
Marilyn exclaimed, breaking into

his monotonous swearing. "You
can't stand many more nights
like that and you know it."
"We can't take that risk!" he
shot back at her. "One object in
the sky might draw attention
that would make this whole trek
stand out. We don't even know
for sure what kind of scanners
they are using."
"Then be sensible and stop
cursing those rocks. That isn't
going to move them !" She
slapped the can she was holding
to the ground angr ily, "What 's
happened to t hat per fect Cont rol
training, Captain? Ar e you
afraid you'll be stuck her e in the
forest when the Amories attack?"
"Goddam it! Shut up! I've got
a squadron to lead on a battleship! That's where I belong, not
out here in a wilderness leading
a bunch of moon faced settlers
home to safety. This shouldn't
have been tried in the first place!
We'll give it all away and the
Amories will bypass Kulane and
hit somewhere else while we're
playing nursemaid. Our first
chance at them and some big
brass has to louse it up with a
stunt like this!"
"You would have voted against
us, wouldn't you?" she asked
softly a look of repugnance
crossing her f ace. "Captain Win-
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ters, just what are you fighting
for?"
Keith felt his hands become
fists and involuntarily he took a
step toward her. Abruptly he
turned and stalked off, conscious
of her following stare until he
passed from her sight.
unthinking until
HEhiswalked
legs throbbed and only
t hen did he turn back. She was
standing before the flyer and
without raising her voice she
said urgently, "There's a cat to
my left! It's ready to spring."
Keith faded back several steps
to get a view of the rear of the
flyer, but he didn't dare risk hitting the ship. He could see the
great beast moving, agonizingly
slow, between the ten foot tree
trunks. It was cat-like only in its
tawny color and its crouching,
r eady-to-spring stalking. Its
hairless head was long with a
mouth t hat could open a foot
wide; t he rest of it, covered with
stubby yellowish hair, seemed to
be mostly long powerful legs
built for leaping.
" I'll attract it over here,"
Keith called and stepped in front
of the flyer.
"It won't change its prey,"
Marilyn answered. "Walk around
behind me. As soon as I start to
move it will j ump. It will make
t wo leaps ; one to snatch ml! up
and t he next back to the trees.
You'll have to be fast. If it misses
S7

me it will keep going and try
again before you know it. I'll
count three, take two steps away
from the flyer and dive back under at three."
"Marilyn, stand still!" Keith
shouted and was furious with
himself. "I'll circle it."
"They're never alone," she
said. She glanced at him then
and said steadilY., "one." She
took a step away from the ship.
"Two." Another step. "Three."
She whirled and dived and the
beast was in the air higher than
Keith's head. It landed without
stopping its forward momentum,
its claws raking the spot where
she had been the second before.
Keith's gun fired and the creature crashed to the ground and
moved no more. Re ran to Marilyn and they climbed into the
flyer before the cat's mate appeared at the edge of the woods.
It sniffed their presence, hesitated momentarily, then seized
its partner and dragged it off
through the trees.
"It won't be back," Marilyn
said calmly as it disappeared.
"Is that what your . . . your
people hunt?" Keith asked. He
knew he wouldn't choose hunting
the beasts for sport.
HE boulders were left behind
Tthem
that night and when they
stopped they had crossed off another eight hundred fifty-one
miles.
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HE :weather was growing
Tsteadily
colder and they slept
in the flyer. He was acutely
aware of her breathing. as his
legs jerked and muscles untied.
The strain of following that one
bright, low light among tbe tree
trunks, of being alert to changes
in the terrain and anticipating_
curves and turns was telling on
his nervous system.
He listened to her sigh in her
sleep and he wondered vaguely
whal it would be like to live with
her, go hunting with her, see her
in his bed, feel her at his side,
share the breakfast table with
her day by day. He wondered if
she dimpled when she laughed, _
what it took to make her laugh.
He let the fantasies loose and
drifted off into sleep.
He wakened hearing her
scream. Just the one scream of
terror. He slipped from bis seat
and groped for her.
She fell against him shaking,
unable to speak and he stroked
her hair until she was still. He
hadn't known she took her hair
down when she slept. It was
long, nearly to her waist, and incredibly soft. He held her and
stroked her hair and remembered
the thoughts he'd had while falling asleep. He pushed her from
him and asked self-consciously,
"Are you all right?"
"I'm sorry," she said weakly,
fighting for control again. "I
must have dreamed."
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He knew she was weeping although -her voice didn't break.
"Try to rest some more," he said.
"I'll see about coffee."
Nine hundred miles and they
both took the sleeping medicine
and huddled under their covers.
He was groggy and heavy when
he woke up, his appetite dulled
and a bitter taste in his mouth.
Marilyn was walking back and
forth beside the flyer, a heavy
tunic pulled over her green suit.
There was no sign of the sun
high over the trees.
Let it rain, he thought viciously. That was all he needed, to
drive through a rain storm. It
didn't however. They talked in a
desultory manner, and regularly
they got out and stamped up and
down along the clearing. Neither
of them mentioned the dream.
Night after night their traveling time had grown shorter as
Taros set later. Kulane had
thirty-two hour days and by the
sixth night they were using only
seven and three quarters hours
of it for their journey. The day
dragged interminably, and after
sunset they still had eight hours
to wait for Taros to go down.
Keith sat stoically trying to
ignore the cold that numbed
his fingers. "You should have
gone with the others," he said.
"They'll be warmer inside the
trucks."
Her voice floated back from
the rear seat of the ship. "I'm all
THE LAST DAYS OF THE CAPTAIN

right.

Why

did

you

wait?"

"It was the least I could do."
"You were glad," she said
with a note of finality. ''You didn't want to be confined with
them for so long."
"Why don't you try to sleep. ·
It's going to be-rough when we
do get started."
"Why don't you answer me? I
could sense it every time I- saw
you, how you hated us all. You
came so cold and hard, despising
us, seeing us as things that stood
in your way." Her voice was low
and meditative, as if she were
thinking aloud. "They all knew
exactly how the Amories left the
other worlds they found. What
good could they have done on the
ground? You'll never know how
much strength it took for them
to leave."
Keith turned on his side and
pretended to sleep. She was a
stupid, ignorant peasant, he
thought. A11 she knew was farming and hunting in the deep forests and how to keep her son and
husband fed and content. Like
animals all they had wa-S acceptance for whatever came along.
Strength! Were sheep strong?
He dozed fitfully and the vision
of her standing beside a slightly
smaller version of her, a boy version of her, smiling, kept intrud•
ing in his dreams.
speed

night he got the
THAT
up to a hundred quickly. One
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ten fifteen, twenty, thirty. The inevitable scraping. At last they
trees were a blur as they raced were back on the ground and he
by them and only the opening turned for the first time to look
before him was real and straight. at Marilyn.
"Are you all right?"
The small craft edged past one
A long shudder passed over
thirty and the gauge needle
reached for the one forty mark her and she nodded. She pressed
and held there. His arms ached both hands into her face and
shook but made no sound. Keith
after the first hour, and hi eye
burned as if l1e had a fever as frowned helplessly, feeling the
ame need for release from tenhe stared ahead watching for a
sudden curve or dip that could sion. He tarted to reach for the
end them hurtling up into the coffee, but instead found himself
tree . The way wa ruler straight gathering her into his arms.
"It's aU right, Marilyn. It's all
and th€ inclines long and rolling.
The needle crept pa t the forty right now. I'm sorry." He held
mark and held the fifty indica- her murmuring quietly, his eyes
tor. The trees were a solid wall, closed, until she pushed back,
dark and impenetrable, gleaming calmed again. He tightened hi
back at him the reflection from arm about her should(.rs.
"Please," she whispered tightthe tabbing light.
"leave me alone."
ly,
loomed
boulder
a
Suddenly
he pulled away and
Abruptly
ahead, and before he could react
to it the flyer arced up. It mi ed got the coffee out. He avoided
the first branch of the tree and looking at her taring into the
climbed higher as he struggled blackness out ide instead. After
to regain control. He headed swallowing the hot coffee he fin.
the craft upward through the gered the starter again. "I'm gobranche , reducing speed, hear- ing to see if it will go," he said.
"Ready?"
ing the snapping of branches a
"Yes," she aid steadily.
the no e of the flyer cut through
There were no more of the
them. Then they were above the
tree and in the ky.
boulder and he held the speed on
Without a moment· he itation one forty almo t hoping they
Keith turned the light downward would crash into one of the trees.
and ho, ered above tbe branches It would be quick and painless.
looking for a way back in. Final- but the tunnel was smooth and
ly, very cautiously, he began to be followed the wide curves withlower it maneuvering it care- out slackening speed until the
fully among the tree limbs, feel- sky was starting to lighten in
ing pain eYery time he heard the streaks barely visible through
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the covering of the needles
above. When he brought the flyer
to a halt and felt the faint bump
as it met the ground, he let his
head fall forward cradled in his
arms over the control panel.
Wearily he noted that they had
made one thousand miles. He
slept.
awakened him.
SOMETHING
He shifted his cramped position slightly without opening his
eyes and a nearly inaudible gasp
brought him to complete alertness. He didn't move, but tried
to hear, and there was nothing
else. Very deliberately he inched
his hand across the seat to his
gun, and he could have cursed.
It wasn't there. Then be did open
his eyes, just enough to see in
the edge of his field of vision
that Marilyn had the gun and
she was watching him. The gun
was pointed at his head.
He let his eyes close and waited. Do it now, kid, he thought.
Do it! Do it! Take the flyer--and
go look for them. You have that
much coming to you. Do it!
He couldn't hold the position
after several more minutes; his
legs were sending cramping
pains up through his hips, and
his hand was asleep on the seat
where his gun had been. Keeping
his eyes closed he shifted a.gain.
Damn her! She was a coward
after all! She couldn't do it.
Gradually he untensed and faTHE LAST DAYS OF THE CAPTAIN
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tigue dulled his thoughts. Coward, the word kept parading
through his mind, and it was not
clear whether he meant her for
not hooting, or himself for
wanting her to shoot.
Marilyn's voice roused him
and he had no awareness of pasage of time. ' Keith," ·he said
again, "you should eat and lie
down. You'll be so cramped."
He pulled himself away from
the eat reluctantly. He wa
aching all over, from both cold
and cramped mu cles. The gun
was once more by him. Had he
dreamed it then? Quickly he
looked out at her. "Did I sleep
long?' he a ked.
'·Several hour ." She had her
cover draped about her and her
face wa pinched and very cold
looking.
He ate before he went out to
in pect the damage the tree had
one. It was urpri ingly little.
The harp no ed, wingless craft
wa
turdy with no protuberance to catch and break. Apparently it had lid between the
~'oody limb with little more
than cratching to how it.
From behind him she aid "It
would have been so easy once
you were up there to open up and
cover five or six hundred miles
during that lost hour. Didn't it
occur to you ?"
"I thought of it," he admitted
tiredly arranging his cover on
the front seat.
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"But you wouldn't do it, would
you? Not even for yourself."
He turned to look at her and
her eyes were very bright and
remote, almost gla sy. "Not even
for you," he said di tinctly.
She turned her curiou ly
bright eye to his and took a
tep toward him. "I'm so cold,'
she said faintly.
Her face was ashen, but her
eye burned into him. He went to
her, taking her in hi arms gently.
She was stiff and cold in hi~
arm . He felt nearly unendurable
pain as her soft fingers that
were so strong clutched at hi~
back.
When he slept he carefully
covered her and crawled into the
other eat where he lay watching
her for a long time until he too
slept.
HE moon wa
hining when
Tthey
awoke and it lighted
them a they ate. Afterward they
sat inside the flyer , she in the
rear eat and he up front. The
trees shadowed the flyer and the
dark grew deeper until he could
see nothing and their voice5
when they spoke came from a
void and sounded briefly and left
nothingness behind.
"The ships will be uncornforta·
ble," he said. "It would have been
too risky sending regular pa··
senger cruisers, so they stripped
down cargo ships. Nothing left
inside but the engine rooms and
AMA ZING STORIES

floors. You'll be crowded and uncomfortable."
"That doesn't matter," she replied after a pause. "Just so they
all get out."
They were silent a very long
time and finally Keith said, " I'll
get coffee. We should be eating,
I suppose."
They ate lit tle, however, but
sipped the hot drink slowly savoring the warmth and strength
of it.
"Marilyn, I want you to take
one of those pills Sorenson gave
you."
In the dim light he could see
her wide, luminous eyes st ill
burning with an unnatural light.
'Tm all right," she said. " I can
take it as long as you can drive."
"I know you can. I don't want
you to have to."
"Keith," Marilyn said in a low
voice, "I understand. Sometimes
a woman knows thing.a that ar en't said and mustn't be said. I'm
not afraid."
"And sometime, a long t ime
from now, can I see you ?"
She ducked her head not answering and he reached for the
controls.
_
It was a nightmare in which
there was no let-up of speed, no
curve to break the monotony of
the abyss that dr ew t hem along.
As the miles were left behind with
totals changing at dizzying speeds
he kept thinking of Stevie, almost as big as she. Her son. Her
THE LAST DAYS OF THE CAPTAIN

husband. How could she see him
again? He didn't stop for a break
althoug11 his arms ached and
dragged leadenly at his commands and a numbness crept upward through his legs. They
were entering Lanning when
dawn was still several hours
away.

* * *

Lt . Sorenson met them jubilantly. "I knew you'd make it,
sir. Mrs. Roget, you're to go to
r oom A -3 in the administration
building. They'll direct you."
Keith ignored the man and
helped Marilyn from the flyer.
She started to walk towatd the
building, but turned and said,
"Make it a very long time, Captain." The fierce brightness of
her eyes was gone and there was
only a deep, dull hurt there.
"What's that mean?" Sorenson asked and not waiting for a
reply added, "You sure can't figure these colonists, can you?
Wouldn't you have thought she'd
at least ask .about her husband
and son?"
"Sorenson, shut your mouth!"
Keith's voice was ominous.
"These people are the only reason we have for even existing."
He wheeled about and stro1e
away remembering to bold himself as erect and proud as she
bad done. The pain in his own
eyes, deep where it wasn't easily
discernible, very nearly matched
TKE IND
hers.
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No. IV of a series on the possibilities of'Extra•terrestriol Li.fe*

LIFE,

AMONG
THE STARS
By BEN BOVA

lllu~trated by FINLAY

this
W.!THIN
Earthmen will

generation,
explore the
Moon and nearer planets, and
many of our speculations about
extraterrestrial life will be either confirmed or destroyed. But
the solar ystem is only one tiny
corner of the observable universe. Beyond distant Pluto lie
the remote and beckoning stars.
Do they possess planetary systems? If so, do those planets
bear life?
Remember that we are operating under the ata1sumption that
the stars are essentially similar
to the Sun. Astronomers now believe that the Sun and planets coalesced out of a primeval cloud of
interstellar gas and dust. The
evolution of the solar system to
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its present condition-including
the existence of life on one or
more of the planets-i considered to be a completely natural
sequence of event . Nothing unusual is necessary to explain the
solar system's evolution. Granted the same condition elsewhere
(and these conditions, as we will
shortly see, may be quite ordinary throughout interstellar
space) a similar development
would eventually lead to the for·
mation of a star and, perhaps, a
system of planets.
looking for the Unseaable

HE best way to illustrate the
Tfrustrations
of searehillg for

planets circling other stars is to

imagine, for the moment, that
we have been magically transported to Alpha Centauri A, the
brightest component of the triple- tar Alpha Centauri ystem,
and a star that is almost identical to the Sun. Let us further
uppose that we have at our dispo al the best astronomers and
astronomical equipment currently available on Earth.
• ow we look back at the Sun,
3 lightyears away, and try to
find the planets that we know are
there. To make t hings easier on
urselves, we s hall t ry t o fin d oaly Jupiter, the la rgest and most
easi}y-visible of Sol's n ine plan-

ets.
. Even through a 200-inch tele~cope, we can see nothi ng. The
Sun appears t o be a first-ma gnitude star; but Jupiter, the astronomers' computations reveal,
should be a twenty-third magnitude object at this distance. That
is, Jupiter should appear some
one billion t imes fa.int er than
the Sun !
A 200-inch telescope can pick
op twenty-third magnitude stars
-under good conditions. But Jupiter i3 very close to the bright
Sun, and is drowned out in glare.
II the planet were further away
from Sol, the glare problem
would be reduced, but Jupiter
would become even dimmer,
IUlCe its only light is that which
it reflects from the Sun. Con·
'ffl'Sely, if Jupiter were closer to
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the Sun it would be bri ght ·, bu
w ul
the increased bright11
glare
th
by
t
offs
than
more
be
effect, which becomes wo ·se n
the fain t object comes clo er
the bright one
So visual det ection se ms to
be out.
However, a tronom rs have
been able to ftn d several obj ts
in t he sky that at fi t wer invi ible to them. Objec such a
the faint dwaif tars a c m·
r cyon
and
panying Siriu
were originally detect d throu h
the gravitational pertu rba i ns
that they induced in the motion
of their bigger, brighter par!,.
ners.
Siri us, for example,
served in 1844 to b
back and forth through
no apparent reason. A ar, like
any body in a f rictionle s vacu
um, should move through sp c
in a straight line---unless aome
outside force is deflecting it.
Sirius was weaving through
the sky in corkscrew f ashlon ;
something was pulling at it,
gravitationally. When a good~
en ough telescope was turned on
the Dog Star, the dim dwarf Pup
was visually discovered. The
same tactics Jed to the discovery
of Procyon's dwarf companion,
and also to the planets Neptune
and Plut o.
Can we detect the presence of
J upiter by its gravitational ull
on the Sun? Every body in the
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solar system exerts a gravitational pull on all the other bodies. This pull is directly proportional to the mass of the bodies
concerned. The Sun, with a mass
of 2.24 x 1027 American tons,
keeps all the planets, comets, etc.,
gravitationally bound to itself.

J

UPITER, the biggest body in
the solar system except for
the Sun, has a mass of slightly
less than 0.001 times Sol's. Its
gravitational influence on the
Sun is minute. Jupiter deflects
motion
the Sun's forward
through space by less than onehundreth of a second of arc
(1/36,000 of a degree of arcabout the size of a twenty-five
cent piece, seen from 300 miles
away!). This heartbreakinglysmall motion is just a shade under the amount of deflection that
astronomers can detect with
their, present instruments. So it
appears that Jupiter would be
undetectable by this means also
from Alpha Centauri.
Obviously the same problems
confront us here on Earth when
we attempt to determine if there
are planets pear any of the three
Alpha Centauri stars. We cannot
see such planets, even if they are
there. We cannot detect gravitational perturbations from a planet even as massive as Jupiter.
The immense distances between the stars, and the practicalJy infinitesimal mass and
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brightness of planets as compared to stars, is an almost impassable barrier.
The Mysterious Companions

Almost impassable. A 'few of
the nearest stars have shown
perturbations due to companions
that ar e too faint to be picked out
visually.
For example: of the three
stars closest to the Sun, two of
them-Barnard's Star, 6.1 lightyears away, and Lalande 21185,
7.9 lightyears-are accompanied
by invisible companions.
While we cannot see these
companion objects, either because they are too dim or too
close to their primary stars, we
can compute their masses by
measuring- the perturbations
they cause on their respective
stars. In both cases, the masses
work out to be slightly less than
0.1 times the Sun's-about 100
times larger than Jupiter. This
is an immense mass for a planet,
but quite a small mass for a star.
The orbital periods ("years")
are 11 months for Barnard's
Star's companion and 14 months
for Lalande 21185's. The dark
"fellow travellers" are both e3timated to be Jess than 1 AU from
their respective stars-closer
than the Earth is to the Sun.
Several other stars near the
Sun are known to have unseen
companions. Among them are
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Epsilon Eridani, Tau Ceti and even under Russell's conservathe double star 61 Cygni, each of rtive system.
What kind of a planet might
which will be significant parts of
Cygni C be? If the estimation
61
suspiciop
The
the story to follow.
its mass is accurate, it is
of
is that there are myriads of stars
with small, dark companions. We about ·170 times la,rger than Jucanm,t detect any but the very piter. A giant among giant planclosest from Earth, though, since ets; probably much like Jupiter
these objects become increasing- in chemical composition-an atly difficult to find with distance. mosphere of hydrogen, helium,
ammonia and methane; crushing
gravity. Totally alien.
Stars vs. Planets
And yet, this is preiisely the
of planet we should expect
type
OW then, are these unseen
considering how limited
find,
to
companions truly planets?
Or are they very small, very dim our information-gathering equipment is. A small planet orbitstars?
Most astronomers have ac- ing close to its parent starcepted a rule of thumb first pro- like Earth-would be impossible
posed by the Amer ican, Henry to observe or even detect. Our
Norris Russell, in 1944. He sug- chances of finding a planet
gested that any invisible com- increase as we consider larger,
panion of a star that is estimated heavier' planets. There may be
to be smaller than 0.05 times the a multitude of Earth-type planSun's mass should be arbitrarily ets virtually next door to us, but
designated a planet. More mas- they are totally undetectable as
sive companions should be classi- long as we are Earthbound.
However, there is another asfied as dwarf stars, until evidence is . available to settle the pect to consider.
We have been operating under
question definitely.
According to this convention, the assumption that, since the
the companions of Barnard's Sun is an average Main Sequence
Star and Lalande 21185 are both star, our planetary system rep·
technically labelled as stars. resents a rather ordinary condiHowever, the double star 61 tion for most stars. Hence, there
Cygni ( a pair of small reddish should be almost as many planestars, 11.1 lightyears away) has . tary systems as there are stars.
an invisible third component But many astronomers have
with a mass of about 0.017 times pointed out that the Sun is a sin·
the Sun's. Thus 61 Cygni C, as it gle star in a galaxy that seems to
is called, can be termed a planet show a prererence for double and

N
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erally hundreds of millions of
stars that possess planetary systems. What requirements must
be met to make these planets possible abodes of life?
Dr. Si-Shu Huang, of Princeton University's Institute for
Advanced Study, has given this
problem considerable thought.
He concludes that two major
conditions must be met:
1. The star around which the
planets orbit must be stable in life span and luminosity;
planets must have staThe
2.
ble orbits that lie within a
"thermally habitable" zone.
A Stable Star: The first condition is simply a recognition that,
on the one hand, stars change
and evolve (in some cases comparatively rapidly); while, on
the other hand, it takes a good
deal of time to develop life.
Figure 1 (page 71) illustrates
this point graphically. Earth and
the Sun developed, presumably,
out of the same interstellar gas
cloud and at the same time-some
five billion years ago. It is believed that life first appeared on
our planet some 2.5 billion years
ago, although the earliest known
fos~ils are less than one billion
years old.
Assuming that life on Earth
is 2.5 billion years old, this
The Conditions for life
means that it took an additional
EVEN the pessimists, though, 2.5 billion years for "chemical
agree that there must be lit- evolution" to build up molecules
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multiple stars. Of the 12 stars
nearest the Sun, ~ight of them
are double or multiple. Of these
eight, four have unseen companions that may well turn out
to be small stars, not planets.
These astronomers go on to
conjecture that stars "prefer" to
exist in double or multiple
groups, and that the Sun and its
planetary system represents an
extreme case where there was
not enough building material
available in the original gas
cloud to create two stars. Hence,
a single star and some cosmic
rubble-the planets-resu lted.
Of course, in the case of 61
Cygni we see a formation that
clearly has at least two stars,
and probably one giant planet.
There might even be more planets in the system, undetectable
from Earth. So we could conclude that iti s not impossible for
double or multiple stars to evolve
with planets.
Moreover, the history of astronomy has repeatedly shown
that at tempts to consider the
conditions closest to us as unique
or extreme, are usually hopelessly
incorrect. Our planet is not
unique, neither is our Sun. Is it
reasonable to conclude that our
solar system is ?

of sufficient complexity to become living. So, in the solar system's five-billion-year history, it
took 2.5 billion years for the first
life to appear on Earth, and an
almost equal time for intelligent
life to evolve. During all this
time, the Sun has been a Main
Sequence star, and has beamed
out a practically unvarying
stream of energy.
If the Sun's output had
changed as little as a few percent, our atmosphere might have
been boiled away, or our seas
might have been frozen. The
Sun is destined to remain on the
Main Sequence for another five
or six billion years, so we have a
long future of solar stability to
look forward to. But, eventually,
our star will enter its death
throes of expansion, explosion
and extinction.
Not all stars are as marvelously constant as the Sun. As Figure 1 shows, Sirius probably became a Main Sequence star well
after the first life forms evolved
on Earth. And Sirius' lifespan is
so short that one-half of this
double star has already gone

into white dwarfdom, the inevi.
table fate of all stars. The blue
giant Rigel, it has been deduced,
cannot be older than 10 million
years! Born yesterday, on an
evolutionary time scale.
small, dim
MEANWHILE,
dwarf stars like Tau Ceti
will age so slowly, and remain on
the Main Sequence for so long,
that they make the Sun seem
prodigal. Table 1 (page 72)
shows the expected life-spans of
several different types of stars.
As can be seen by comparing
Table 1 with the time spans on
Figure 1, planets circling the
fast-living B- and A-type stars
would not have enough time to
develop life before their stars
headed for extinction. Even FO
types apparently evolve too
quickly to allow life sufficient
time to get started. The ''breakeven" point comes at about spectral class F5, which is on the
Main Sequence for about six billion years-long enough to allow
chemical evolution and perhaps
even the evolution of intelligence.

Figure 1, opposite page, shows life span of stars contrasted to time necessary for development of life. Sun has been on Main Sequence (and hence
stable) for some five billion years. During that time, chemical evolution has
led to living forms and eventually to intelligent life. Fast-living stars such
as Sirius and Rigel apparently are not-stable long enough to allow life
sufficient time for development. In contrast, smaller, fainter stars-such as
Tau Ceti-will remain on Main Sequence even :Jfter Sun hai expanded,
exploded and become dwarf star.
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TABLE 1: STELLAR LIFESPAN
Time on Main Sequence
(Billions of Years)

Spectral Type ·and
Surface Temperature

0.002

B5-20,000°C
A0-10,000°
FO- 7500°
FS- 6500°
GO- 6000°
KO- 4900°
KS- 4000°

0.4
4
6
11

28
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There are also many types of
stars that pulsate and change
their energy outputs every few
hours, or days. It is hard to envision life evolving under these
conditions. The buildup of complex molecules requires an equable temperature environment.
Sudden fluctuations, even though
regular, might well be a fatal bar
to chemical evolution (and, hence,
to biological evolution as well).
"Thermally Habitable" Zone:
In addition to needing a star
that will be stable long enough
to allow life to develop and
evolve, we mm1t add the requirement for a "thermally habitable"
planet.
Life seems to be planet-based.
Space is too cold for biochemical
reactions, except for the first
primitive steps of chemical evolution; stars are too hot for life
to exist on them.
For life to develop from inert
chemicals, the planet must have
an agreeable temperature. For
72

. Example
Rigel
Sirius A

Canopus
Procyon A

Sun
Tau Ceti
i>l Cygni

Earth, this temperature range
may be roughly defined as that
in which carbon dioxide is gas.
eous and water is predominantly
liquid. Our type of life could not
have evolved in ice-either water
or "dry."
But the point is this: a star
will heat up a certain amount of
space, depending on its surface
temperature. There is a zone
within this heated space that can
be called "thermally habitable"
for a given type of life:lf one or
more planets are orbiting within
the star's "t-h" zone, then life
can evolve on those planets. If
there are planets orbiting too
near or too far from the star, so
that they are oulSide the "t-b"
zone, we must conclude that life
-as we know it-will not evolve
on them.
For our own solar system, the
"thermally habitable" zone for
water-based life extends, as we
have seen, from Venus (atmosphere only) to Mars ; there
might well be another "t-b"
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zone, for ammonia-based life, extending from Jupiter to Saturn
(it appears unlikely that ammonia-based life could exist on
Uranus and Neptune).
To be a good prospect for life,
a planet should remain within
its star's "t-h" zone permanently. This means that its orbit
cannot be too eccentric. A long
elliptical orbit, such as a comet's
would carry the planet in and
out of the zone constantly, making the development of life improbable, at best. Also, a planet
bound to a double star might
have a highly unusual orbit, and
two "t-h" zones to contend with
-complications that might well
bar life-chemistry.
The Question of Spin

E have seen that stars hotWter
than spectral class F5

probably evolve too quickly, and
are on the Main Sequence for too
short a time, for life to develop
near them. Also, in considering
"thermally habitable" zones, we
should realize that the dim, cool
dwarf stars-such as Proxima
Centauri-can heat up only a
very small amount of space;
therefore the chances of having
a planet within such a star's
"t-h" zone are correspondingly
small.
Apparently, the stars most
likely to harbor li:fe lie between
spectral classes F5 and K5. This
LIFE AMONG THE STARS

rules out the brightest, largest
stars; it also rules out the
dwarfs, which are probably the
most numerous single type of
star. However, if we seriously
consider ammonia-based life, the
cool dwarfs may sponsor more
life than we give· them credh
for.
Now comes a curious diseovery.
The stars spin, just as the
planets do. But stellar spins vary
from 200 miles per second, or
more, for a star like Rigel, to
about three miles per second for
the Sun and similar stars. The
question occurs, why should some
stars spin so fast and others so
slowly?
The answer is intriguing. The
Sun's spin has been absorbed by
the wide-swinging planets. The
fast-spinning stars presumably
have no planets to absorb their
spin.
So a star's spin might indicate
whether or not the star possesses planets I And what do we
find when we follow this clue?
It is precisely at spectral class
F5 that the spin of stars shows
a strange change. Stars hotter
and larger than F5 rotate rapidly. But at F5 and below, the
stars' spins suddenly slow down
to speeds like the Sun's. Indications are that this is precisely
what would happen if planetary
systems were accompanying such
stars.
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Statistics, OZMA, and Faith

the statistics. Of
CONSIDER
the 40 stars nearest the
Sun, there are seven unseen
companions. All but three of
them are heavier than Russell's
arbitrary figure of 0.05 times
the Sun's mass, so we must reject them as possible planets.
The three remaining objects
are orbiting around Tau Ceti,
Epsilon Eridani, and 61 Cygn.i.
Since the orbit of a planet tied
to a double star is apt to be
highly eccentric, we should reject 61 Cygni C as a possible
life-bearing planet. That leaves
the companions of Tau Ceti and
Epsilon Eridani. Both these
stars are very stable, spectral
classes KO and G5, respectively.
Two possible
life-bearing
planets out of 40 stars. A ratio
of one in 20. If one of every 20
of the Milky Way's 100 billion
stars harbors a potentially lifebearing planet, that means there
are five billion possible homes
for life in this galaxy.
Now, statistics are not proof,
and speculation is not evidence.
But there is enough information
available to make the questions
intriguing.
Scientists have become comfortable enough with the possibilities of extra-solar-system life
to begin listening for intelligent
radio signals from_Tau Ceti and
Epsilon Eridani. This is Project
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OZMA, underway at the Nation.
al Radio ~stronomy Observatory at Greenbank, West Vir.
ginia.
The chances of picking up intelligent signals from these two
nearby stars are, frankly, astronomical. The statistics work
against us here. For if the stars
in fact do possess planets, they
might be Earth-type planets.
Even if they are, intelligent life
might well not have developed
on them. And even if intelligent
beings are there, a cultural dif.
f erence of a scant century below
or beyond us could mean that
they either have not yet developed radio telescopes or they are
so far beyond them that they
cannot conceive of intelligent
. creatures having to use them for
interstellar communication.
Worst of all, they might be
exactly like us, and doing precisely what we are doing-listening, but not transmitting.
But regardless of this first
adventure in interstellar communication, we have established
that: (1) the forces that created
the solar system can, and probably do, create other stars and
planetary systems just as easily;
(2) the physical and chemical
processes that build stars and
planets also lay the groundwork
for the evolution of life; (3)
given the proper conditons of I
stable star with sufficient beatenergy output, there-is no reason
AMAZING STORIES

to assume that life will not develop and evolve..
Intelligent life? Humanoid
life? That's another story, depending on different lines of evidence and deduction.
The important point, however,
is that man is finally reaching
out into the universe. The laws
of statistics tell us that, for any
given star, the chances are always 50-50 that life will be
there; but for a large enough
sampling of stars, it appears inevitable that we will find life.

Disappointments will be plentiful, of course, but sinee when
haa that stopped the human
race?
No, the solar system and even
the· stars will be inspected by
man's instruments, his rockets,
and eventually by man himself.
Earth is not the only abode of
life and intelligence. Those of us
who have the faith-scientists
and science fictioneers, dreamers and technicians-realize full
well that this is the only adventure worthy of a civilized man.

THE END

COMING NEXT MONTH
Man draws ever closer to
the day when he will set foot
on the moon. In the December
issue of AMAZING, Raymond F. Jones tells, in a gripping novelet, the chilling story
of what our first moon explorers may find there-of the
mighty thing of evil that
squats deep under the craters
and silently shrieks: Stay Off
the Moon!
Marion Z. Bradley returns
· with a novelet of other-world
dangers, Measureless to Man.
Another chiller-diller - this
time non-fiction: Sam Moskowitz's SF Profile of one of the
field's greatest names, Bob
Bloch.
PLUS a batch of short stories and all our regular features. Don't miss
the December AMAZING, on sale at your newsstand on November 8.
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BLACK

&

WHflTE

By MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY
lllustrclled by SUMMERS

When you start this story, about the last block mon
and t he la st white woman in the ruined world,
you'll think: That old idea again! But you'll read
on-and suddenly find yourself gripped by one of

the keenest new approaches to the ancient myth.

HIS has been an old story
Tsince
Cain killed Abel," the

man said quietly. "Brother
against brother, city against
city, nation against nation. But
at least it will never be oldagain."
"Never again," the woman repeated, "at least, not on Earth."
"Not on Earth."
In the ruin of what had been
-when cities still were dignified by names-lower Harlem, a
man and a woman were sitting
in the only building left intact
on The Day. It had once been a
beer-hall. The walls were still
gaudy with lascivious poses of
women that no longer had mean-

ing, and the glass o· er h b r
had been so thoroughly ha
tered that even now n ith r th
man nor the woman dared cro
the floor barefoot; the splin er d
glass from long-gone bottles
still working in fragmen out
of the wood floor.
They had been living here f r
three months--since they ha<f
found each other and realized
they were the last man and woman in New York-probably, on
the North American continentalmost certainly, in the worJd.
"All the Adam-and-Eve 1torie1,
I ever read-" the woman said,
with a bard little laugh. " ever
thought I'd end up as he

n

tagonist of one. It's ludicrous."
"Easy now!" The man's voice
was soothing. He caught the edge
of hysteria, easier to abort than
to stop after it got going. "You're
not."
"No," her voice brooded now;
"I'm not."
"Kathy," he said gently,
"have you heard the old saying,
I wouldn't marry her if she was
the last woman in the world?"
"Oh, Jeff-"
"For the love of God! " the man
exploded, and stood up, the muscles running in ridges under the
-dark skin of his jaw. "Kathy,
don't say it! For the love of God!
Hand me a mirror, if you can
find one in this empty rathole !
But don't say it!"
HEN he spoke with a bitterTness
so deep that he himself
did not recognize it as bitter.
"Kathy, I'd leave here tomorrow
-except I'd be so lonely I'd
shoot myself."
"So would I."
"But you've got to use your
head, Kathy. I thought this was
permanently settled. I thought
our ancestors settled it for us
about three hundred years ago.
And-we're both reasonably civilized. It's a good thing, or I'd-"
he broke off, unclenched his fists
and made himself lounge in a
chair again.
"Is it really such a good
thing?" Kathy asked softly. The
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garish r~ lights over the barsomehow unbroken, the power
plant out here hadn't run down
yet-gave a lustre to her fair
hair as she leaned forward and
looked at him. The man saw the
play of the red light on her
blonde hair-cut short like his
-and briefly shut his eyes.
"All I know is-we're both the
products of our respective civilizations, Kathy. Good or bad-I
don't know. Who cares? Girl, go
to bed! It's after midnight, and
I thought we promised each
other we weren't going to hash
this over any more !"
The girl nodded. "I'm sorry."
She rose,..shading her eyes. "Jeff,
tomorrow let's see if we can't find
some other light bulbs some·
where. These red things are going to drive me nuts!"
He laughed. "Talk about nee·
dles and haystacks ! New York of
the bright lights and I have to
look for a light-bulb. Okay,
Kathy, I'll find one if I have to
shinny up a light pole."
"Good night, Jeff."
" 'Night, Kathy."
The man sat quite still until be
heard the Yale lock ~nap shut on
the inside of the door; an old
sign-this had once been a wellknown night club-said NO
STAGS, PLEASE. Jeff slid something out of his pocket and sat
looking at it. It was a key, the
key that belonged to the Yale
lock.
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He opened the street door and
went out. The hunks of jammed
cars, partially smashed, still
blocked the sidewalks, and many
of the light-poles were down, but
here and there a solitary street
lamp would burn until some day
the power went off at the central
station. One, near the corner,
spilled a puddle of brilliance into
the shadows of broken concrete
and brickwork. Slinking figures
a foot long made eerie shadows
around the old bones that lay in
the street. The man barely
glanced their way. Once they
had made him so sick that he
could not walk in a street where
they lay. Now he kicked them
carelessly aside. Deconditioni ng,
he thought. Too many of the
dead to worry about them.
Could other taboos go the same
way?
Grass would come back some
day and cover the bones. He
wouldn't live to see it. Grass, in
Harlem!
still held the key in bis
HEhand.
Did Kathy know he
had it? Two weeks ago, she had
told him that she had lost it, but
since she could lock the door on
the inside with a turn of her
wrist, he hadn't worried-unt il
he found the key, the next day,
lying almost in plain sight by
the bar. Had she lost itr-on purpose?
Jeff scowled. What if she had?
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They'd have it to live with for
the rest of their lives.
Their children would neve1·
know or care. . • .
"Oh, Jesus," the man muttered, and put his face in his
hands, almost a childhood reflex.
"Oh sweet Jesus ••. "
The new awareness of Kathy
was almost that; a crucifixion.
Kathy's face swam before his
eyes. He did not think it was a
·pretty face. He never had. A
fair-haired, blue-eyed woman, an
object forbidden, for ever taboo,
beyond desire. Doubly taboo,
doubly beyond desire.
He scrambled to the summit of
a pile of smashed concrete arid
looked down at the river. The
water was clean, now, freed of
the dead fish that had clogged it
for a month. The river, like the
city, had its own scavengers that
ate the corruption away.
A question of sin? But is there
a clean-cut question of sin in
these days? Morality used to be
a matter of black or white, right
or wrong, not all shades of-of
brown, he said with his teeth
clenched. He fished in his pocket
_ for the key and sent it flying in
a high arch far out over the waters. He didn't even hear the tiny
splash.
"Well, that's that," he said
aloud. "Clear cut. Black or
white."

That was that, even be/ore
Kathy and I talked it o-ver that
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one time. Y O'U know that, Father.
Father, lead us not into temptation . . . Oh my God, I am
heartily sorry for having off ended thee . . . and I detest all my
sins ...
He put his hands to his temples, feeling the black crisped
hair there. Who are you trying
to kid-Father? He turned and
walked back to their home. He
spread his blankets, shucked
shirt and pants. Under his pillow lay a curious white object
Kathy had never seen. It was the
one thing he concealed from her
since they had come to share
joint loneliness. He held it musingly a minute.
Did it mean anything now?
You've lost everything else that
goes with it.
Be honest now. Did it ever
mean anything? It couldn't prevent this from happening-this,
the end of the world!
He glanced up at the fragment
of unbroken mirror over the bar
and in a sudden rage raised his
hand to shatter it. It only accentuated the difference between
himself and Kathy. Then he
tayed his hand. Mirrors meant
a lot to a woman.
His own face looked grimly
back at him. Neither handsome
nor ugly to his eyes. Just an ordinary, brown-skinned face, the
face of a Negro man about thirty
years old. He swallowed, then did
a curious thing. He raised the
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white thing in his hand and
started· to put it around his neck
-then crumpled it furiously in
his fist. He started to throw it
away, then thrust the Roman
collar back beneath the pillow.
Father Thomas Jefferson Brown,
a priest without a parish, glared
at his own image, turned suddenly away from the mirror,
laughed softly, crawled into his
blankets and went to sleep.

J

EFF said, "Maybe it would
have been easier on you if
you'd been brought up in the
south, Kathy. You wouldn't even
have been thinking this way."
Kathy smiled and shook her
head. "It wouldn't have changed
much. Be honest, Jeff. What
you're really thinking is-the
human race isn't worth much, if
it can end this way."
He laughed out loud. "At least
it's not worth starting the whole
bloody mess all over again," he
said.
She spoke with a seriousness
rare for her. "Did it ever occur
to you, Jeff, that it might have
been meant-our finding each
other, from such a distance
apart?"
He chuckled grimly. "Like Lot
and his daughters, you mean?
Frankly, no."
She rarely spoke of the thing
which was so much in the forefront of their minds that it was
almost never on their tongues.
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But now she said "It's rather
terrible, in a way. It took a
cataclysm to make me realize
that the problem even existed.
If you'd ever asked me, I'd have
said that civilization was just a
veneer-take a man, and a woman, right out of society, and
they'll revert to primitive man,
and primitive woman."
Against thy last temptations;
0 Father •••
Should I tell her I was a
priest? No. She wasn't a Catholic, she made that clear. And,
with all my apologies, dear Lord,
I'm not going to fight for one
last soul. You made your clean
sweep of _the fields, and left no
gleanings in the corners, and I'm
not going to try to convert her.
But I'm not going to tell her
and let her try to make me override my vows either. A priest
fore ver. If you wanted Adam
and Eve, Lord, you should have
picked a couple of other people.
I don't mind letting her think
it's becau.se I'm colored and she's
white, but I'm not going to have
her call me a fool because with
t~e world ending I count on the
text one more than this.- Amen.
Aftey a stretched silence he
said "Aren't you getting tired of
canned foods 7· I am. Let's take
the boat and go across the river.
There are plenty of wild rabbits
-we'll shoot a few for supper.
It will be a welcoine change."
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breeze over the lower
THE
Hudson blew, with a clean
freshness, down from the hills.
They were both hardened now
to the sight of the ruined city,
but Jeff found himself toying,
again. with the notion of striking upriver again. The few
things they had-lights, a f ew
caches of food and dothingcould be weighed against t he
immense good of not having to
look at the ruins every time t hey
moved.
Then he laughed, shortly. Only
the memory of what the last
civilization had done to itself,
kept his resolve firm. . . .
Above the city, grass was beginning to grow down to the water's edge, and rabbits hopped
on the overgrown fields without
shyness. "Look how tame t hey
are!" Kathy said in wonder. She
had been loading her pistol; now
she dropped it back into her
windbreaker.
"Oh, Jeff, let's not shoc,t them !
They're such cute little fellows,
and now there's nobody to scare
them!"
"I could sure go for some rabbit stew," the man said doubtfully, then chuckled. "But have
it your way, Kathy. Why should
the last humans make themselves obnoxious to the new dominant species?"
''You,-r..eally don't mind 1'!'
She looked at him with the Jook
he had seen so often the1e 188t
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days, half imploring, half concealed.
He shook his head. "Not a bit.
Maybe we'll find a pig-some of
them must have gotten loose and
run wild. Anyway, we're sure to
find something-"
"Jeff !" The woman froze.

windbreaker. Jeff stood up and
shouted iri his ringing basso
"Hello! Hello! Anybody there?"
Silence. After a long time, a
thin echo rang back, "Hello!"
"That was no echo," Jeff muttered, "took too long. Hello! Hey
there ! Can you hear us ?1'

"What was that noise?"
"A shot," the man said huskily, "A shot-a rifle! Kathy,
there's someone else here!"
''Were they-shooting at us?"
the woman faltered.
"I doubt it. Rabbits, probably,
but-"
"I'll fire a signal!"
Jeff was already heading the
boat to shore. He said quietly
"No. Kathy, it's rotten to sound
suspicious, but there could be
trouble. Men, running wildwell, you're a woman."
And all men aren't like me

. . . instincts tamed so long ago
it doesn't matter. . . .
She frowned at him "Oh,
surely-there wouldn't be trouble? After all this time? Remember how-how glad we were just
to find out we weren't alone in
the world-"
"Just the same, keep the gun
out of sight," Jeff urged gently.
"They'll probably take to us better if we're not armed. Put it
away until we're sure we're safe
wU,b friends--or until we know
we1ll have to fight."
Obediently, the woman put the
pistol back into the pocket of her
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HREE rifle shots in rapid sueTcession
answered them; after
a little, a man topped the brow
of the hill, stood looking down
for a minute, then yelled and
broke into a run toward them.
"Hello!" he gasped breathlessly when we got to them. "Well,
I'll be damned, a few others
made it too! You fellers been
here long? I been-well, hell!
It's a girl!" His eyes rested on
Kathy. "Seeing you so far off,
in them slacks-and with you-"
his eyes, now strangely alterea,
rested on Jeff. The newcomer
was a thickset man, bearded, his
clothes in tatters, and Jeff held
himself by force from distaste.
A man alone in the wilds would
not feel the same obligation as a
man living with a fellow human
being-to maintain some semblance of normalcy.
He said quietly, "I'm Jeff
Brown, and this is Kathy Morgan."
"I'm Hank Nichols," the man
said. "Glad to see y'all, Miss
Morgan. Jeff."
Jeff held out his hand, but the
man ignored it and after a moAMAZJNG STORIES

ment Jeff let it fall to his side. .her, winningly, "segregationSoci,a,l gestures were a little in- ists."
congruous now, anyway. NichShe nodded, hesitantly, but
ols' eyes were still fixed on clung to Jeff's arm. Nichols,
Kathy, hut Jeff, remembering turning, saw the gesture, and
how, after his own long isolation, his eyes narrowed, an odd light
he had wept for joy, just to see behind them.
another human face, thought
tolerantly; half mad with lonelia small clearing not far
ness. Poor devil !
away, he had pitched a tent,
Nichols asked "Any more of and the embers of a cookfire
you in the city? I hoped-"
smoldered, smoke bunging over
It was Jeff who answered, the untidy campsite. He squatthough he had spoken to Kathy; ted on his heels, skinning the
"No. I travelled all over the Mid- rabbits deftly.
west, looking, and finally gave it
"Sure is nice here. I never got
up. Katherine travelled all over to see the country beforeNew England. There was an old worked in a garage down in Kenman-he died just before she tucky. Only thing, I miss the
movies. Some day I'm going to
found me."
"Katherine, eh? I ain't seen find me a movie projector someary soul either. Guess we're all place, must be one around. Sure
that's left." His gaze at Kathe- lonesome, too."
"It is," Jeff agreed. "But there
rine was open now and his side
glances at Jeff more frequent. "I may be others somewhere-in
just caught me a mess of rabbits. Europe, Africa-we just don't
Y'all might as well come eat with know. We've no way of knowing."
Nichols tossed away a rabbit
me, they's plenty more."
skin.
Kathy took up the skinned
Kathy was looking at the man
with dismay; bearded, slouching, animal. "Can't I help you?"
"Sure, baby." He handed her
not exactly filthy but certainly
not clean. His eyes, which fol- his knife, holding her small han<l
lowed her, made her feel strange. for a moment in bis great paw.
She caught Jeff's arm and mur- "Sure been missing someone to
cut up my rabbits." He laughed
mured.
He smiled and said reassur- and leered, picked up a second
ingly "Steady, girl. He may not rabbit from the pile and began
be a very prepossessing speci- expertly trimming off the paw;
men, but he's one of God's crea- and st.ripping away the pelt.
tures, after all. We're not in a "Jeff, why don't you hunt up
position to be-" he smiled at some more brushwood?"
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The tone, casual and commanding, made Jeff seethe; but
he stood up, said mildly "Right
you a.re," and walked away. His
thoughts were confused. Oh
Lord, thy practical jokes are beyon<l human understanding. A
man and a woman, and even a
priest to marry them. Kathy had
been afraid of the man-yet she
was laughing with him, offering
to help him. Instinct. Each after
his own kind, male and female
. . . rough and dirty and unsavory as Nichols Jooked, he was a
man; and he could, and would
recognize the instincts in himself, and in Kathy.
The thought made sickness
rise in Jeff's throat; he swallowed, trying not to gag. Kathy
-and that creature!
Be sensible. He'll give ner
what she wan_ts and you can'tor won't. Damned fool . . .
~Zinging to a remnant of superstition, a vow made for a world
that's ended . . .
You protected Kathy from a
dozen dangers. A pa~k of starving dogs. Falling walls. Rats.
Savage, homeless cats, turned
predatory-wild. . . .
But are you going to turn her
over to a ~an who's worse than
any of these?
He clenched his fists and his
teeth, shaking, sick, fighting the
need to run back to the clearing,
to fight Nichols, if need be, savagely, hand to band, for his wom84

an. But she's not yours . • • oh
God, oh my dea,r God •••
blessed Mother of Mercy, Mar11
have ']Jity on me • • •
And
screamed.
· Kathy
screamed again, horribly. "No!
No! Jeff-help! Help! Jeff! Oh,
no-o-o- !" and the cry was
choked off as if a rough hand
had stifled the screamer's throat.
Jeff cast thought, prayer and
compunction aside; the last remnant of civilization dropped from
him and he ran. "Kat:hy !
Kathy!" he shouted. "Easy, darling, I'm coming-"
Nichols bullet struck him
broadside in the lung and he
toppled headlong into the little
gully.
l(ATHY, her hands to her
I mouth, stared in crazy horror at the bearded man. "Youshot him! You-shot him!"
"Yeah, I shot the dam-," he
said, but Kathy understood nothing of the rest of the sentence
except that it was unbelievably
foul. "Anyway, that's all over.
Figured you'd be damn glad to
get rid of him. What'd he docatch yo~ when you were alone?
Any,how, now we got rid of him.
Come on, babe, c'mere-hey !
What you doing?"
Kathy fumbled in her windbreaker pocket. She had become
expert at shooting the swift,.
moving, starveling rats. Just an-other rat, she told herself, and
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her hand was steady on the trigger ; the slug tore away his
smile, wiped the sickening memory of his leer from her mind
forever. Not until she found herself kicking his limp body again
and again did she realize that she
was crying. She ran to J eff,
kneeling at his side, babbling. ·
His eyes opened painfully.
"Kathy- "
"I shot him," she wept, "I
killed him, I- "
"You shouldn't have," he
whispered. His mind str ayed.
"Say- an act of contrition-"
She stared down in hor ror and
sudden wild sur mise as the man
clawed slowly at the deep agony
in his chest. Then he muttered,
his eyes and his brain quite
. right all along.
clear, "I wasAs long as we-feel this waywe might as well-end it here.
Good thing he-came along, or I
would have given in . .. " he
choked on bloody spit.

"Don't talk! Oh, J eff, darling,
darling-don't talk- " Sobbing,
she cradled his head on her knees.
His eyes, already unseeing,
sought vainly to find her in t he
closing darkness. He muttered incoherently in Latin for a moment,
then suddenly, softly, "Kathydarling-bend down and tell me
-did you lose that key on purpose?"
Sobbing, the woman bent to
whisper her answer, but he was
already beyond hearing. Father
Thomas Jefferson Brown said
clearly, loudly, "Sorry, Lord,
you'll have to start from a fresh
batch of clay," and died. After a
minute, Kathy straightened, letting his limp body fall.
"He was right all along," she
said to nobody, put the pistol in
her pocket, picked up the two
skinned rabbits with a grim
smile, and went back to the boat
alone.
THE END
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the Plan et of the

DOU BLE SUN
By N EIL R. JONES

HERE is no denying the pop-

eluding Buck Rogers, Adam
Link, John W. Campbell's Arcot,
particularly when they center , Wade And Morey and Edward
about a fascinating pivotal char- E. Smith's Seaton, Crane and
acter. No greater testimonials to DuQuesne. Certainly most fathe acceptance of the "series" vored by the readers was the restory can be offered than the markable Professor Jameson, a
past success of entire magazines character who debuted in the
built around such talented he- July, 1931 issue of AM · ZING
roes as Doc Savage, The Shad- STORIES in The Jameson ate!
ow, Nick Carter and Operator lite. That story is notable on
two counts; it introduced the
Five.
a strange race of spocP
Zoromes,
dearth
no
has
fiction
Science
with flesh and blood
adventurers
of characters that possess this
wide appeal. Back in the heydey brains in metal bodies, and it
of the dime novel, Frank Reade, presented one of the early storJr. and Jack Wright invented ies of the earth satellite. It '1,id
aircraft, submwrines and tanks not, however, establish Profeson a weekly schedule. Second sor Jameson's popw,arity, doing
only in popularity to Sherlock little more than set the stage.
Holmes, among A. Conan Doyle's The second story, The Planet of
inspired characterizations was the Double Sun, was the one
who really responsible for eliciting a
Challenger
Professor
ranged so effectively through the strong response of approval.
Seemingly immortal, his huepics of The Lost World and The
man brain in a metal body, ProPoison Belt.
fessor Jameson, once an eMfh
AMAZING STORIES has been the
would now explore the im iman,
birth place of a number of popuwith the Zoromes. And
verse
lar science fiction characters, in-

Tularity of the "series" story,

Copuright 1931 b11 T eck Pttbliahing Corp.
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what he f ound was sev eral c-uts essentially a m urder mystery.
above the ordinary run of ad- The resear ch for the culprit
venture. With all their advanced and the perils along the way,
~cience and their metal bodies provide s uspense t hat augments
the Zoromes were f a1· f rom im-· the various seen.es on t he strange
mortal and before they departed w or ld.
T he mom entu.m provided bM
from The Planet of t he Double
S un, their existence as a f unc- The Planet of the Double Sun
tioning unit would be considera- was to a great degree responsible f 01· carrying the Professor
bly in question.
I n this story the reader will Jameson series through 21 pubfind elements of the ps ychology lished stories w hich ended ju~t
th at made Isaac A simov's mas- about 20 years after the publicaterpiece Nightfall so effect ive, t ion of the first in 1931. This rethoug h there is no direct link or printing provides the opportwinfi,uen,ce between the two tales. nity f or the modern reader to
Th e s-pecial succ ss of Ne il R. experience some element of tlu
Jones also bear s a corollary to "se ries" magic, which has inA s ·r:1,ov's, since in this instance, f ected countless readers of all
The Planet of the Double Sun is types for generations.
The Machine Men of Zor

JAMESON
PROFESSOR
stood in the fore of the space
ship and gazed philosophically
into space, ruminating upon the
past, present and future, and
upon the strange events of his
life. How weird and unbelievable
it had all been. Yet, here he was,
one of the machine men of Zor,
a convert of the dying world.
Forty million years had passed
into the uttermost realms of
eternity since t hat far gone day
on which the professor, in the
year 1950, had ordered his dead
body enclosed in a rocket and
shot into space on the belief that
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his corpse would withstand the
rigors of time eternal. His fu.
neral rocket had become a satel·
lite of the earth, a cosmic coffin.
pursuing its lonely way within
the silent, restful graveyard of
space, the endless vacuum between worlds-a meteor amid
cosmic dust.
For more than forty tbousaa4
centuries, the body of Profeaaor
Jameson, true to his theories anti
predictions, had remained wholly intact, untouched by tlle
hoary palm of time. The vaeuml
of space had preserved bis dead
body, and forty miIJion years
later, when the expedition froll
Zor had found him, he was in till
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ame state as upon the day of
his death.
Born of the sun's incandescent mass, the earth, with its
sister planets, was destined to
return to its death within the
fiery globe. Following the venture of Professor Jameson, kept
secret from the world by his
nephew, Douglas Jameson, the
world had continued its rapid
strides in scientific progress until one day, centuries later, mankind had destroyed itself in a
great war. Out of the reigning
chaos, the remnants of agonized
humanity had degenerated into
barbarism and savagery, finally
disappearing entirely from the
earth.
Then there had come various
other cycles of living beings who,
in their various forms, ruled the
earth for their allotted time and
then, like mankind, had faded
into dust and obscurity. There
had been the ant-cycle, and the
bird-cycle, as well as the Terseg
invasion from Mars. The latter
represented a horde of queer animals with wings, who, being
gifted with scientific intelligence, had, through necessity,
journeyed across space to the
earth, to escape the cbilJ, dying
atmosphere of the little red planet.
But to all this history subsequent to his death and journey
into space, Professor Jameson
bad been completely oblivious.
THE PLANET OF THE DOUBLE SUN

With the distant stars as his
only companions, he had roamed
in the state of death upon his
orbit around the huge ball of th
rotating earth.
During this entire period the
sun slowly lost its heat as did the
earth and the other planets of
the Solar System. The arth's
atmosphere became rarer, and
slowly wasted away. Life did not
find it easy to flourish as it once
had. The rotation of th earth
gradually slowed up, and, attracted by the sun's immense
gravitation, gradually circled in
closer to the solar luminary. Tb
sun's great pull would oon draw
its planets back to the flaming
folds from which they bad been
hurled out on their career.
Then came the Zoromes, wanderers of the seas of space, ho,
in their space craft, paR ed the
vicinity of the dying world. The
machine men from Zor had discovered the strange rocket, and
they had brought Professor
Jameson back to life, removing
his brain from the body, stimulating it into activity once again,
and placing it in one of the metal
machines.
The professor allowed bis
glance to drop from the darkneee
of space, studded with it.a fiery
point.s, to his metal anatomy. A
great metal cube upheld b7 four
jointed, metal lep eonatituted
his body, while m meta) tentacles eurled outward from the
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upper struct ure of the cube. A
cone shaped head of metal surmounted t he body, E!'Ilclosing the
brain. A series of eyes encircled
the head, and one eye was in the
peak, possessing the power of
looking straight upward.
He was now a Zorome, one of
the deathless individuals of a
far-off world of the Universe.
Millions of years ago the Zoromes had renounced their flesh
and blood bodies and had invented the machines which knew no
death but only repair and replacement. Theirs was a life of
eternity and continual adventure, and being given the choice
of eternity or death, Professor
Jameson, after a bit of hesitation and consideration, had
thrown his lot with the machine
men.
Blue and Orange Suns

once more into the
GAZING
boundless depths of the cosmic void, the professor, who had
been labeled 21MM392 by the
two
contemplated
Zorc,'mes,
close-set discs of light which the
space ship rapidly approached.
Another machine man walked
to the side of the professor and
aroused him from his dreamy
reveries by a telepathic observation.
"We are nearing one of the
double suns."
"How weird and beautiful
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they are," said the professor,
transferring his thoughts to his
fell ow Zoroine. "One of them is
a blue sun; the other an orange
sun. Are there many of such?"
"Yes," replied SB-52. "We
have also found triple suns, each
one of a contrasting color. Of
course, even the double suns are
not numerous, but among the
trillions of suns in space they
are not hard to find."
"I recollect," remarked Professor Jameson, "that the astronomers of my day and age
viewed a few of them through
their telescopes, but they were so
far off, and the telescopes were
so comparatively inadequate to
cope with such inconceivable distances, that little was ever
learned of the double stars,
though they were known to
exist."
"I have seen them before,"
stated SB-52. "If you think the
double suns beautiful, wait until you see their planets."
"I can imagine," mused the
professor.
"You can imagine nothing
compared to what you will see,"
returned the Zorome. "We are
heading for the planet nearest
the two suns. There are four
planets to the system, and they
all have their orbits about both
suns. Occasionally, in the case
of double suns, you will find that
some of the planets revolve
around each of the suns while
AMAZING STORIES

others of the same system, hav- two. He was the leader of the
ing their orbits farther from the expedition, 25X-987. "It~should
suns, revolve around both. The be a novel experience, your first
suns, as in this case, invariably meeting wit11 t he planet of a
revolve about a common center double sun."
between them, passing complete"I have had many a wonderful
ly around one another at inter- adventure with you since you
vals."
took me from my rocket," said
"That would tend to produce Professor Jameson appreciativeeclipses," said the professor.
ly. "It is with keen anticipation
"It would," agreed the ma- that I look forward to this exchine man. "There would be no ploration before us. As you say,
lunar eclipses, however, seeing it will be my first sight of a
that the first planet possesses no planet having a double sun of bimoons."
colors."
"If it did possess moons,"
More of the Zoromes crowded
ventured Professor Jameson, about the three. The machine
"what queer, varying effects of men were never tired of hearing
moonlight we might witness. the discourses of Professor JamThere would be a full moon, one eson. He was educated and had
side colored blue and the other taken quickly to their ways and
philosophy. He was an interestorange."
"We shall observe such a phe- ing figure among them, and in
nomenon from one ,of the other their emotionless, companionaplanets before we leave this sys- ble manner they had grown fond
tem," stated SB-52. "The second of him. His viewpoint was that
planet has two moons and the of an earth-dweller of some
third one has four moons. The forty million years before, and
fourth and last planet, however, his ideas, though sometimes ap.
like this one, has •ot a single pearing grotesque to them, were
· indeed uniq:ue.
· moon."
And now they discussed the
Together they gazed in rapt
wonder at the fascinating con- double sun and the 1etinue of
trast of blue and orange colors planets as the space ship raced
on at a fantastic speed ever nearof the great flaming globes.
"Then we shall land on the in- er the bi-luminary of the starry
ner of the four planets?" asked heavens.
Time meant little or nothing
the professor.
to
the Zoromea. They never
"Yes, 21MM392," replied anslept,
their bodies required no
other of the machine men who
food
or
fuel of any kind, and
had just come up and joined the
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there was no night or day in
space. They took no trouble to
measure time by any manner
even though back home on t he
planet, Zor, the machine men
kept a record of time by which
they might measure history. The
machine bodies of the Zoromes
never irked them as flesh and
blood anatomies would have
done, and time being merely r ~lative, as it truly is, passed swiftly
for t hem. Monotony was an unknown . quantity among the machine men of Zor.
The twin globes of the two
suns gradually grew more flaming -and brilliant as the space
ship neared t he inner of t he four
planets . The blue sun appeared
slightly larger than its orange
contemporary, though less brilliant.
A Wondrous World

the space flyer of the
SLOWLY
Zoromes descended upon t he
planet of the two suns.
"How beautiful!" expressed
Professor Jameson in awe.
"What unparalleled splendor!"
"It is indeed so," agreed 25X987.
The su111ight from the two
suns, which were situated several million miles away from one
another, presented an alluring
color effect upon the side of the
planet facing them. From one
portion of the rotating planet,
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an observer would have seen the
blue sun in the east just above
the horizon, while the ol'ange
sun was just past its zenith.
F r om another position upon the
planet, it would seem that the
or ange sun was just sinking,
while the blue sun rapidly neared
its zenith.
It was at this latter point that
the space ship came to r est upon
the surface of the strange planet
bathed in its unworldly glory,
Looking down from t he cosmic
traveler far above the atmosphere, the surface represented a
weird blend of blue and orange
hues. The view upon the planet
was even more vivid and alluring, the two colors blending,
clashing and contrasting as the
case might be, depending upon
the nature of the topography.
The Zoromes left their space
flyer and walked out upon this
strange planet of kaleidoscopic
beauty. In temporary silence
they viewed the exotic magnificence of t he world they had
come to explore--the planet of
the double sun.
Never,
thought
Professor
Jameson, had he seen aught to
parallel its awesome, unearthly
elegance. Truly, the mental vision of heaven by the early
saints of Christendom could not
have excelled this world of paradise for the optical senses.
A rolling, undulating landscape of hills and valleys
AMAZING STORIES

stretched away in every direction. Beautiful trees grew out of
a luxuriant riot of vari-colored
vegetation, their tall t ops bending over on every side, feathery
festoons of misty, trailing creepers adorning their branch ends
swaying ever so gently in the
breeze. Many shades of moss
carpeted the lower extremitie s
of the massive tree trunks, while
in the upper foliage of t he forest
giants, birds of lovely feather
and plumage trilled sweetly or
else echoed st range calls ent irely
foreign to the ears of the Zoromes. Lovely shrubbery, interspersed here and there with open
spots of violet sward, dotted the
landscape as far as the eye
might reach. Flowers of gorgeous hues bedecked the sunkissed hillsides, their lovely
heads nodding dreamily, as if
welcoming these strange creatures to their wondrous world.
F r om where he stood with his
companions upon a comparativ ely lofty eminence, Professor
Jameson gazed out over a silent
sea whose waters spread away
to meet the far distant horizon.
The crystal clear atmospher e of
the planet appeared to be of a
rarefied nature, or else it supported little dust, for several
stars of the first and second
magnitude s were clearly visible
within the sapphire vault of the
sky's illimitable depths. The blue
sun, being of a slightly fainter
THE PLANET OF THE DOUBLE SUN

intensity than its lesser companion, now occupied the zenith,
being not quite directly overhead, while the orange sun rested upon the watery horizon, preparing to sink out of sight.
latter sun threw a ripT'HE
pling path of strange-hu ed
rays across the violet-tinted
ocean which lay calmly lapping
its flowered shores. It was such a
lane down which one might have
expected the immortals to have
walked. Had the Zoromes been of
a nasal sense, intoxicatin g fragrances of the verdure's surrounding blossoms would have
cr ept up to them from the dense
foli age bordering the sea.
The orange sun's burnished
disc drew gr adually toward the
vague line wh~ch marked the
blending of violet water with
sapphire sky. The burning orb
slowly sank among a few wisps
of multi-color ed clouds dr ifting
on the far distant horizon of water like dim, ghost ships. Sinking, sinking, as if rebctantly
bidding its blue contempor ary
farewell, it passed slowly into
the translucen t depths of the
peaceful sea which lapped a distant shore.
And now, except for the orange and golden sunset, a wonderful, blue transforma tion took
place, and many of the blossoms
were seen to close their petals. It
was a deep, somber blue, and the
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Zoromes felt a strange influence served 72N-4 783, an eminent
overcome them, as if an intangi- philosopher of Zor. "I have the
ble presence held their minds in feeling that there is an unseen
a grip of morbid imaginings. presence about us."
"Perhaps it is the influence of
Like an oppressive mantle, it altered the previous cheerfulness the blue sun and the dismal wailing of those water animals," sugof the beautiful world.
Near the shores of the ocean, gested Professor Jameson.
"No," replied 25X-987. "Such
the Zoromes had noticed thousands of rough, craggy protuber- things do not affect us. We are
ances projecting above the water too accustomed to strange scenes
line, literally thousands of them for that. We shall journey over
extending in heterogeneous ar- the planet and see what we can
ray for some half mile from find."
shore. Now, as the blue sun
"In the space ship?" asked
reigned supreme in all of its 9G-721.
"No. We'll leave the space ship
azure majesty, mysterious ripples broke the surface of the si- here with half our number. The
lent sea, and strange animals of rest of us will explore, using the
the water crawled out upon the mechanical wings."
miniature islands. They "ere
medium-sized creatures fully
Exploration
half the size of the machine men,
and were equipped with eight
ND so it happened that half
flipper-like appendfl ge .
of the Zoromes, twenty-five
Raising their heads to the in number, were detailed to stay
blue orb in the sky, they voiced with the space ship while the rein unison a weird. wailing cry, mainder, including 25X-987 ·and
which rang dismally in the ears Professor Jameson, went upon
of the Zoromes.
an extended journey of e>..-plora"This is nearly as op pres i ve tion over that part of the planet
as your dying world, 21MM392,'' in the vicinity of the interstellar
spoke 25X-987, addre sing the flyer.
.
professor. "What a contrast
With the mechanical wings atthere is here between the shining tached to their metal bodies, the
of the orange and blue un and Zoromes flew low over the surface
the blue sun alone."
of the planet, and were soon far
"I should say that it was much from their companions and the
more oppressh"e here at this space ship. The wings were captime than on the dying world able of propelling the machine
which you called Earth," ob- men at a fast rate over the sur-
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face of the world, and they trav.
eled steadily with few stops until
the setting of the blue sun.
Then there fell an intense
darkness, and down from the sky
gleamed a multitud e of fiery
stars. There they stretched
across the dark expanse of heavens like the flaring sparks of
some mighty, universa l conflagration, which, in a liter al sense,
they truly were. It was equally
true that among their flaming
sparks there were many dark,
cooling embers which had once
been brilliant sparks themselves.
Of the latter rank waa the earth,
one of the cold, dead cinders, and
soon its cooling sun would also
become a burnt-ou t ember. Such
is the law of the Universe.
With t he setting of the blue
sun, t he Zoromes descended for a
conference.
"The night will not be long,"
said 25X-987. "The orange sun
will soon rise."
"The planet has three times as
much daylight during the present situation of the suns as it has
darkness, " spoke SB-52. "The
suns revolving about one another
give to their planets different
phases of daylight as well as the
varied periods of daylight and
darkness. There is usually more
daylight than darkness in the
case of these double suns, but~
casionally the two periods of
daylight and darkness are equal.
The pe_riod of darkness is never
THE PLANET OF THE DOUBLE SUN

longer than the period of day..
light, unless the planet's axis is
tipped as was the ea1·th'e."
"I do not experience that uneasy feeling since the blue sun
went to rest," mentioned 72N4783.
"Nor I," exclaimed 9G-721.
"It has somethin g to do with
t hat blue sun," said 25X-987.
"When the orange sun is not in
sight," added the professor.
"We shall find out the reason
before we leave," stated 25X-987.
The Canyon of Deoth

RUE to 25X-987' s prediction
Tconcernin
g the rising of the
orange stm, it was not long in
coming. First there was a suggestive lessening of the darkne
in the east, followed by a bronze
haze which gathered rapidly until in a burst of glory the flaming
orb of the great sun broke above
the horizon.
Under the dazzling brilliance
of the solar orb, the Zoromee
took to the air once more, continuing their tour of explorati on.
They found they were approach ing a comparatively barren section of the planet. Deep canyona
lay below them, and there grew
but little vegetation.
25X-987, followed by hia twenty-four companions, soared down
out of the 1ky and into the deepest canyon, the ~la, roeb walls
rising far abaft tile Zoromel u
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they flew lower and lower into
the depths. Professor Jameson
judged the bottom of the r ocky
defile to be some two miles below
the surface. Farther and farther
they sank within the cavernous
maw of one of the great scars
which extended across the face
of the planet.
Finally the bottom was
reached, and the machine men of
Zor found themselves in a semidarkness which had not yet been
penetrated by the sup.'s rays. Indeed, the suns would of a necessity be high in the heavens to
send their rays down into the
long, ragged pit in which the
Zoromes now found themselves.
"Look-" exclaimed 9G-721. "It
is a pit of death! See the bones!"
Following the wave of 9G-721's
tentacle, the rest of the machine
men saw that the floqr of the canyon was littered with white,
gleaming bones. They were
strewn about profusely, and in
the semi-gloom of the deep canyon shone pale, mysterious and
forbidding.
"What could have occurred
here?" asked the professor.
"Surely, it must have been a
wholesale destruction of life."
25X-987 gazed in rumination
at the moldering bones; "I wonder," was all he said.
Eagerly, the machine men inspected the bones carefully, attempting a reconstruction in
their vivid imaginations concern96

ing the probable appearances of
the dead creatures. How might
the living possessors of the bones
have looked? What sort of animals were they, and why had they
died in such wholesale numbers?
Ah, it was a mystery, and if
there was anything of which the
Zoromes were inordinately fond,
it was mystery. They searched
for evidence of weapons used in
the slaughter, but they found
none, enhancing the obscurity of
the situation.
The machine men spread far
out, examining both sides of the
canyon, but there were only the
white heaps of bones to mock
them.
"They were creatures who
walked on three legs," informed
SB-52, who had been spending
his time with another of the
Zoromes examining the bones.
"They possessed three upper appendages, but they were not tentacles."
"The upper appendages were
more like those of 21MM392
when we found him in the rocket," spoke 5F-388, the other 'machine man who had been inspecting the bones. "They were jointed."
"Like my arms, you mean,"
supplemented the professor.
"Yes, that's it," affirmed 5F388.
"Do you find the bones of any
other creature besides those of
the Tripeds ?" asked 25X-987.
AMAZING STORI
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He received negative replies
from the others.
"It would seem then that it
was a battle which ·involved but
one species," observed 965A-10.
"Not necessarily," countered
25X-987, enjoying the mystery of
the situation. "The victors of the
fray could possibly have emerged
from the conflict unscathed, or
else removed their dead. We do
not know as yet whether there
was a battle. These ereatures
might have died of a plague."
"I am certain they were intelligent beings," spoke one of the
Zoromes. "We found these articles on some of them."
He extended to 25X-987 several
small, metal articles. One of them
was a curiously formed ring
which had been taken from a
digit, or finger, of one of the Tripeds' upper appendages. The
Zoromes gathered around their
leader to examine the trinkets.
They were especially interested
in the ring.
"There is some sprt of an emblem upon it," spoke the professor.
"Three double suns!" exclaimed 25X-987. "What do you
suppose that--"
965A-10 did not finish his telepathic speech which was suddenly interrupted by a message from
down the canyon. Incessantly it
rang in their minds.
"Come ! I've found somethin.r !"
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CHAPTER II

The T_ripeds' Bones

HE Zoromes, as one man,
Tmade
their way quickly to
their companion, who had announced his find, some of them
running rapidly on their four
legs while others took to the air,
their mechanical wings gliding
them rapidly through the crystal
atmosphere of the .planet.
Quickly they swarmed about
the machine man who had summoned them. He stood before the
canyon wail, pointing upward.
exclaimed
"Hieroglyphics,"
Professor Jameson excitedly.
There, upon the wall, were
carved and painted an intricate
set of pictures and symbols.
"What does it mean?" asked
9G-721.
"That we must decipher this
and perhaps learn of the fate of
the Tripeds," replied 25X-987.
"Look " spoke the professor,
waving a tentacle at a scrawled
figure upon the wall. "There is
what the Tripeds looked like!
See-the figure has three legs,
and there are also three jointed
arms!"
"And there above him are the
two shining suns," said another
of the machine men, pointing out
the solar orbs upon the wall or
rock.
"He is running," observed
72N-4783.
It was even as 72N-4783 had
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said. The 'i'riped was sketched in
the act of running, casting a
fearful glance over his shoulder.
Nothing pursued him, however,
and the Zoromes were at a loss
regarding the reason for his
flight.
"Here is another picture,"
stated one of the machine men,
"and it seems to bear a connection with the other in some respects."
"Only one sun is shining in
this picture," stated 25X-987.
"The blue one," commented
the professor.
"And the Triped is falling
down dead!" exclaimed 3R-579.
The engraver, who bad put the
pictures upon the canyon wall,
had executed this particular
sketch with masterful skill. Still
casting a fearful look of terror
and anguish over his shoulder, he
was in the act of pitching forward dead. Around him lay
many other silent companions
who had fallen to rise no more.
The Zoromes now contemplated the next picture group. It was
a strange one. One of the Tripeds
was depicted in the act of leaping off the heights of a rugged
cliff. Another, with upraised
bludgeon, was about to crash it
down upon the skull of a comrade, while others, apparently
horror stricken, rushed forward
to foil the consummation of the
terrible deed. Above this scene
the blue sun held sway.
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The last group of pictures was
the strangest- of all. The orange
sun shone brilliantly, surrounded
by a blue ring. The Tr ipeds were
shown running hit her and yon,
while above them in the air flew
dim, shadowy, menacing forms.
The Tripeds wer e evidently trying to avoid them.
"What does it mean?" queried
several of the machine men.
"The two suns are in eclipse
for one thing," said 25X-937.
"As for those cr eatures in the
air, we have not met them here
as yet."
"We have seen but few creatures of any kind, come to consider the matter," observed Professor Jameson. "There were the
water animals who voiced their
weird cries, and we have seen
many birds of varying speciea,
but do you know that in all our
traversal of the forests we ba11
seen no animals?"
"That is true," mused 72N4783.
They now inspected a new row
of pictures above the ones at
which they had been lookiq. In
one picture the orange sun sholle
alone. Below it, the Tripeds WIii
engaged in various peaceful daties. In the next picture, both
blue sun and the orange
shone. The Tripeds were stiD
gaged in the occupations of
everyday life. In the third
ture, which was the last of
group, the blue sun shone

self in the azure sky, and below
it not a Triped was in sigh t. Only
one object was vis ible, and this
appeared to be a symbol of some
kind. There was a round, white
object, under which r ested a six
pointed cross.
Weird Symbols

is the skull of a T r iped with
three of the upper appen dage
bones laid acrmrn one a nother below it," explained 8B -52.
"The skull and cross bones,"
remarked Professor Jameson.
"In my day and age upon the
earth, such an emblem meant
death."
"And that is probably just
what this means too," considered
25X-987. "There is something
sinister in that blue sun, though
I am at a loss to know why it
should be so."
"Then our morbid feelings we
experienced beneath the sole
reign of the blue sun were not
our imaginations?" queried the
professor.
"Never," replied 25X-987. "It
is not like the Zoromes. That blue
sun held some terrible menace
over the Tripeds."
"Perhaps its rays killed them,"
ventured 43V-73.
"I doubt it," spoke Professor
lameson. "They appeared well
and happy in the sunlight of both
the solar orbs."
"B ut," argued 43V-73, "could
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not the r ays of th orange Run
have nullified the death rays of
the blue sun?"
"Possibly," was the professor's partial agre me11t.
"Behold l" cried one of tho
Zoromes, pointing a long t n tac!e above them.
The attention of the machine
men was focu s ed directly upward thr ough the ingle ey in
the peak of their heads. Far, far
a bove them on the canyon'R western lip there shone a blue haze.
"The rising of the blu sun I"
exclaimed 25X-987.
The machine men of Zor fo l
lowed the canyon's long, wind ing
cou rse. Sometimes it grew narrower and t hen again it would
broaden out once mor e. Small side
canyons now commenced to run
into the larger crevice, many of
them being far below the lcv 1
of the main canyon floor, so t hat
the Zoromes often looked into
the dark, giddy depths of canyons within a canyon. Several
times they fo und piles of bones
of the long dead Tr ipeds, some of
them crumbling to a white powder when touched. Occasionally
they came across mysterious
writings and illustrations .
One of the pictures appeared
to warn all trespassers to avoid
searching the canyon any far•
ther. It was an ominous warnins
to go back. The symbol of tbe

skull and bones lent It emphul1.
But still the macldae men fol• ·
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lowed -the deep canyon's cour se,
"This is what .one upon my
and now it commenced to get planet in my day would have
darker, and t he cr evices and called 'giving a person the
chasms in the r ocky floor grew creeps.' " remarked the profesmore numer ous, so that a good sor.
share of t he time saw the ma"It is queer," agreed 25X-987.
chine men of Zor on the wing.
"In all our millions of years of
"The orange sun is setting," travel we have never before exsaid 25X-987. "The blue sun has perienced such strange sensapassed its zenith."
tions, such indescribable and un"Have you noticed anything desirable feelings. I believe it is
peculiar regarding those suns?" what you explained to us as fear.
asked the professor as he 21MM392, that frame of mind
watched the ebbing glow of bur- we have never yet known."
nished bronze upon the high
"It might be termed that," recliffs above them.
plied Professor Jameson, analyz"They appear nearer," replied ing the situation of the machine
25X-987.
men. "Never having known fear
"But they are not."
before, you are not in a position
"No. It is merely their revolu- to know whether or not your sentions about one another."
sations are born of fear. I have
"The distance between them known the sensation of fear
neYer varies at any time."
many times in my past life upon
"The orange sun has gone be- _the earth, and can readily reco,low the horizon," spoke 25X-987. nize it. Our present sensation i
"How beautiful it is when they not so much of fear as it is an
are both shining, and how de- ominous warning of danger
pre sing and deathly when the which constantly disturbs oar
blue sun shines alone."
minds. Were it fear, my friends,
we should experience the desire
to depart from the canyon at
Suicide and Tragedy
once, spread our wings and
HE Zoromes continued on be- back to the space ship. As it ·
tween the towering walls of we have not the slightest inclinarock. The blue, gloomy haze tion to do so."
which now ettled down about
The professor's logic was conthem like a dismal shroud of des- \·'incing.
pair seemed scarcely to lessen the
Ahead of them there suddeJllJ
Stygian blackness, lending to it occurred a commotion. The ,....
only an eerie, sombrous feeling omes milled excitedly about
edge of a ragged pit.
of inten e sadness.

T
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"Seize him quick ; he knows
not what he does !" came t he telepathic message ahead of 25X-987
and the pr ofessor who, absorbed
in their convers ation, had lagged
in the rear.
"He's gone!"
"We were too late!"
"What's up ?" inquired t he
leader of t he expediti on, flying
quickly over the beads of t hose
before him.
The profess or followed swiftly
behind him .
"7L-420 8 developed a sudden
disease of the mind, we believe!,,
came the reply. "He took off his
wings, laid them down upon the
edge of yonder crevice, and before anyone could restrain him,
had jumped !"
"Head first!" added another of
the machine men who had witnessed the mad act.
"Such occurre nces are rare and
do not happen for ages at a
time!" exclaim ed 25X-987. "Go
down to the bottom of the pit,
and see if he can be saved."
Swiftly , several of the machin e
men flew down into the darknes s
and out of sight. It was a long
while before a reply came up to
them.
"He is a mass of wreckag e I"
"His brain! His brain I" inquired 25X-987 anxiously.
The leader of the Zorome ex-

"7L-4208 is dead!'' l ment d
25X-987 in regret. ''21M.M3 2,
you have witne sed somethi ng
which is practica lly unhea ·d of
-the death of a Zorome. Youl'
coming added one to our rank
now our number is the same as
om thing
before. Evident ly
went wrong with 7L-4208'~
brain, prompti ng him to do th
rash, qnreasonable act that h
did.I'
"Either that or else it was t h
dismal influence of the blu un,"
spoke Profe sor Jam on su gestively.
''Impo sible," stated 25X-987.
"We are not susceptible to such
influences."

you rememb er my sen saDOtions
left the
just before
we

dying world, and how near I came
to doing the very same thing a
that which 7L-4208 just did?"
11
Certain ly," replied 25X-987 .
"But you must rememb er that
your mind is a great deal different than ours in structur e, even if
we do enjoy a mutual exchange
of ideas. We are immune to any
outward attempt s to sway our
judgme nt."
"Indeed ," agreed the professor, "our minds are much differ.
ent."
"Silenc e!"
The caution came auddeabone of the madaine
from
pedition received an answer in
three cryptic words laden with Each and every 1MOIIII halted
and stood motioalelll that hll
deep portent. "It is destroyed I''
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passage over the canyon floor
should emit no noise. The ratt ling, scuffing and clatter of metal limbs against rock ceased.
"Do you hear it?" asked the
machine man strangely.
"Hear what?" asked 25X-987.
"Listen-there it is again!"
Mystic Sounds

there
ANDcamenowa tohum,the aZoromes
low, droning
buzz as if from far off-yet
very near. For a time it hung on
a long, monotonous, doleful note,
which gradually arose to a faint
wail.
"What an awful cry that
was!" observed 72N-4783.
"If I possessed bones, it would
have chilled them," said Professor Jameson.
"Did you recognize how nearly
the last half of that cry resembled the sound emitted by the
water animals we saw on the tiny
islets of the ocean?" asked 25X987.
"Yes," replied the professor,
"but that cry came from something else--not from the water
animals/'
"There it is again!"
"I hear ·several-they mingle
together!"
"It is coming nearer!"
"From where?"
"Around the bend ahead of
us!"
"No, from behind!"
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"Out of the air above us!"
"From the walls of the canyon!"
"It emanates from all around
us!" exclaimed the leader of the
Zoromes. "How unusually excited my men have become, this is
not their usual way! I too feel a
tensity-it is strange."
In truth, the Zoromes were not
acting like their usual selves.
Excitement
strode
rampant
among them. Some of the machine men betrayed a bit of nervous panic which was radically
unlike them. Awe had suppla~ted their customary, stolid indifference.
Above, the blue sun now
poured its suffused light straight
down into the canyon, its azure
orb set like a flaming jewel in the
depth of sky. Like a scattering of
lesser gems, the fiery stars
gleamed in riotous profusion beyond the circle of its aura of
closer light.
The low buzzing and hum became more intense, and appeared
to rise and fade all about them.
Frequently the hum would rise
and terminate in a dismal wail.
They were the most deathly cries
the professor had ever heard, and
his companions, the Zoromes,
seemed strangely affected.
"Help!"
The cry rang in the minds of
the machine men.
"Help!"
With a tremendous leap, one of
AMAZING STORIES

the Zoromes had repeated the act
of 7L-4208, jumping into a deep
cro.ss canyon, his wings folded
uselessly against his metal body.
From the doomed man, there
came an unintelligible gibberish
mixed with wild thought pictures.
"He pushed them off!" eluci~
dated 8B-i2 excitedly to his superi9r who had leaped to the
edge of the precipice. "22D-5
shoved 429C-257 and· 98S-533 off
the edge just before he himself
leaped! The cry for aid came
from 429C-267 !"
"What madness is this?"
asked 25X-987 in desperation.
"What possesses my men,"
From the dark canyon's depth
into which the three Zoromes
had pitched to their deaths there
issued a whirring noise. Up out
of the gloom there hove a dark
object which flew aimlessly in
and out of the darkn_ess
moment before it oome to rest upon
the edge of the pit.
"98S-538 !" exclaimed several
of the machine men simultaneously recognizing their companion.
"I spread my wings just iR
time to check my swift descent!"
stated 98S-533. "Someone pushed
me. off as I was standing on the
ledge looking down t"
"It was 22D-5 !" informed
8B-52. "He also pushed 429C-267
just before he leaped himself!"
"This is terrible!" stated 25X-

a
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987. "There is a· presence within
this canyon whose menacing influence is irresistible. We must
see if our two comrades are within our power to save, and then
we shall quit this gloomy place."
22D-5 and 429C-267 were
fol!IIld to be irreparable. Their
metal skulls had been crushed
like egg shells.
Like a horde of departing
birds, the machine men spread
their metal wings and flew far
up to where the canyon walls began, evacuating the blue depths
of the immense crevice with its
ilisidious humming and unseen,
haunting death which played
grimly upon the minds of the
space wanderers.
"I have never encountered
sYch a horrible plaoe as this before," deplored _25X-987 to the
professor, as up through the air
they coursed far above the canyon. "We have met and overcome much flesh and blood opposition in our wanderings, and
we have successfully repulsed the
attacks of scientifically ol'ganized beings of other planets without casualty to our ranks. Here
is an enemy or invisible entity
which wreaks death by suggesing a self-imposed destruction."
"What are you going to do?"
asked Professor Jameson.
"Return to the space ship,
bring it up here, and with our
scientific apparatus discover
why our comrades plunged to
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their deaths. We shall then remove the menace, whatever it is."
The Insidious Menace

CALL came from the rear.
A "We
are short four men !"
"We must go back," stated
25X-987, "and rescue them !"
"-27R-410 is beyond rescue !"
stated one of the machine men.
"When we had arisen half way
up through the canyon, he unscrewed his head and t hrew it
back into the depths! His body
flew onward aimlessly for a ways
before it crashed into a canyon
wall and smashed to pieces!"
"We must go back! " repeated
25X-987 resolutely.
"To return is death! " impr essed Professor Jameson upon
his friend 's mind. "We shall return in the space ship if we return at all! It is rash suicide to
turn back! You saved me from
that once, and now I am determined to save you!"
"You are right, 21MM392,"
agreed the leader of the space
expedition finally. "We must
leave this vicinity as soon as
possible. Our group now numbers eighteen. We must hurry
back to our comrades."
Swiftly they flew back over the
bar ren country of the canyons.
Beneath the smoldering glow of
the blue sun they saw afar off on

the horizon the thin line of vegetation which marked the begin104

ning of the great forests.
" That soun d- th a t ternible
humming sound! " war ned 25X.
987. " I hear it again! We are being purs ued! Put on speed!"
"It is no use," declared Profess or Jameson. "The terrible
sound comes from before us as
well as from behind us."
"Let us gain the space ship
where we are certain· we shall be
safe."
"We'll be much safer when that
blue sun-has set," opined the profess or. "You know, I believe that
some fo rm of radio activity emanating from that blue sun is responsible for all this."
"Would it create that humming noise as well as bring disorder and death into the minds
of my unfortunate men?"
"Perhaps."
"We shall find out."
"Where are the rest?" asked
the professor, looking back.
"There is no one behind us."
"We have flown far ahead of
them," observed 25X-987, "unless--"
"Unless they have succumbed
to the menace," finished Professor Jameson.
25X-987 sent out a call. There
came an answer from behind,
and as the two machine men
wheeled in the sky they perceived upon the horizon three
black dots which rapidly overtook them. They proved to be
three of the Zoromes.
AMAZING STORIES

"Where are the others?" asked
25.X-987. "There should be thirteen more of you."
''They dove to their destru~
tion along the way back!" exclaimed 8B-52. "This is a veritable death hole!"
"Were they attacked?''
"No. Either something happened to-their wings or else tlfey
left us voluntarily."
"Some of them flew madly into
one anothe.r, cleaving each other's wings off and thus ending
their lives,'1 .said 305N-56. "I
could declare that some of those
acddents were no more than vicious attacks. They were completely demoralized. It occurred
just after you and 21MM392
forge<l ahead of us and out of
sight."
"This is the worst yet-!" ejaculated 25X-987. "Thirteen of them
-I have lost twenty now!"
Struck dumb by this latest
tragedy within their ranks, the
fi¥e remaining Zoronies winged
their way rapidly back over the
luxuTiant forests and dense verdure toward the space ship and
their companions they had left
with it. And as they sped on over
forest, hill, valley and stream,
the blue .sun set in a murky haze
of azure, bringing on the darkness
The Zoromes immedfately felt
'a peace of mind as the blue orb
disappeat"ed below the horizon!
The malignant pressure upon

their minds abated, and no longer
did they sense the sad promptings of the evil influence. The
hum.ming in the air had ceased a
short while before sundown.
CHAPTER Ill

Death's feast

PRESENTL Y they neared the
space ship, and as they did so
the telepathic communications
came thick and fast.
"A terrible thing has befallen
us while you were gone!" stated
a voke from the space ship. "We
are nearly wiped out-but two of
us remain!"
''What happened?" demanded
25X-987, fearing the worst.
"A strange thing occurred
· among us! Our comrades went
crazy mad, killing each other and
themselves!"
"You mean-you mean-during the reign of the blue sun?"
"Yes-that was it!"
"And were there humming
noises?"
''Many of them-and the water animals came up and wailed...
"There are but two of you remaining? What happened to the
rest?"
"Some of them are at the bottom of the ocean," replied 69B496. "They flew -above the rocky
crags and disappeared under the
surface when the water animals
voiced their weird cries: Then,
. too, several of taem smashed in
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each other's heads in hideous
combat. 4C-9721 even spread
death among us with the ray gun
before we overpowered him. He
later answered the lure of the
wailing water animals. He is
somewhere out there."
69B-496 pointed a tentacle into
the darkness toward the silent
sea with its rough, jagged islets.
"They were possessed of the
Professor
exclaimed
devil!"
Jameson.
"What do you mean?" queried
25X-987.
"Merely an earthly expression
which at present comes nearest to
solving the situation."
"Where are the rest of your
tentacles?" inquired the leader
of the Zorome expedition, glancing over 69B-496.
-T he latter machine man stood
before them with but two of his
six tentacles remaining. In place
of the other four, there projected
only ragged, metal stumps.
''The ray gun wielded by 4C9721, did it," replied 69B-496.
"It cut a clean swath clear
through 149Z-24, but luckily it
didn't hit his head, and he oon be
repaired."
"Bring me down," issued a
new voice, breaking in upon the
thought transmissions.
69B-496 reached upon a shelf
and brought down the peaked
head of a Zorome who opened
and shut his metal eyelids a few
times.
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"Place his head on a new
body," ordered 25X-987.
"It was horrible!" exclaimed
the head of 149Z-24 suddenly. "I
saw them! I came near to going,
and I saw them!"
"Saw them? Saw what?" queried 25X-987.
"I didn't get a good look at
them, but I saw the things just
the same."
"What things?" asked Professor Jameson.
"I don't know," replied 149Z24. "They were dim and shadowy
objects which floated about in
the air. I had only a glimpse of
them when 4C-9721 shot the ray
gun among us. There seemed to
be a fascinating, enticing lure
they held forth to me. It was irresistible, and I came near to
giving in and going when the
ray gun cut through me. Then
of course I couldn't and after a
while the persuasion left me."
"Go where?" asked 25X-987
excitedly, eager to get to the bottom of the mystery. "Explain
yourself! ·What were your feelings, and what made you want to
go?"
"I really don't know," answered 149Z-24. "I never felt
that way before. There seemed to
be no definite incentive, and I do
not remember any particular
lure. It was a strong persuasion
for me to give up thinking-that
was all they asked of me-just to
give up thinking. That humming
AMAZING STORIES

and wailing was a voice-an audible voice, not a thought voice.
Yes, there were the thought
voices, too, but they appeared to
linger in the backgrou nd, as if
waiting. The wailing and humming voices were the more insistent."
"Hypnot ism!" explained Professor Jameson. "Strange creatures are hypnotiz ing our forc~s
to extinctio n! "
"Yes, but what are they?"
asked 25X-987.
"And where are they?" added
69B-496.
The Mystery oe,pens

5X-987," warned the profes2 sor,
"we now are but seven
'.¥here we came fifty-one. I advise
that we leave at once to avoid
complete extinctio n."
"But they can't get us inside
our space ship, and I am going to
return to tbe canyon of the bones
to see if our companions are really beyond recall. I shall also solve
the mystery, and wreak out revenge upon whatever creatures
that have killed my comrades ."
"Your revenge will but lead
you on to destructi on," stated
Professor Jameson.
"But perhaps our companions,
who fell back into the canyon,
may not be past rescue," entreated 25X-987.
"We should investiga te that
most assuredly ," stated the pro-

fessor, "but I wouldn't do it
while the blue sun shines alone in
the sky."
"That is the mystery," mused
the leader of the Zorome expedition. "What has the blue sun to
do with it?"
"I would forego the satisfaction of knowing," warned the
professor . ''It wou~d mean stepping into a death trap."
The seven Zoromes prepared
for the return trip to the canyon
of the dead. The head of 149Z-24
was mounted upon a new body,
and new tentacles were placed on
69·B-496.
The orange sun had peeped
above the eastern horizon, and
now the planet of the double sun
was once more transform ed into a
vision of celestial loveliness, a
veritable Garden of Eden.
The space ship cruised far
above the weird forest with their
bright plumed birds and queer
lack of animal life. Off toward
the barren canyon of death they
headed. It was only a short time
after the rise of the orange sun
that the blue sun hove into view,
following closely upon its contemporar y.
"See how close together they
are," observed Professo r Jameson.
"Yes," said 25X-987. "Before
the sunset, there should be an
eclipse."
"The orange sun is the more
brilliant of the two, even though
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it is a bit smaller," spoke the
professor. "When the orange sun
comes between the blue sun and
the planet, there will be a blue
ring around the orange sun."
"There is the canyon," said
25X-987, pointing to the barren
lands far below where a great
ragged rent cut the surface of
the strange world, disappearing
into the far flung horizon.
Under skillful manipulation,
the space flyer was lowered into
the ominous depths of the shadowy canyon, the walls rising
menacingly as if ready at any
moment to close in upon the
space ship of the machine men,
crushing it beneath millions of
tons of rock debris. Or so it
seemed to Profess or Jameson
who felt i11 at ease, and was possessed of grim, gloomy forebodings.
Slowly they settled down upon
the canyon floor among the white
clumps of scattered bones, many
of which crunched hollowly beneath the dark hull of the space
ship.
"Search up and down the canyon," order ed 25-X-987. "See if
you can find the remains of the
thirteen men we lost in leaving
the place."
The search was made, and remains of most of the dead Zoromes were found. Their metal
bodies and brain cases were discovered sm.ashed and crushed
where in their mad plunges plan108

etward they had come into con.
tact with the rocky terrain.
"We are safe from the devastating death as long as the orange sun accompanies the blue
sun in the sky," warned Professor ·Jameson. "To remain when
the blue sun shines alone is rank
suicide. Every one of our companions either killed himself or
was killed by a comrade. None of
them was killed forcibly by anything on this planet, yet some
compelling influence drove them
to suicide. Now that we know our
friends to be unquestionably beyond our aid, I would advise
most urgently that we leave at
once."
"Not until I know, and have
been at grip with, , batever
killed so many of our men !" stated 25X-987 firmly.
"To remain i death!" counselled Professor Jameson.
"But we are now prepared,
where before we were t aken unawares," said the leader of the
expedition from Zor. "We !hall
build up a ment al resistaJlce
against the menace which sew
to derange our minds,''

The

Edipse

ARE!" warned the profesBEW
sor. " I can now understand
the reason for so many white
bones in the canyon ! The Tripeds died of the same malady beneath the terrible rays of that
AMAZING STORIES

damnable blu
un
a.ffli ted
your men."
"We hall mee nnd d R r y th
2 • 87' ullima·
menace! ' w
ar
tum. "Rem mber that
Zorom l''
''And that forty-fou r of u
h un n vii
fallen prey
of t his
rolntion
st
within the 1
pl~net !" remind d the pr f sor.
"Confidence has . upplanted your
cau tion entirely, 25X- 87 !"
" The uns ! The un !" X·
clai med one of the machin men
suddenly. "They are touchin !''
the
of
beginning
"The
eclipse l'
un i cro ing
" The orang
before the blue one!"
A smalJ tip of the blue sun had
alr eady disappeared before the
encroaching, orange orb, and
very gradually the great olar
spheres moved into conj unc ion
with their fir t planet.
And then upon the ear of the
machine men fell a faint humming noi e which increased in
volume and intensity.
" The death call!" exclaimed
149Z-24 excitedly. "It i the
death call!"
Now, there came several wails,
rising to a more piercing pitch
than the Zoromes had yet heard
them during their brief stay
upon the planet.
"Into the pace ship!" com~
manded 25X-987.
Eagerly the machine men
obeyed the order. But even within
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Z r.

ith

ming.
"You can ee right through
them. " ejaculated he profeuor.
"And they are flying throu,-b
the rock wall !" added SB-&2.
"Here comes one of them for
the pace ship!" warned 149Z-,24.
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Directly toward the space flyer
from Zor the ghostly creature
flew, and with a piercing wail
came right through it as if the
ship had not been there. The
phantom swooped straight down
toward 25X-987 and Professor
Jameson where they stood a bit
apart from the rest of the Zoromes. It enveloped them and
passed, the two machine men being clearly visible to their companions all the time. The wraith
continued on and out of the space
craft, leaving the two machine
men standing together in surprise and consternation.
"The thing passed right
through us!" exclaimed 25X-987
in surprise. "It must be an optical illusion!"
"That medley of sound they are
making is no illusion," said the
professor. "I am not superstitious, but I believe that here is
something entirely beyond us.
We had best leave while we
may."
"Turn the ray guns upon
them!" commanded 25X-987,
gazing upward through a transparent section of the space ship
at the horde of encircling bird
creatures.
The machine men obeyed his
bidding, and presently several
iridescent fingers of light were
probing upward to where the
ghostly creatures wheeled and
circled on the wing. Where the
destroying rays touched the can110

yon walls the rock disappeared,
leaving dark holes, but the rays _
had no effect whatever upon the
phantoms who continued their
aimless course above the space
flyer.
Amid the Phantoms

their weird, depressVOICING
ing cries, they gazed downward upon the space ship of the
Zoromes, regarding it with a solemn .mien.
"They resist the ray!" cried
305N-56. "It leaves no impression upon them!"
"Seize 149Z-24 !" cried 69B496. "He has gone mad!"
Several of the machine men
seized their companion, who had
staggered towards a section of
the craft's delicate mechanism
with an upraised metal bar, evidently bent on destroying the
apparatus.
"Those creatures have · his
mind in their power!" exclaimed
25X-987. "Quick! We must get
out Qf here! Rise out of the canyon imtnediately"
Swiftly the sl}ace ship arose
from the floor of the canyon,
leaving the pathetic piles of scattered bones far below. Through
the midst .of the phantoms t hey
passed, not so much as perturbing them in the 1east. Back and
forth they flew in the space occupied by the interplanetary
craft as if it were not there.
AMAZING SlORIES

A singular fact which Professor Jameson noticed conce rned
the queer conditions regarding
the passage of the phantoms
through an opaque obj ect.
Though possessed of the ability
to disappear within the solid
walls of t he canyon, and t he power to fly t hrough the space craft
at will, P rofessor Jameson saw
that they never flew t hrough one
another. Often their wings would
strike together in contact, placing eit her one or else both of the
creatures off balance t emporarily. How queer, he mused. The
phantom creatures who voiced
their evil, menacing cries were
barely visible, it being possible
for the professor to discern the
cliff wall through their semitransparent bodies.
The space ship flew above the
ghostly crew, but their weird
calls still lingered, and .the Zoromes were possessed of the forlorn and dejected spirits which
had previously been engendered
by the blue moon. At a far height
above the canyon the leader of
the Zoromes ordered the space
craft to be halt ed. He had no
sooner stopped the ship than
from below there came the humming sound which the machine
men had now come to regard in
loathing and disgust.
"They're coming!" admonished 305N-56.
"Wait!" ordered 25X-987.
"Don't start away yet!"
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From below, two of the dim
apparitions flew up around t he
space craft, flying back and forth
through it several times, giving
voice to their sepulchral wails,
the s olemnity of their face entirely free of changing expression. As they flew about the interplanetary ship, through the
machine men, and through any
solid object they encountered, the
phantom creatures grew dimmer
and dimmer, until t hey were entirely invisible. Only t heir weird
cries were heard, and t hese grew
faint and dwindled away.
"The orange sun is nearly past
the blue one," observed 8B-52
after the last faint hum had
died out.
"The eclipse is nearly over,"
spoke 69B-496.
"What manner of creatureA
could those things have been'!"
pondered 25X-987.
"I believe that I have the- secret at last," said P rofessor
Jameson with gravity. "I have
solved the riddle of the blue sun
and the deaths of our companions."
"What is it?" asked 25X-987
eagerly. "Speak. 21MM392 !"
"With all your super intelligence," stated Professor Jameson, "I don't believe you would
have ever -solved the problem.
During all of your millenaries of
exploration among the cosmic
realms of space you have never
encountered the likes of such cir·
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cumstances as we find on this
planet of the double sun. With all
your super knowledge, you lack
the one item of experience which
my earthly life gave to me quite
coincidentally, and which now
places me in a position to under·
stand the amazing circumstances
through which we have gone.
Professor Jameson Explains

we stand upon this
WHERE
planet there are really two
worlds-the world we see about
us now and the world 0f the
'f)hantoms. The world of the
phantoms, however, is in a differ·
ent dimension than this one, being upon a different light and
color vibratory scale. The creatures we saw are not really phantoms in the literal sense of the
word. They merely appear as
:phantoms to us, just the same as
we do to them. They are of concrete proportions in their own
plane of existence, even as we are
real in our own life.
"When the biue sun shines
alone, it exerts a strange color
and vibratory effect upon whatever part of this planet it strikes.
It produces the strange character
of partially bringing together
these two worlds, each of a different dimension. The presence
of the orange sun neutralizes this
effect. The depressing influence
of the blue sun which we noticed
so quickly is due to the fact that
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it brings together the sound and
thought transferences of these
two worlds. The strange quality
of the blue rays has not the power to bring the two worlds into
bodily contact, however, and that
explains the reason for the phantoms flying through the opaque
objects of this world.
"When the blue sun is alone in
the sky, the voices and thought
transferences of the two worlds
mingle as one. The strange apparitions from the other world of
this planet are responsible for
the deaths of our companions as
well as for the wiping out of the
Tripeds.
"Do you remember the drawings we found on the rock walls
in the canyon of death? Everything was depicted as peaceful
beneath the reign of the orange
sun alone, as well as during the
shining of both suns, but under
the spell of the blue sun, we saw
a great havoc wreaked among
the Tripeds. Suicide and murder
stalked rampant among them,
and death finally took its toll of
the entire race just as it destroyed our companions.
"Then we saw the illustrations
of an eclipse of the suns, the blue
sun being eclipsed by the orange
one. Beneath it, we saw t he Tripeds pursued by this malignant
horde of shadowy appearing
bii:ds, phantoms such as we just
saw. They are visible to us only
during an eclipse. A mysterious
AMAZING STORIES

action of the blue rays around the
orange sun during an eclipse
brings about a partial visibility
of this hidden world, though I
truly believe that while the blue
su n shines solitary the denizens
of the other world can always
see us. It stands to reason.
H E CREATURES we saw
Tfrom
the other world are of a

warring, destructive nature. By a
hypnotic power peculiar to them,
they seek to destroy the animals
of this world by mentally reaching across the boundaries separating the two planes of existence
and wiping t hem oqt by overpowering, mental su ggestions of murder and self-destruction. This
power, as you have already witnessed, is great enough to even
count erbalance the super-intellect of a Zorome, thou gh I believe
that t hey themselves are possessed of no gr eat intelligence.
Their propensity for hypnot ism
is not necessarily derived from
a magnitude of brain power. I
believe it to be a birthright similar to that of the electric eel of
my own planet about which I
once discoursed to you. Hypnotism and occult power is their
birthright even as the power to
exude electric shocks is the eel's
natural ability."
"Why didn't they kill the birds
we saw in the forest, and also the
water animals?" asked 25X-987,
greatly impressed by the pro-
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fessor'

impressive conclu ions.

"That I can't sny for sure,'
replied Professor Jameson. "It
explains the lack of animal lif
in the forests. As to the birdR, I
might venture the suggestion
that they are so mu.ch like th
creatures of the other world th·
they have sentimentally b en
spared. Perhaps the wat r animals' environment renders them
impregnable to the suicide inducements of the other world entities. Then again, they may hav
something in common with them.
Their cries were similar, and
they emerged from th water
only when the blue sun shone
alone."
"You are a genius, 21MM392 !"
exclaimed 25X-987 admiringly .
"Not necessarily," said the
professor. "You see, when a
young man at college, I was very
much enthused at one time in
hypnotism, and though unable
to exercise it myself, I read a
great deal concerning it."
"With all our traveling from
planet to planet-from sun to
sun-from system to systemwe have never before come across
what you call 'hypnotism'. I can
readily perceive that it is the keynote to this mystery, and were it
not for you, the puzzle would forever have r emained unsolved."
"And can you now understand
why it is imperative that we
leave at once ?" asked the professor, gazing appr ehensively at the
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blue sun. "Even now the orange
sun has passed from before the
face of the blue one, and is sinking beneath the horizon."
''Now I realize bow 149Z-24
saw the shadowy forms when be
came near to answering their
lure," said 69B-496. "The light
from the ray gun combined with
the blue sun's rays and the fact
that he was under the hypnotic
spell gave him the power of vision to see· them."
"We must hurry from here,"
announced 25X-987 gravely.
"21MM392 has spoken correctly.
It is death to remain !"
CHAPTER IV
The Juggernaut

ship rose upward
TonHEa space
slant, and as it did so,
the orange sun, whose great
shining sphere had rested half
above and half below the horizon, sank out of sight. The blue
sun now occupied the sky, and it
would not be long before it, too,
would follow its orange contemporary to rest.
Almost immediately, with the
cessation of the orange sunshine,
there arose upon the air the vibrant humming accompanied by
its concert of sad wails. The volume of sound swelled up and
around the speeding space craft,
and the a·pprehenaive Zoromes
knew that in, out of and around
their ship, the ghostly creatures
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from the invisible dimension
flew, eager to lure th~m to selfdestruction.
"Keep control of your brains!"
exclaimed 25X-987 wildly. "Concentrate as you never have concentrated before, or it is certain
death!"
One of the horrible wails directly at their ears came to mock
the machine man's command.
Swiftly the space ship sought to
leave the heavy atmosphere.
Somewhere below in the control room there came a rending
crash of metal. Professor Jameson and 25X-987, in company
with SB-52 and 69B-4,6 rushed
into the compartment to ascertain the cause of the furore.
"149Z-24 has broken loose!"
ejaculated 372V-22.
The machine man who had
spoken was firmly holding his
mentally deranged companion
with a grip of entwined steel
tentacles.
"Put him in the buckler!" ordered 25X-S87. "We have no time
to waste if we are to leave tais
accursed planet of the double
sun!"
But the order was never executed. All at once there occurred
throughout the space ship a terrific shock. With a terrible impetus of increased motion, the
interplanetar y craft multiplied
its speed and whirred mad],Y on
through the depse atmosphere of
the globe. The Zoromes were sent
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tumbling to the floor, their metal
bodies and limbs rolling into
grotesque heaps at the far ends
of the space craft chambers.
Hurriedly they regained their
feet.
"The ship will crash!" exclaimed 25X-987 wildly. "l49Z-24
has broken the controls of the
mechanism which regulates our
speed! We are doubling speed
every moment!"
"We'll crash or else burn up in
the atmosphere like a meteor!"
cried SB-52.
The wind of their passing
whistled eerily around the space
craft. The shrieking arose to a
hissing roar as the space flyer of
the Zoromes rapidiy gaineti speed
on its mad rush through the sea
of crystal ozone.
"Where are we beading?"
asked 25X-987, expecting to be
smashed into atoms at any moment.
69B-496 glanced at a dial.
"We are pursuing a long arc,
in relation to the planet," he
said.
"Upward or downward?" asked
25X-987 in mingled hope and

burnt up with our space ship!"
cried 305N-56, his tentacles waving excitedly.
"The friction is becoming terrific·!" exclaimed 25X-987.
"There is nothing we can do
but wait for a miracle !' 1
"Or death!" added Professor
Jameson.
The hissing roar had climbed
the scale of sound vibrations until it woo now a terrible whine.
The space ship juggernauted t>n
through the planet's atmosphere,
carrying the seven machine men
to perdition in its inevitable
crash which the passing time
brought rapidly nearer.
"It is the end!" prophesied
372V-22. "The accursed planet
will claim us all!"
25X-987 appeared to have
lapsed into a strange stupor, a
dazed condition. He said nothing.
"We are halfway there!" came
the-notification of 69B-496 at the
dials.
Super-Hypnotism

dread.

WAVE of suffocating heat
A swirled
through the inter-

"Downward!" came the hope
shattering reply. "The curve of
the arc is slightly greater than
the curve of the planet's surface
so that in view of our present
altitude we shall not crash l'ight
away."
"But in that time we shall be

planetary craft. The friction of
the terrific speed was beginning
to manifest itself. It appeared t.o
be a race between the atmosphere
and t:he lithosphere, to see which
would claim the space ship first.
'There is nothing we ean do,"
came the resiped observation
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of Professor Jameson, "but-"
"Leap!" came the startling
thought wave from the crazed
149Z-24. "Leap!"
"Leap!" echoed 25X-987, a
strange concourse Bf thoughts
mingling with the suggestion of
149Z-24.
"Leap out before we crash!"
cried 149Z-24 wildly. "Save yourselves from sure death!"
"Leap out!" mused 69B-496,
turning the matter over in his
mind.
"Yes!" exclaimed 149Z-24 enthusiastically. "It's the only
way!"
"The only way!" repeated
305N-56 mechanically. "Yes, it is
the only way!"
"Come, jump out and be free!"
urged 149Z-24.
"Stop!" cried Professor Jameson. "Enough! You are yielding
to the will of the phantoms of the
other world ! They are leading
you on to suicide!"
The machine men were oblivious to his warning. Evidently
they had not heard him.
"Leap!" was 25X-987's only
thought. It was rapidly nearing
a conviction under the masterful hypnotism of the unseen creatures from another dimension.
Already, they had made 149Z-24
their tool and devoted emissary
and were largely spreading their
insidious influence over the little
group of machine men through
him.
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"The only way!" reechoed SB52.
"Cea~e !" ple;aded the professor
in .a superhuman mental effort.
"Do not yield,,,.,
"I'll leap!" was the ultimatum
of 305N-56, as if in reply to a
request.
He m@ved slowly toward the
door of the space ship. Professor
Jameson sprang forward to bar
the way. 149Z-24 was before him,
however, and came to grips with
the professor before he could
reach the egress and prevent
305N-56 from leaving the craft.
The machine man appeared to
execute the act by no volition of
his own, and Professor Jameson
knew it to be another prompting
of the hypnotic menace.
"Leap!" continued 149Z-24.
"The only way!"
305N -56 moved to the space
ship door, flinging it open. Had
it been in the fore of the craft
the onrushing atmosphere would
have smashed him backward like
a feather to the far end of the
room, but the egress was in the
rear. Without another thought
impression, 305N-56 leaped out
into the deep blue sunlight and
was gone. Eagerly following suit,
25X-987 and SB-52 moved toward the opening.
"Don't!" warned the professor
in vain, madly attempting to
struggle from the tentacled deadlock of 149Z-24. "You are crazy!"
AMAZING STORIES

A sickening feeling obsessed
the professor as the two machine
men jumped. 149Z-24 now said
nothing, and the professor perceived that his mind was in a
chaos of terrible resolves. The
professor knew that he was viewing the destructive thought impulses of the flying phantoms.
He no longer sought to check his
companions' mad · intentions,
knowing full well that it was useless. Helplessly he looked on as
69B-496 and 372V-22 took the
fatal leap.
And now 149Z-24 released the
professor suddenly and backed
away. Was he about to leap too?
Then into the mind of the mentally deranged Zorome, P-rofessor
Jameson saw the horrible
thought, the terrible command
from the other dimension, come
slowly stealing.
"Death to 21MM392 !"
The professor faltered and
backed away from the machine
man who stood dazedly before
him. The open door clanged dismally while the screaming wind
still shrieked gloomily. The depressing sunlight of the blue sun
spread a melancholy, azure glow
into the interplanetary craft.
With the quickness of a cat,
149Z-24 grasped a · heavy metal
bar behind-him and rushed .down
upon the unprotected 21MM392
to crush his metal skull.
Professor Jameson, .the instincts of self-preservation still
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dominant in hia clear thinking
mind, slumped forward as the
crazed machine man struck. Two
quick actions occurred simultaneously. As the heavy, metal· bar
missed the ducked head of Professor Jameson and placed a
great dent upon his metal cubed
body, the latter's tentacles closed
quickly about 149Z-24's jointed
legs and lifted him off the floor.
Staggering to the opening of
the space ship, the professor
hurled the metal body of 149Z-24
down upon the great planet
which was spinning dizzily _past
below them.
The Last of the Zoromes

PROFESSOR Jameson made
his w~y to the fore of the craft
after having closed the door, and
now he gazed out to see what lay
ahead of him. The space flyer
raced along, apparently on a horizontal position with the planet,
its broken, uncontrolled propulsion mechanisms running wild,
but the professor knew that the
distance between the space ship
and the planet was gradually
,
closing.
He was the last of the Zoromes,
spared but for a short interval
following the fate of his machine comrades. He would soon
crash to his death with the space
ship.
Contrary to the assertion of
305N-56 that the space flyer
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would double and redouble its
speed until the friction of the air
burned it up, the interplanetary
craft from Zor did nothing of the
kind. Though the friction with
the atmosphere had produced an
unusual warmness within the interior, the speed of the ship had
failed to rise above a certain
maximum. This was due to the
solidity of the air which did not
al1ow the tremendous velocities
attained in free space.
Far ahead of him, Professor
Jameson perceived a dull, pinkish
glow lighting up the distant sky
line in tme direction the space
ship was headed. The blue sun
was sinking below the horizon,
and the inky blackness of night
hovered near as the unpiloted
space flyer catapulted onward at
such a remarkable speed for terrestrial travel.
The far-off pink glow the professor had discerned upon the
horizon in the azure d'u sk had
now mounted to alarming proportions, spreading a red, lurid
flare far up into the sky. It was
a long way off. Rapidly the space
craft ate up the distance, and in
the complete darkness which had
now fallen, the professor saw the
red, angry flare to be a tremendous holocaust leaping skyward
from the bowels of the planet.
Great, scarlet tongues of flame
licked upward angrily for many
miles from the terrible inferno
the uncontrolled space ship now
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Huge
approached.
recklessly
fragments of rock many times
the size· of the space craft, along
with red spurts of fountainous
lava, vomited skyward. It was
such a volcano as human imagination could never conceive in
its actual picture. The vastness
of the awesome display and the
boundless magnitude of the spectacle lent the impression that a
ravaging eternal fire was . about
to consume the ent,re world. It
was a vision far beyond the conception of Dante, beside which
his inferno would have appeared
belittled by the contrast.
Into this hell of upcast molten
rock and seething flame the
space ship of Zu careened in its
mad flight. It contained the solitary machine man, 21MM392,
known previously to men of the
earth as Professor Jameson. As
the space ship raced into the
first ring of smoke and flame,
the professor realized that here
was a dramatic climax to his
equally dramatic career. He
would be burned into gas, and
the residue of his body and of
the space craft would be converted into lava. The crash of ·
the ship of space would occur in
a swirling lake of living fire, or
else a hurtling boulder cast out
by the tremendous fury of the
perpetual flame and seething activity would crush the space ship
in flight.
Professor Jameson, the last
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Zorome of the ill-fated expedition, awaited his end with a patience born of martyrdom and
philosophy. He had been a martyr to science in his earthly life,
and among the Zoromes he had
become a confirmed philosopher.
Death offered no terrors to him.
It was life's greatest adventure,
if, however, a bit mysterious and
menacing. But what could constitute adventure without mystery or menace of some description?
Through the Inferno

HE hel-1 of the raging conTflagration
enveloped him, and
produced a roaring as if all the
elements of the Universe unloosed at once. Red, raging flame
licked hungrily about the speeding space ship, and swirling
smoke spread its murky haze
around the ill destined craft.
Glowing rock debris and spattering, liquid fire showered the
metal sides, while by a miracle
the huge boulders miseed the
ship in its mad flight through
the raging hell.
A dizziness· and weakness assailed the mind of Professor
Jameson within its metal skull.
The terrific heat, which would
have shrivelled the body of a
flesh and blood ·creature, killing
it instantly, was now beginning
to affect the metal machine
man's brain a bit. · The space
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ship was intensely heated, parts
of its metal shell glowing red.
T·he skull of Professor Jameson
was growing h9t, and with a
sudden lurch of dizzy senses,
his consciousness departed and
he knew no more. The professor's last sensation was that of
being whirled rapidly over and
over as the space flyer glanced
from the side of a huge, smoldering, upflung rock and gyrated
dizzily down into the lake &f
fire.
Why was it that Professor
Jameson had eluded the sfois!er
fate of his fell ow Zoromes to
succumb to the living fires?
Why had his mind escaped the
irresistible lure of the phantoms from the other world? The
sagacity, wisdom and p_ower of
intellect of the Zoromes had outweighed his own in most respects-yet they had fallen before the hypnotic spell to which
he had remained immune.
The truth of the enigma lay
in the fact that Professor Jameson's mind, as 25X-987 had once
remarked, was a. great deal different from the gray matt~r of
the machine men of Zor. In justice to the Zoromes, those wanderers of Cosmic space who had
stored up the knowledge of millions of years, let it be said that
the hypnotic influence of the
winged phantoms depended not
upon the power of intellect.
Their weird power of mind
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across the barrier of an invisible
dimension exerted its influence
th_rough the susceptibility of the
mind's structure.
Professor J a.meson s brain
structure was radically different
from that of the Zoromes and
the Tripeds, and as there was no
harmonizing of his mind matter
with that of the winged phantoms on the other plane of existence, the professor had been
immune to the fatal lure.
The professor attempted to
compose his thoughts. His mind
r olled sluggishly in a riot of confu sed mental pictur es. He appeared t o be drifting in an immense, unending blackness of
eternal mystery. He groped-he
sought abtmt him, and found he
had not hing to reach with nothing with which to apply t he sensation of t ouch. He scarcely knew
whether or not be existed, and
imagined himself merely a shadow among shadows, a bare hint
of existence. Where was he-what had become of him? He
wondered vaguely, but t her e wa
no manner in which to satiate
his inquisitiveness. All was mystery.
For a long time he felt the
presence of objects near him he
could not touch, and then out of
t4e depth of blackness before
him there shone a dull, gray light.
It grew slowly to gradually fill
up his vision. The light whirled
like a mammoth pinwheel and
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then slowed up, resolving itself into three spots of varicolored light surrounded by finer
points of scattered brilliance.
His blurred vision was clear once
more, and he seemed a bit more
conscious of himself. Something
long and circular lay befOi"e him.
Involuntarily he moved a bit, and
the thing moved. It was a tentacle-bis tentacle. Then he was
not removed from the body-not
dead even. But where was he?
His senses and thinking power
now emerged from its state of
temporary incapacity to funct ion
properly. He looked upon the
other side of him, lifting the eyelid shutters of the eyes on that
side of his head.
He saw the interior of the
spaoo ship. Once more he looked
out through t he transparent side
of the interplanetary craft at
the three comparat ively large
splotches of li ght he had previou sly seen so indistinctly. They
were grouped close together.
Two of t hem were bright disclike objects which shone against
a velvety blackness while the
third object appeared as a semidi c which glowed less brilliantly. Professor Jameson gave a
gasp of incredulity. He was once
more out in space far from the
planet of the double sun which
was represented by the half circle of light. The two round obj ects were the double sun, one
orb blue and the other orange.
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How had be e c ped the otcano's fiery depth into hi h h
uncontroll d pace ship had m dly rushed in i
wild, unrestrained flight? The lMt thing
be had remembered hefor his
heat disordered b ain had given
way to unconsciousness, wa the
terrific, glancing impact with the
red hot boulder ca.st from he
blazing inferno's chaotic activity.
A great indentation upon he
side of the inter tellar traveler
mutely testified to the colli ion
wi th the volcanic rock. And
then, the professor remembered
that through the window of the
spinning space ship he had obt ained a few fleeting glimps s of
the white hot lake of fire rushing
up at him with incredible velocity.
Eternal l oneliness

had happened ? Had
WHAT
:this final sight been t he delusion of an overheated brain?
Evidentiy t he glancing blow
dealt by the huge chunk of volcanic debris had drive» the interplanetary ship baek into space
where its uncontrolled speed had
rapidly taken it from the vicinity of the planet. A plausible
solution suddenly occurred to
the professor. Possibly. the lake
of fire he bad seen approaching,
following the collision with the
hurtling boulder, was but the reflected mirage of the lake's fiery
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onsider d
con i81'l d.
He a o , and mnd
be cont ·ol
m
glanc d a the .1·tiall
machinery. H found the dial
and consult d h m finding h
the space 8hip pu · u d n our e
around the doubl
Th
space ship had b me a SL! llit
of the blue and oran
as the four planets
circled the suns. Prof sor ,Jameson fou nd that the orbit of the
di abled space c aft v as mid ay
between the fir t and
· on d
planets. The space ship h:1d long
since ceased i own mad speed,
making the prof e sor wonder
bow long he had r emained Un•
conscious. F or an earthly day?
Had it been a month, a year, or
--or an age? It made little differ·
ence~for there in space, time was
an unknown quan~ity, and when
one ia devoid of senses, time
ceases to exist . The profeaS-Or
had no knowledge of how Jong he
bad remained unconscious and
could calculate no approximate
guess.
The space ship's machinery
was irreparably wrecked, and
Professor Jameson was doomed
to a solitary, lonely life of per121

petual existence in his annual
course around the double suns,
enabled to watch at all times the
various phases of the planet on
which had occurred the death of
his fell ow comrades. He was the
last of the Zoromes, and the only
escape from the monotony of the
existence which lay before him
was by suicide. The professor
contemptuously shunned this ex, peaient of release.
For over forty million years he
had lain preserved in death within his rocket container, to be
found ani:1 brought back to life
by the Zoromes. And now he was
consigned by the irony of fate to
a similar existence, except that,
this time, he was not bereft of life
and- the sensation of living. His
was to be a perpetual life of loneliness, in trivial comparison with
the life of a flesh and blood
creature of any planet.
The stars and passing comets
would be his only companions,
silent ones of the cosmic Universe, and perhaps occasionally a
passing meteor would flit its temporary greeting before continuing its aimless pilgrimage on
inte the realms of eternal mystery.
Would a space ship from Zor
ever chance that way some time
in the eonistic future to release
him from his cosmic prison?

There were many of the machine men expeditions scattered
throughout space, but his disabled space craft represented the
proverbial needle of the haystack, and the haystack but a
solitary haystack among billions. It was a forlorn hope, with
chances of a trillion to one. Better were the chances of a space
expedition from one of the four
planets of the double sun finding
the wrecked space traveler.
Perhaps in the ensuing ages
measured only in geological history, the simple forms of life
upon these planets would rise
progressive
through :various
scales of evolution to an inevitable position of scientific prominence, where the art of space
flying would be conquered. Then
would the professor's eons of
loneliness be abruptly ended,
plunging him into a series of
new and start1ing adventures.
Such a hope must lie far within the interminable future, and
the fruits of such a hope were to
be born only of an undying patience and a wonderful philosophy. Moodily, and in deep, meditative rumination, Professor
Jameson, lost in the twisting
labyrinth of his own thoughts,
stared across the depths of vacuum to where spun lazily in space
the planet of the double sun.

THE END
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The Sixth Galaxy Reader. Edited
by H. L. Gold. 240 pp. Doubleday
&Co.,
The Best From Fantasy and Science fiction. Edited by Robert P.
Mills. 258 pp. Doubleday & Co.,
Inc. $9.95.
· The yearly anthologies are out
from GALAXY and FANTASY AND
SCIENCE FICTION and, as they say
in the wine business, it doesn't
seem to have been a vintage year.
It's hard to pick and choose, but
I'd say that FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTIO?:l comes somewhat
closer to the mark in over-all
quality, though the GALAXY collection has a few individual
stories that are enjoyable. But
even though I'm disappointed in
not really enjoying two books
that I -:isually· look forward to, I
cannot condemn them completely
for two rea&ons. First of all, I
remember with pleasure many
entertaining hours spent with
these two collections in other
years. Secondly, I can under-

stand and sympathize with the
dilemma that must face an editor
who has established a tradition
of- yearly readers. Should he
break his chain because he doesn't have enough first-class material or should he maintain the
tradition even at the expense of
its quality?
In the GALAXY collection ( the
sixth of its kind) it is the ladies
who save the day. Margaret St.
Clair furnishes a highly original
tale, "The Nuse Man." And in
"True Self," Elizabeth Mann
Borgese gives us another of her
chiUers, seemingly normal and
natural in content, but weird in
effect. Outside of these, the most
interesting thing in the book is
Editor Gold's brief but nicely
thought out Introduction.
The pick of FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION'S crop are the cc,ntributions by Jay WilJiams, a
story of children on the moon ;
Isaac Asimov, a new wrinkle in
the battle of man versus com123

puter; Clifford Simak with an·
other tale of his own brand of
alien and an interesting moral
choice; and Kurt Vonnegut's sa·
tiric little "fable of our time" on
equality. But to balance the-se
contributions there are disappoilitments from Avram Davidson, Poul Anderson and Cord·
wainer Smith. Rosser Reeves has
two good poems, and the rest of
the selections fall in between.
Among these are two, intel'esting
but somewhat clumsily written
fantasies, a real sick story which
could have made its comment on
our age in half the time and with
half the morbidity, and an offbeat bit of psychology by Jody
Scott. All in all, a score of 50 %
maybe, a respectable number of
hits, but this same volume has
been known to hit near 100% in
tke past.

The Seed of Earth. By Robert
Silverberg. 139 pp. A ce B ooks.
Paper: 40¢.
If you're looking for straight
entertainment and don't care if
anything else sticks with you or
not, this latest from the pr olific
( too prolific?) pen of Robert Sil·
verberg ought to be the thing.
Earth is in the process of colonizing planets far out beyond
the limits of our solar system.
The computer picks the fifty men
and fi:fty women who are to carry
human civilization to the stars.
Every day ships leave with their
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cargo of unwilling conscripts,
the draftees of a .system from
which there is no escape.
The narrative device Silverberg uses in his rudimentary plot
development is a very common
one-jumping ar und and dropping into the Jives of this ci·osssection of people one at a time as
they learn the new and prepare
for departure, and then following
them as they meet and their
paths converge in their common
fate. Yet old a the device may
be, it almo t always proves t-nteresting, given an author of the
slightest . competence.
Why is this so? Probably because each of us has at one t ime
or another t r aced in his own
mind and memor,y the way he
came to meet certain friends, or
the seeming chance with which
he boo been pulled i,nto certain
events, or the seeming coincident al occurrences that turn out to
be so strongly linked at a later
date. So, as cliche-ridden as- Silverberg's device is, it almost
never fails to attract because it
has universal appeal as part of
the universal experience.
Worlds of When. Edited by Grol
Conklin. 159 pp, Pyramid Books.
40¢.

Mr. Conklin has always been
one of the busieit anthologizers
in the field. Last month he
showed some enterprising imagination with a collection of sciAMAZING STORIES

nee fiction by cienti t . Thi
month, I can report he has sh wn
the most di criminating s I cti\'ene. s in thi grouping of fiv
sh rt nov ls- brain childr n of
Chad Oliv r, Fritz L ib r, Arlarke, Mack R ynold
thur
nnd Margaret St. lair. Th b ok
is bill d as "novels of impr bub!
todays and possibl tomo1-r ws,''
and this is as good a d scription
as any of these stories, for it i
their unifying thread. None of
them is wildly impossibl , but
the ones set close to the pr s nt
are neither more or less plausible than the ones set in th f uture.
The first story, Chad Oliver's
Transfusion, concerns some anthropological inve tigations with
a time machine. All is going well
with these scientists until at one
point in time, they discover that
all the skeletons, skulls, artifacts
and cave paintings on which we
base our theories of evolution
have simply disappeared. The
story follows the frantic search
to get to the root of the myster¼'
and what is found when they get
there. Fritz Leiber's Bullet With
His Name is the saga of Ernie
Meeker, a normal American
bachelor, who is saddled with
a fearsome responsibility. Two
powerful Beings from Galaxy
Center are testing him, as a representative of all Earth people, to
see if Earth shall be admitted to
Galactic citizenship. Needless to
THE SPECTROSCOPE

t 1-1l1:1 ttr more
han fr ak ·cu rr )nccH.
In nratlt ,rnd flt S ualwr,
th<'
purAUC'H
Arthur Clnrl
thought8 n nd f 1i ng1:1 of n r>romS nator who hHH juR
in n
l • rned that h hnR no mu ·h

J ng t livC'. In lh <'OUJ'R of
hi, car er h hns mnd many
n mies and now h iR trying to
mak p ac with hims lf nnr.l
others. Jimt wh n h, hnH 1m ceeded, this p ac iH Ahltti •r d by
an un xp ct d diHcov •i-y fr m
the I ast anticipat•d quart r.
In Farmer, Ma k R<'ynolclR
transports UR to the Sa'hnra,
wh re mod rn Am ri an technology has Atart d to turn the
area into a gre n and C'omfortable land again. But the U., '.'a
motives are suspect nnd, adding
to the difficulties inherent in
such a proj ct, aabotag suddenly rears its head.
In the last novella, The Rations of Tantalu8 by Margaret
St. Clair, we arc carri d to a
safe, sterile and dull future
where anything resembling a
normal psychological or physiologica] process is taboo, and
where Euph pills assure that no
one will ever be anything but
pleasant, shallow and bland. But
the fly is always in the ointment
if one digs deeply enoaa-h. Eupb
(Continued on pa,ge 118)
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(Continued from ']><1,ge 7)
alarm, he leaped to his right into
the st range tunnel."
F inally, Kline's heroes and
heroines are a little more realistic than Burroughs', and his
situations infinitely more exciting. This is why he is a better adventure-story writer than Burroughs ever was.
Charles Dixon
4578 Comanche Rd.
Gainesville, Ga.
• Well, you've probably started something all right. ERB-ites,
our lettercols are open. First
come, first printed!
Dear Editor:
Though I am normally accounted as being as phlegmatic
as most, Mr. Cotts has pegged
me as an "irate reader" (which
I am not) ; therefore, I a,m feeling r-ather irate. First, I write a
dissenting opinion on a book review. In return, I am told that I
am entitled to my opinionthough I am clearly wrong,
which is another opinion! Then,
I receive rather special mention
by Mr. Cotts wherein he still disagrees, but explains why. Also, I
find that another reader likes
Stranger, reasons not given, as
your reasons are not. Now then,
the only person I am now a trifle
perturbed at is you, Miss Goldsmith; because only you of the
printed opposition, have not stat126

ed your reasons for disagreement.
I would like to. thank Cotts for
his explanation to me why he
disliked Heinlein's novel. It is
seldom that a reviewer bothers
with such dissenting opinions. I
enjoy both magazines and am
rather in awe of the competent
staff which can select such a
wide and varied range of material for presentation. However, I
will contunue to write dissenting
opinions.
The July issue was very good,
especially Stuart's · story. I also
liked N.L.'s editorial. After reading a story in one of your rival
mags on the same subJect, I
found that its story line was
much clearer to me due to N.L.'s
editorial.
J. J. Tilton
Box 199, F-t. Clayton
Canal Zone
• Gotts is in the Voltaireian tradition-disagreeing with
what you say but def ending to
the death your right to say it.
Cele is more in the tr(J,d,ition of
the eternal- female. She disagrees with you but won't say
why. Perhaps she doesn't even
know. We 'J)Ut up with these eccentri<Jities of hers as long as the
magazine gets out on time each
month.
Dear Miss Goldsmith:
I write this letter for· one main
purpose: to vent my dissatisfacAMAZING STORIES

tion with S. E. Cotts as a book
reviewer,
To elaborate: Cotts' reviews
lack coherence •and a definite
opinion of the book in question.
A case in point is his review of
Damon Knight's anthology. He
starts out by saying the anthology is excellent because of
Knight's good taste; but then ·h is
tone alters slightly and he commences to complain of the placement of stories (saying that
"Call Me Joe" could very well be
placed in the "Other Worlds and
People'' section; but I'm sure if
Knight had put the story in that
section, Cotts would have wondered why it wasn't in the original "Superman" section-), then
whines about the omission of
Theodore Sturgeon. Has Cotts
ever ·tried to assemble an anthology? Did it ever occur to him
that just possibly none of Sturgeon's stories fitted into the anthology ; or possibly rights couldn't be secured for a possible
story; or- possibly the stories
available were overly familiar, or
overly long? I might just as well
complain of the omission of stellar names like J-ack Williamson,
Henry Kuttner, Cliffor~ Simak,
Murray Leinster, A. E. van
Vogt, Fritz Leiber, and ·many
others, all certainly shapers of
current science fiction. Then he
complains of the absence of some
science fiction. Then he complains of the absence of some
1• • •

OR SO YOU · SAY

important science fiction novels;
did it ever occur to him that antholozation of several novels, or
even one novel, rather cramps
things in a 350 page anthology?
And then seems to think that
Knight doesn't consider them
science fiction because . of their
absence.
His reviews seem interminably long and murky, and after a
while one wonders what the heck
Cotts thinks of the book he's reviewing. If he says something
complimentary, he seems to feel
he has to drag out some insignificant criticism to .counteract
the praise. The reverse is also
true. Occasionally he comes up
with a perceptive comment, but
not enough, unfortunately, to
warrant further inclusion of his
ramblings in your otherwise fine
publication.
To wind up this letter on a
more laudatory note, I would like
to commend you on the sparkling
stories you've had occasion to
publish recently.
Larry .Shellum
19227 Belshaw
Gardina, Calif.
• Sorry we can't agree with
you. The function of a reviewer
is not to praise or damn, but to
do both if he finds both are deserved. The final judgment is,
ultimately, always up to each individual reader. Howeve1·, do you
feel better now that you've vented? Good!
127
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From. him she learned the
ancient mysteries of love, its
unsuspected pleasures. Under
his tutelage her dormant
womanhood awakened and she
became irresistible. Men
broke down the doors in sur•
render to her will.
Ovid's ARI OF LOVE is now
available to those- who are not
. afraid to try the unusual.
Banned when first publi~hed
and still hard to get in an
untampered version, the book
tells all in clear unashamed
language. Everything is de•
tailed from the first approach
to the final conquest. It's as
old as tAe oldest love ritual,
newer than the newest · sex
hook. Completely iUus!rated and
beautifully bound; oNLYSl98
IOND I OOK CO., Dept. 0..161 1

43 W. 6 h t St., Ne w York 2 3, N. Y,
Please send Ovid's THE ART OF LOVE on
10-day f~e trial in plain wra~per. If not
pleased, I get my purchase pncc refwided
at once.
D I enclose Sl.98. Send Postpaid.
0 Send C.O.D. I'll pay postman S1.98
plus postage.

- - - - - - Z o ne_Stof.,__ _

WE ARE GROWING •••
and you ca n grow with us by placing a
small classified ad in AMAZING's Shopping
Guide.
For as little a s $2.50 (25¢ per word; 10
word minimum) your classified message
will be read by more than 50,000 active
b uyers e ach month.
Test them today! You'll be delighted with
the results!
For complete details, write:
Martin Lincoln, Classified Advertising Manager

AMAZING
One Park Avenue
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New York 16, New York

pills are distributed a month's
supply at a time. For those who
run out, there is the black market. And then there are a few
brave souls (as in Brave New
World, natch!) who scorn this
artificial well-being and who
choose to suffer depression, rage,
perspiration and
,., all those other
"nasty" human failings in order
to feel and remain true to themselves.
All the entries are not equal,
but the rartge starts with good
and runs up through excellent.
The stories seem to fall very neatly, and without forcing, into categories. In Oliver's T ransf usion
and St. Clair's The R(l)fJions of
Tantalus, the ideas are not particularly original, but the writing
is smooth and completely convincing. In Farmer by Mack
Reynolds and Death (1ffl,d the Senat or by Arthur Clarke, the ideas
are fresh, but the writing is
somewhat clumsy. In the case of
Reynolds, the denouement is as
sudden and as inadequately prepared as in a third-rate dectective
magazine, while the Clarke story
suffers from some embarrassing
cliches where there should have
been some of the really moving
prose of which I know he's capable. Only in Leiber's Bullet With.
His Name is there the perfect
meshing of plot, character and
high order writing.

SHOPPING -· GUIDE
· Cla,ssined
Rate: 2"5¢ per word including name and address. Minimum 10
words. Send orders and remittance to AMAZING STORIES, One
Park Avenue, New York 16, New York. Attention Martin Lincoln.

AUTHORS

FOR SALE, S.F. magazines, books; Free list.
Robert Weinberg, 127 Clark St., Hillside, N. J.

AUTHORS Learn how to have your book published,' promoted, distributed. Free booklet
"ZD", Vantage, 120 West 31 St., New York 1.

NEW FANZINE on 6cience-fiction; first edition
25¢. lunar look, 1660 Ash Street, Des Plaines,
Illinois. ·

WRITERS send your books, articles, stories,
plays for free evaluation, screening and sale.
Write today! Literary Agent Mead, 915 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10.

DON'T miss "Medical News Digest", bi monthly newcomer! Reports latest disooveries
prolonging life, health, $;!.00, yearly. 8.
Grauer, Dept. 1211-C, 26 Court, Brooklyn 1,
N. Y.

PUBLISH your book! Join our successful authors
publicity advertising promotion, beautiful
books. All subjects invited. Send for free appraisal on detailed booklet. Carlton Press,
Dept. ZDK, 84 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C. 11.

BINOCULARS AND
TELESCOPES
SCIENCE BARGAINS-Request Free Giant
Catalog " CJ"-144 pages-Astronomical Telescopes, Microscope"S,
Lenses, Binoculars,
Kits, Parts. War Surplus bargains. Edmund
Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.
BARGAINS! Camera Adaptors! Telescopes!
Microscopes! Binoculars! Free Catalog! Adventure Company, Box 2133-R, San Diego 12,
California.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
FANTASY & SF BOOKS & Mags lowest prices,
list free. Werefolf Bookshop, 7055M Shannon
Road, Verona, Pa.
BACK Issue, Science · Fiction, Magazines and
Books. Pocket Editions 5 for $1.15. Free lists.
John E. Koestner, 2124 Rene Ct., Brooklyn 37,
N. Y.

READ America's Amatuer Magazines, 8 for
$1.00.. Seth A. Johnson, 339 Stiles St., Voux
Hall, N. J.
HORROR Book-"The Detective Is A Monster!"
By Jett Martin. Unusual, fascinating. 50¢
Trans-International Publishers, P.O. Box 2942,
Paterson, N. J.
·

BACK issue Scientifantasy magazines, books.
Free catalog. Gerry de la Ree, 2n Howland,

River Edge, N. J.

BOOKS-All 10¢, 200 titles, all subjects. catalog free . Cosmar, Clayton, Ga.

SPECIALISTS: Science-Fiction, Fantasy, Weird
Fiction, Books, Pocketbooks. Lists issued.
Stephen's Book Service, 71 Third Avenue, New
York 3, N. Y.
NAME the book-we'll find it for youl Out-ofprint book specialists. All subjects. (Title
alone is sufficient.) Writ-no obligation.
Books-On-File, Dept. AMF, Union City, New
Jersey.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FREE SOOK "990 Successful, little-Known
Businesses." Work homel Plymouth-555M,
Brooklyn 4, New York.
ASSEMBLE Artificial Lures at home for stores.
Materials supplied Free. Profitable! Write,
Lures, Fort Walton Beach 1, Florida.
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorderl Helped
others make money! Start with $10.00-Free
Proof. Torrey, Box 3566-N, Oklahoma City 6,
Oklahoma.
HOME producers needed desperately in exploding new plastks business. Sell us your
spare time. No selling-most territories still
open! Hurry! NPC, BoJ< 23321, Los Angeles 23.

EMPLOYMENT
INFORMATION
DIRECTORY Reports. Construction, aviation,
shipping, airfields, government, manufactur·
ing, trucking etc. Foreign-Stateside. Helpful
information plus job-getting tips on preparing
application letters. Unconditional money-bock
guarantee of satisfaction. Act Today. Only
$2.00. ($2.25 Airmail) (C.O.D.'s Accepted)
Research Services, Meramec Building, St. Louis
5-Z, Missouri.
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FOR SALE
LEG IRONS; $7.95; Handcuffs, $7.95. leather
Restraints; Fetters ; Collector's Specialties,
Catalog 50¢. Thomas Ferrick, Bo:,c; l2F, Newburyport, Mass.
EXOTIC EARRINGS! Details free . Pair $1.00.
OHGA, ZD-380, Sigakenkusatu, Japan.

---------- ------- -- '
UNIQUE psychological and metQphysical
counseling service. literature free. Stevens,
Dept, Zl 1, Bo:,c; 664, Altadena, California.

INSTRUCTION
LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your
recorder, phonograph. Astnnishing details,
sensational cat<1log free! Sleep-learning Auociation, Box 24-ZD, Olympi<1, Washington.

DRUG SUNDRIES . Complete line of rubber
goods. Nationally advertised brands. Vitamins,
etc. Write ·for free catalog . F11deral Pharmacal
Supply, Inc. Dept. ZD, 6652 North Western
Avenue, Chicago 45, Illinois.

LEARN while asleep. Remarkable, scientific,
92% effective. Details free . ASR Foundation,
Box 7021, Dept. e .g., le ington, Kentucky ,

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

FUTURE system of Mqthematics-Guarante ed$1 .00, Knowledge, 2900 9th Street, Rock Island
12, Illinois.

U.S. Government Surplus-Jeeps, $264.00;
radios, $2.53; Guns; Typewriters; cameras;
tools; thousands of items. Fabulously low surplus prices. Complete information sen't immediately. Send $1.00 to , Surplus, Bo:,c; 512-R,
New Odeans 1, Louisiana .
JEEPS $278, Airplanes $159, Boats $7 .88, Generators $2.68, Typewriters $8.79 are typ ical
government surplus ~ale prices. Buy 10,001
items wholesale, di,rect. Fufl details, 627
locations and procedure only $1.00. Surplus,
Box 177-C33, Abbottstown, Penna.

HELP vVANTED
EARN E:,c;tra money selling advertising book
matches. Free sample furn ished. Matchcorp,
Dept. MD· 112, Chicago 32, Illinois.

HYPNOTISM
HYPNOTIZE Unnoticed, quickly, effortlessly or
refundl Thousand satisfied $2. Timner, 80:,c;

244, Cedarburg, Wi.sc.

MODERN HYPNOTISMi .•• Quick . . . Powerful .. · . Un-notic:ed. Extra : Selfhypnosis. Complete manual $) (guaranteed! ). Crystal' s
M71 -PZD2, Hoboken, New Jersey.

MISCELLANEO l S
INDEPENDENT Thinkers-in vesii9ote Humanism, the scientific personal philosophy! Free
literature. American Humanism Assaciotion,
Dept. A2, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
HOMEBREWINGi . . . Beers . • . Wine.s. Instruction Manual $1 (guaranteed!). Crystal' s,
M71-ZD2, Hoboken , New Jersey.
HOMEBREW GUIDE. Complete illustrated instruction manual, $1 .00. Supply catalog included. Ca lBrew Supplies, 80:,c; 1005-A U,
Seaside, Colifornio,

MOVIES
MEDICAL FILM-Adults Only . " Chlldbirth"one reel 8mm, $7 ,50; 16mm, $14,95. lnlerna•
tional T, Greenvale, L. I., New Yo rk.

PERSO~

LS

THE EARTH' S AXIS . . . is due for o major
c:atastrophic shift soon. Booklet explains. Result of 7 years research. $1.00 Postpoid. Emil
Sepic, 2510 Harrison, Eureka, Colif,
WHATEVER your needs, Amazing classified
can solve them. Simply place an ad in these
columns and watch your results pour in. for
fourther informa ion, Write Martin Lincoln.

PRINTI!\G ND
PRI TING SUPPLIES
REAL Quality law Cost Printing! Peerless 266

0 an St., Brooklyn 17, New York.

STAMPS Ai.VD COINS
SMASHING collection fre-lndudes triangles,
early United States, rockets, sports, British
Colonies, high value pictorials, etc. Complete
collection plus big, .illustrated magazine, oil
free. Send 10¢ far postage. Gray Stamp Co.,
Dept. Z2, Toronto, CanadQ.

TAPE

D RECORDERS

TAPE Recorders , Hi-i:i Components, SINpleorning £quipment, Tapes, Unusual Values.
Free Cotolog. O,-ssner, 1523 AM Jericho Tpk-.
New Hyde Pork, N. Y.

,vANTED

TO BUY

QUICJCSILVER, Platinum, S.lver, Gold 0f'ft
analyzed. hee circular. Mercury Terminal,
Norwood, Massachusetts.

WHA TfVER your needs, Amazing dassifiecl
can solve them. Simply place an ad in these
columns and watch your results pour in. For
MAGAZINES, books, collections, oCCVfflVlafurther information, Write Marfin Lincoln,
1ions. Barson' s, 387 North Stl'Nf, RO(hesfer,
Amazing, One Park Avenue, New York 16.
N. Y.
Printed in U.S.A.
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f ronz cov r to cov r
1963 PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL
is a beautif ul e hibition
of choice pictu~
Portfolios by Individual Photographer s
International Portfolio • News Picture Section
Special 16-page Pulp Section on What
Photography Greats Have to Say About Their Field

NOW ON SALE

0 LY

1.25

They were surrounded by deso lation, adrift
amid ruins- alone in an empty world.
See BLACK AND WHITE
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